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FOREWORD

It may be true that an Army fights on its stomach, but
it also fights for it, too. Hunger is an inspiration.

Whatever the strategic ideological purpose of the war,
its practical tactical one, particularly in the Delta,
in this last quarter was, rice.

The rice war is also a price war. A two edged sword
that helped and hurt. It forced the enemy for want of
food to come to the ARVN guns, but gnawed at ARVN morale
for want of the wherewithal for food. The pay for mar-
ried soldiers, sailors and airmen is simply not enough.

Seventy-five percent GVN inflation in one year is an NVA
ally, unsettling as the flowering SA-7's, the harassment
of the refugee centers, the six reserve divisions north
of the DMZ, the continued influx of troops, tanks and
artillery, improvement of roads, extension of pipelines,
upgrading of the Dong Ha port and the degrading loss of
Tonle Cham Ranger Camp after 418 days of siege.

Tactically, however, overall, RVNAF was triumphant. Ever
improving. While the enemy overran outposts and ambushed
two 32d Regiment battalions of the ill-starred 21st Divi-
sion, the ARVN 7th aided by the 7th Ranger Group, won
GVN's greatest victory since An Loc and Quang Tri, aven-
ging at Tri Phap the debacle that signalled to the U.S.
in 1963--the ARVN could not then go it alone.

f If there is any casualty in this war, it is Statistical
Analysis, especially the efficacy of the odious "body
count." If some statistics are suspect, some neverthe-

_J less deserve respect. Especially when the possibility
of being dead right may add up to being dead.

In this war, at this time, one cannot miss the literal
meaning of the phrase "deadly routine."

The life-crucial time of the day for the ARVN soldier is
routinely 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon as he returns from
his daily stint in the field, assembles to cook rice and
clusters with his fellows for massacre by mortar. The
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urge to cluster also takes its toll with mines and booby
traps. Four and five, instead of one or two, are killed
or wounded with each explosion.

Needless to say, training, or more to the point, retrain-
ing is the prescription of the day, with a lesson-learning
warning to the U.S. soldier. The buddy system means stay
close. But not too close...

While sudden end to the continued bloodletting is hoped
for, each side is not misled by this mirage. Each pre-
pares for protracted ordeal.

Both sides are tidying up, and systematizing. The NVA
is strengthening its reserves, cleaning out its field
hospitals, pulling in air transport from China, stand-
ardizing-weaponry (turning in captured U.S.), and even
developing its own version of Rest and Recuperation.
Whereas the work horse, or rather winged horse, of our
R&R was the Boeing 707, the wheeled equine of the NVA R&R
is the Molotova truck.

With the RVNAF Vietnamization is progressing steadily.
_ The first in-country class of Huey pilots (41 of them)

graduated. And the first eight F-5E's are flying. The
Ranger reserve concept led to triumph at Tri Phap and
Duc Hue. Over 384,000 refugees are now resettled. The
spanking new Infantry Training Center at Bearcat is com-
plete, and the railroad quadrangle between key logistic
pivots: Newport, the Army Arsenal, Long Binh and the
Property Disposal Center at Saigon Island, came at the
timely moment of fuel crisis and fund shortage.

The funding famine saw ARVN requisitions suspended for
four months and VNAF restricted to priority needs; MOGAS
was cut almost 20% and ammo to $18 million a month, the
lowest since the Cease-fire. This despite some of the
most desperate fighting. Withal the RVNAF has girded
itself for the management battle. Fortunately, it isn't
phased by whatever the nature of the multi-faceted con-
flict. Military commanders are getting more economy
conscious. They are learning how to ease the squeeze.

2
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For instance, Lieutenant General Truong, Commanding Gen-

* ! eral of I Corps reports: "A thousand rounds of incoming
used to be enough to drive us out of a position. By con-
trast, we would pour 100,000 shells and bombs on a com-
munist position and they would still be there.

"The difference is that they were digging holes and we
were using sandbags. Well, sandbags cost 11 cents apiece
and holes cost nothing. So now we dig holes and we dig
them deep. We mean to stay."

They will stay. If we give them shovels and whatever
else they need. And they need practically everything
except adrenalin. They have plenty of that.

JO MURRAY i
Major General, USA
Defense Attache

SO
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1. (C) BACKGROUND: During the past quarter, the Com-
munists increasea their combat capability in the South
by continuing personnel infi'ltration and an unprecedented
level of logistical shipments. In the :;orth, they con-
stituted a strategic reserve that could be committed
quickly to the South. Their strategy appears to include
economic development in the North, development of
"liberated areas" in the South, and reinforcement of the
forces in the South for at least the duration of 1974.
Meanwhile, the enemy retains the option of conducting
major attacks or initiating a general offensive.

2. (S) NORTH V!ETAMESE DEVELOPMENTS:

a. Statements by high party and DRV officials during
the first quarter of place major emphasis on recon-
stru.tion and In he ::orth. At the February
session of the :4ation.L Assembly, convened to promulgate
the Resolution of the 22nd Plenum of the Party Central
Committee, Vice Premier and Politburo Member, Le Thanh
Nghi, delivered the most comprehensive report on economic
matters at an Assembly session since 1965. Ee announced
the DRV's plans for economic revitalization and recovery
duving !7 L n in-' -,J listed the nriorities of' the 1974
State Plan as foli :I

(1) apidly finish healing the wounds of. war.

(2) r;rive to rehabilitate and develop the economy.

(3) Continue to build the technical and material
foundations of socialism.

(4) Consolidate the socialist regime.

(5) Stabilize the living conditions of the people.

(6) Consolidate defense.

(7) Endeavor to fulfill the duty to the heroic South.

eb. The 1974 a'a? n and Guidelines through 1975Sare intended to lead up to a five-year- plan (1976-198o)

and a 10 to 15 .dev,;I~ment rlan izi under consideration.

SECR(
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W~hereas earlier economic planning was essentially

a year-to-year effort to use whatever resources were
available after war-related needs were met, this latest
planning will require sustained, dependable inputs of
resources over a period of years.

c. The targets and scope of the 1974 State Plan
mark it as the most ambitious and comprehensive plan
in the history of the DRV, envisioning a 21 per cent
increase in gross national product. The goals are to
be achieved through these measures:

(1) Fifty per cent increase in state investment in
capital construction.

(2) Increased availability of skilled labor
through:

(a) Eighty-three per cent increase in recruitment
of technical worker trainees.

(b) 22.3 per cent increase in vocation school en-j
rollment.

(3) Intensified enforcement of socialist laws.

(4) Greater efforts to improve management and
planning.

(5) Combining the economy with national defense.

d. In mid-March, Vice Premier Nghi appeared to
Cgive even more emphasis to reconstruction. "~We should
not tend toward leisure and comfort ... nor should we be
too bent on maintaining vigilance and making prepara-
tions for war and thus become unsteady and undecided
in mobilizing all forces and latent capabilities to
intensively perform the task of economic restoration
and development...

e. The emphasis on reconstruction and development
does not mean that the long-standing goal of taking
over the South has been discarded. Nghi asserted that
the reconstruction program for 1974 and 1975 is essen-
tial to "forwarding the revolution in South Vietnam."

f. During 1973, the DRV concentratedi on rebuilding
its lines of communications, its military rear service
capability, its strategic reserves and its combat

SECRET
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capabilihty in t,:,- J,. A : are at u e:eden~ed

levels. ''he DRV acn .- l believes it can now be :in
to turn at least par--al. attention to t'-.,- ec_ ., ... in

the :o'th and still ma .tain its support to the south.

3. (S) LOGISTICS: "n logistics activity, over
60,600 tons of supplies have been moved either into
or through Quang Tri Province over the past three
months. Approximately fifty per cent was arms and
ammunition. The enemy now has enough supplies on
hand in South Vietnam to conduct attacks similar to
1972 for well over a year. Except for localized dis-
tribution problems, logistics is not a limiting factor
on enemy capabilities.

4. (S) INFILTRATION:

a. Below is DAO Saigcn's estimate of infiltration
activity during the first quarter of 1974 compared with
the same period in 19:3:

1973 1974

DM /MRTTH 11,700 200
MR-5 6,C00 6,200
B-3 FRONT 10,200 14,100
COS2N 22,700 35,COC

TOTAL 55,500

b. Of particular interest this year is the NVA's
unprecedented emphasis on infiltration to COSVN. The
following table depicts the relative percentage of its
past infiltration effort to COSVN:

% OF COUNTRY TOTAL
YEAR STREMGTH BOUND FOR COSVN

1968 71,100 30

1969 44,80o 42
1970 27,700 52
1971 35,100 53
1972 37,000 25
1973 25,900 34
1974 (to date) 35,000 63

c. The replacements enroute to COSVN and B-3 Front
4 this quarter raise the manning of combat units to

desired offensive strength levels and provide a replace-
ment pool for future losses. The units in MR-I (MRTTH
and 71R-5) are probably now manned at near authorized
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strengths.

d. The 55,500 personnel arrived or in the system
are significant compared with other years and in the
context of the relatively low level of activity since
the CeaF'eflre.

e. The high level of infiltration starting in
January this year and the high proportion of men going
to the B-3 Front and COSVN increase force levels in
these areas well beyond that needed to replace current
combat losses. By the end of the Lao dry season in
June, the manning levels will be higher than before the
1972 country-wide attacks.

f. The most significant change in infiltration is
the cut in travel times. Shown below is a comparison
of travel days required before and after the Ceasefire:

A PRE-CEASEFIRE POST-CEASEFIRE
AREA (ON FOOT) (BY TRUCK)

DMZ 20 4
MRTTH 35 12
MR-5 60 15
B-3 FRONT 60 20
COSVN 90 40 (Est.)

g. Concerning exfiltration, the NVA returned
47,000 personnel to the North in 1973. During the
first quarter of 1974, the NVA exfiltrated 35,500 per-
sonnel: January - 13,600; February - 13,900; March -
8,000. Although the exfiltration rate for March has
slowed, it is still twice the average monthly rate for
1973. The majority of exfiltration this year appears

Ji to be sick and wounded. This is because trucks are
available and roads are free of interdiction.

h. Since early January, the NVA ha-s apparently
been infiltrating the equivalent of one armor and one
artillery regiment to the South. Although complete
data is lacking, DAO feels that there are about 100-
150 tanks, mostly T-54's involved In this effort.
These tanks probably are to be used as replacements

and will upgrade the NVA's armor capability.

"I
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1 C- 10 5-!10 !1C-:20
B-3 FROM: 1 -5 115-120 115-135

OOSVN 25-30 165-170 190-20

TOTAL 100-120 560-600 660-720

i. At least 3C guns of which 21 are 130N171, recently
were detected moving through S. Laos. Although the
final destination is not known, they will probably be
given to existing artillery battalions. DAO's estimate
of enemy guns (122-1307M4) in SVN:

OCT 72 INFILTRATED TOTAL

DM./, VR 5T-TH 130-140 182-200
':.R- 0570 8 0o-2 5-,O 0 , -80
B-3 FRONT 20-25 20-25 40-50
CO0SY%:., oJ- 80-) 80-90

TOTAL 75-100 295-320 370-420

I..0E: Armor and artillery infiltration totals shown

above represent only those detected in the regular
infiltration system. - hey do not represent the total
estimated to be -n-country which are based on additional
information. For complete estimates of armor and artil-
lery strength, refer to the individual ,M.1ilitary Region
summaries which follow.

5. (S) STRATEGIC RESERVE:

a. A major reconstitution of North Vietnam's
strategic reserve forces occurred in 1973. The 308B,
308th and 312th Divisions were joined in the north by
returning elements of the 316th Division from Laos and
the 320B Division from MR-I. In addition, the 34 1st
Division was reformed in southern Quang Binh Province.

Another Division -- the 968th in Southern Laos -- is
considered part of the strategic reserve, but it
recently deployed one of its regiments -- the 9th --

into SV:N. Additional deployments of elements of the
Division are expected.

V
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b. The NVA has established a Front Headquarters

in Thanh Hoa (P). Three divisions, which have pre-
viously been deployed to SVN -- the 308th, 312th and

320B -- are apparently subordinate to the Front. In
addition, an Air Defense Task Force, possibly subor-
dinate to this new Front, has been created in the
Thanh Hoa area. It will provide an integrated air
defense system for the Front. The reason for the
formation of the Front at this time is unknown, but
in 1970 the 70B Front which was formed some 200 kms
south of Thanh Hoa, later deployed to the Quang Tri
Province-Laotian Border area and engaged in heavy
combat. At present the indicators which might suggest
that the new front will deploy to the South have not
been noted. Despite this, there is no requirement in
NVN for a front headquarters.

c. Due to improved logistics networks and motorized
transport, Hanoi's six reserve divisions -- 308, 308B,
312, 316, 320B and 34i -- with a deployment strength of
approximately 50,000 personnel, could be committed to
the conflict in the Scuth in record time.

6. (S) AIR DEFENS7:

a. During the past quarter, the NVA continued to
shift AAA units. The 219th and 246th Regiments moved
into Quang Tri Province from NVN while the 216th, 230th,
24 1st, and 280th Regiments deployed from Quang Tr to
NVN. Additionally, the 591st Regiment is now believed
to be operating in-country in the Route 9 area along
the RVN-Laos border. in the Que Son Valley, reporting
indicates the presence of the 571st Regiment which was
probably formed in late 1973 from the 572nd Tank/Arty
Regiment.

b. Two AAA regiments deployed to MR-2 during the
quarter. The 234th Regiment deployed to the Dak To
area in Kontum Province, replacing the 593rd Regiment
which deployed southward to the Plei Trap Valley in
Pleiku Province. Recent intelligence indicates the
593rd Regiment may be moving eastward toward Pleiku
City. The 232nd Regiment also deployed to MR-2 and
is now in the Ia Drang Valley area. This regiment
replaced the 546th Regiment which is now deployed
along the border area in western Darlac Province.

0
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c. Lre-::y r 'd. nse t y regi on:

MR-2 MR-3 TOTALS

DIVISIONS 1 0 1 2
REGIMENTS 21* 4 2 0 27
BATTALIONS 32 16 11 0 109
WEAPONS** 1,200 240 160 0 1,600

* Includes one SAiK Regiment

** Includes 12.7, 14.5, 23, 37, 40, 57, 85, and 100MM
weapons.

7. (S) ENEM 1Y THREAT AND INTENTIONS BY REGION:

a. DAO Saigon has recognized the need to define
the levels of ere y offensive operations in SVIN.
These definition- aire used in the discussicns of
regional threats ana intentions. Our definiticiis are
exoresse in te--.s ri' scope and obj4ective.

(1) A General Offensive is a coordinated country-
wide offensive, the purpose of which is to force the
capitulation of :he '2%N. Historically, only the offen-
sive ,)f Tet 'ct seems to qualify. In scope, that
offer.s1ve was ccuntrv-wide and in ot ,'ective, it struck
at tihe seat cf toe government.

(2) A Phased Offensive is one that seeks the same
final otjective as the reneral offensive but seeks to
achieve it over a longer period of time through the
attack and seizure of secondary objectives. The cumu-
lative effect of a series of successful attacks would
eventually cause the collapse of the military, economic
and political structure of South Vietnam.

(3) Major attacks are defined as coordinated
offensive operations within the frame-work of the
phased offensive.

(') Limited attacks are offensive operations to
seize secondary rilitary and political objectives in
order to expand a rea, populaticn and resources control
and to urMdernne GVN military, economic and political

well-being. Theyf are also important elements in the
phased offensive.
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(5) Small-scale a;,, zs ave offensive operations

against minor objecti:es to create and maintain dis-
order and tension in j',.U controlled and contested areas,
support proselyting, cover movement, tie down RVNAF and
collect resources. These operations are the lowest
level of offensive action within the frame-work of the
phased offensive.

b. MILITARY REGIC-.. 1: In Military Region 1 during
the past quarter, ene.y activity was low and no major
changes were detected in the threat:

DIVISIONS 4 (Plus 1 AD)
REGIMENTS 33 (Plus 22 AD)
COMBAT PERSONNEL 95-105,000
ADMIN PERSONNEL 30- 35,000

TOTAL !251-7L0,000

A re-evaluation of the ciganization of NVA armor units
in MR-1 has resulted in increased armor strength
estimates.

?REVIOUS 
PRESENT

201st Regt (4 Bns) 100-140 135-145
202nd Regt (3 Bns) 75-105 110-120
574th 7egt (3 Bns) 75- 85 110-120

TOTAL 250-330 355-38'

While detailed reporting has been limited on armor
units and strengths, infiltration of armor from the
North and recent reporting indicates that armor units
are being upgraded to full strength.

(1) In all majlor threat areas of MR-1, the enemy

has achieved the foic.-:n:

(a) Development of an integrated LOC network and
logistics system for movement of men and materiel to
forward areas.

(b) Development of formidable air defense system
that deters effective ARVU reconnaissance and air strikes
against key logistic conrlexes and military positions.

(c) Unit strengths and logistical bn:s at optimum
levels for major attacks.
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(d) Larg: ....... of both armor and artillery
in for-.:ard stagi.ng areas.

(2) Throughout :R-!, enemy activity is presently
confined to small scale attacks. North of the Hai Van
Pass, military activity is virtually at a standstill as
enemy forces continue developing extensive loristical
networks and building a formidable air defense capabil-
ity. in Quang Tri Province, north of the Thach Han
River and in the A Shau Valley in Thua Thien, there are
now major logistic areas capable of supporting a general
offensive.

(3) In the northern reaches of MR-I, the threat to
RVJAF defenses in the Quang Tri City area consists of
10 infantry regiments, 6 artillery regiments and one
armor regiment with some 35,000 personnel. There have
been very few enemy initiated attacks. The enemy
remains preoccupied with reconnaissance, logistic, road
building and agricultural activities. The most signifi-
cant OB development has been the deployment of the line
regiments of the 325th Division from the Cua Viet area
to an area west and southwest of Quang Tri, indicating
increased enemy emphasis on the western approach to the
city. A new regimental entity, the 47th, has been created
from miscellaneous battalions and subordinated to the
325th to replace regular 325th Division elements in th-
Cua Viet area.

In northern >MR-I, the enemy has the capability to
launch a major attack at any time. Moreover, he would
not have to conduct limited attacks in the area pre-
paratory to a major one. A decision to attack from
north and west of the present defense line would likely
involve the commitment of most of his maneuver forces
in northern Quang Tr in an effort to secure the low-
lands of the province. Reserve forces in NVN would
probably be deployed southward in the event of major
attacks.

(4) The threat to Hue consists of five infantry
regiments, two artillery regiments and one armor regi-
ment with some 22,000 combat personnel. However, an
envelopment around the Quang Tri defenses toward the
south, coordinated with another effort based from the

A Shau Valley toward the Hue area, could seriously
threaten Hue. As in the Quang Tri area, enemy forces
at present are concentrating primarily on logistics,
roadbuilding, and agricultural activity. The enemy is
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construcina a roaa broai in- n rort- fr 1,-t e ! 3 2
which, wh'ien completed, w-111 provi o an ditiona
aporoach to both Quang Tri and Hue. A major attack
designed to capture the city of Hue would require at
.east one additional division.

(5) The enemy threat to Danang consists primarily
of the forces deployed in the Que Son Valley, (i.e.
three infantry regiments, one artillery regiment, and
one armor regiment with some 15,500 combat personnel).
It appears that the 711th Division has been reconstituted
and the 1st NVA Re:iment has deployed back to its o.riginal
AO. Recent reports incicate that Front ! elements are
preparing for attacks. The scope of current planning
is unknown but it is doubtful that major attacks will be
initiated. ,e expect a series of limited attacks
originadtin,_ from the , ... S Valley against government
outposts. The objecti-.e of these attacks is to counteor
SY, cacification and econmic blockade. ., attack on
1-inang w-uld require reinforcement f t.e _ ith Division
in the ,ue Son Valley by et least one more .ivision.
Reporting< suggests that various local force units in VC
Quang Da -rovince would be amalgamated into one or perhaps
two reginonts To late, such a develooment ha3 fallen
tc mateiize , but" if it 1,:ere to occur, it . ' -- a
si-nificant indicat or of n,-ssible r- enti C" to concuct
..ajor atta in .he a-re.

(6) To the suth in -L:-,-5 ati':itv at a
higher level, tat Lon!.'' . n conteste da"Ts o tcent
to Route i. uan7- r i .nce is the o - * the
most significant activity. Front -, its 71it. covision,
and MR-559's Group 471 are developing bases in rne Que
Son Valley and along the Sonf Giang River Corridor.
.R-5 rear service elemnens and Group 471 cre extending
and improving LOC's into Ouang Ngai and Binrt Dinh
Provinces. An otjective for major attack southern
Quang ,gai Provlnce is t-e vicinity of Sa Shu.vnh. The
Communists would require at east diivisin in order to
create a credible threat here. There are indications
that the 2nd NVA Division is bein7 reconstituted in this

j area.

(7) ,vaiabl-_ intellience on enemy intenitions in
' MNR-I indicates that for, the near future the enemy .;'ill

continue selective smalli-sc3le attncks. T1 !r level
of offensive action north -f the Hai Van Pass "s not
expected to change substantially in the enr 7uture.
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Nevertheless, the enemy is building a significantly
reinforced offensive capability opposite Hue. The
possible formation of a new front based on the 324B
Division, the appearance of the new 16th Artillery
Regiment, and the constant flow of ammunition trucks
and other supplies into forward positions are all
indicators of offensive intent. In VC MR-5, Quang Ngai
Provincial units are reportedly under instructions to
regain areas lost to the GVN since the Ceasefire. While
Quang Ngai has seen a substantial level of activity
recently, there is no firm evidence of impending major
attacks. Additionally, we have seen no evidence that
NVN is committing its reserve divisions,but elements
could be in Quang Tri in less than a week after starting
movement. The most opportune time for the Communists to
launch major attacks in MR-1 is after April when the
coastal areas of MR-1 become dry.

(8) Our estimate of the enemy's short-term inten-
tions throughout the region are as follows:

(a) Continue building and streamlining of force
structure.

(b) 7evelop political and economic base in
"liberated" areas.

(c) Construct and upgrade LOC's.

(d) Defend against ARVN incursions into "liberated"
areas.

(e) Establish logistics and fire support bases well
forward to support future offensive operations.

(f) Conduct reconnaissance and harassing actions
against AR14 outposts, military installations and LOC's.

c. MILITARY REGION 2: In MR-2, the enemy force
structure is as follows:

Divisions 3
Regiments 16 (Plus 4 AD)

Combat Personnel 4o-45,000
Admin Personnel 20-25,000

Total 60-70,000
Armor 115-135
Artillery 60-75
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(1) During the past quarter enemy activity

increased sharply in Kontum and remained moderately
heavy in Pleiku and Binh Dinh. In Kontum Province, the
threat consists of the 304th Infantry regiment, one
artillery regiment and one armor regiment with some 10,000
combat personne! Activity has been heavy northeast of
Kontum City where the enemy is attempting to clear ARVN
forces to complete a new road and cover movement of troops
southward. Since February, the 10th NVA Division has moved
eastward to control the operations. In other order of
battle developments, the movement of the 593rd AAA Regiment
into the Plei Trap Valley, and its replacement in central
Kontum by the 234th AAA Regiment have been confirmed. In-
formation from ralliers and PW's has indicated major enemy
attacks during April, but evidence on enemy intentions is
still somewhat contradictory. Current infiltration in-
dicates, that the enemy in Kontum will have the
manpower necessary to initiate major offensive activity by
the end of April. The following indicators point to major
attacks in the near future:

(a) Movement of artillery and armor into B-3 Front.

(b) Unprecedented movement of supplies into B-3
Front (10,000 tons of ordnance since January 1974).

(c) Construction of new road bypassing Kontum City
on the east.

(2) In Pleiku Province, the situation has remained
relatively stable in the traditional threat area of Thanh
An District; however, a recent increase in LOC interdiction
activity has taken place during recent weeks along QL-19
in northeast Pleiku following the movement of elements of
the 95B Regiment into the area. There are indications of
enemy reinforcements moving into this area from Kontum. It
appears that the enemy intends to make significant efforts
to close QL-19 in Le Trung District in the near future.
In other order of battle developments, the 9th Regiment/
968th Division which infiltrated into Pleiku Province in
early February, has deployed in the Duc Co area and there
is reliable information that the 9th Regiment may be sub-

ordinated to the 320th Division. Additionally, recent in-
telligence confirms the replacement of the 546th AAA Regiment/
Group 470 in the Ia Drang Valley by the newly infiltrated
232nd AAA Regiment, allowing the 546th Regiment to deploy
southward to cover the enemy's Route 14 complex in western
Darlac Province.
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(3) In Binh Dinh Province, enemy activity has

been at a very low level. The 3rd NVA Division is
apparently still experiencing serious food shortages
and corresponding troop morale and discipline problems.
The 141st Regiment/2nd NVA Division has apparently
rejoined its parent unit in Quang Ngai Province follow-
ing six month's duty in Binh Dinh Province reinforcing
the 3rd Division. The 12th Regiment/3rd Division
Headquarters has returned to the Tam Quan area in its
old area of operation. Recent reports indicate that
the long-dormant 21st Regiment/3rd Division is located
west of Bong Son, apparently rebuilding. Reports of
movement of elements of the 2nd and/or 12th Regiments
southward to the An Khe Pass area on QL-19 have not
been confirmed. Major offensive activity is not expected
in Binh Dinh Province in the near future but the enemy
may deploy additional forces to the An Khe Pass area to
support B-3 Front interdiction efforts on QL-19 in
Pleiku.

(4) In Quang Duc Province there has been a draw-
down of COSVN forces. The 174th Regiment/5th Division
deployed back to Tay Ninh Province in early February.
The move of the 174th and the low level of enemy
activity during late February indicate that COSVN has
either delayed or called off reported plans for an
increase in activity designed to draw in and tie down
ARVN forces.

(5) In MR-2 the enemy has conducted and will
continue to conduct limited attacks in varying degrees
throughout the region. The enemy has conducted limited
attacks in all four major threat areas (Binh Dinh,
Kontum, Pleiku, and Quang Duc).

(6) The enemy is nearly prepared in the B-3 Front
area to conduct major attacks. The objectives of such
attacks would be the following:

(a) Major province capitals, particularly Kontum,
Pleiku and Ban Me Thuot.

(b) Cut and hold major national highways, particularly
QL-1, QL-14, and QL-19.

(c) Disrupt GVN governmental control and economic
activities.

i'

(7) The enemy still needs combat replacements
which he will have by April. However, his capability to
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sustain coordinated attacks on major GVN political/
military objectives and to hold the objectives once
seized would probably require the introduction of
additional force. The most likely candidate would
be the remainder of the 968th Division from southern
Laos. Major attacks in the Central Highlands would
attract nearly all ARVN forces in MR-2 to the Pleiku/
Kontum area.

(8) Enemy intentions in the region over the
short term appear to be:

(a) Conduct major operations in Kontum.

(b) Interdict/harass major LOC's, particularly
QL-19.

(c) Protect/develop logistics installations.

(d) Prepare for major attacks in B-3 Front.

(e) Rebuild forces in coastal areas.

d. MILITARY REGION 3: In MR-3, enemy force
structure is as follows:

DIVISIONS 3
REGIME1NTS 21 (Plus 2 AA)
COMBAT PE SONEL 37-39,<)0
ADMIN PERSONNEL 28-33,000

TOTAL U5-72,0 0

ARMOR 190-200
ARTILLERY 80- 90

(1) Over the past quarter, military activity in
the region has remained at low level. Although
enemy forces have the ability to apply military pres-
sure throughout the region, they have continued to
maintain a defensive posture. He has limited his
combat actions to small-scale attacks and defense a-
gainst RVNAF operations. In rear areas, emphasis has
been placed upon expanding storage facilities and
base areas, improving roads, constructing defenses
and rebuilding troop strengths. He has moved armor
and long range artillery into forward areas. Reports

I,
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indicate increased emphasis on combined infantry,
armor and artillery tactics.

(2) The threat to the Saigon/Bien Hoa area is
represented by some 25,000 enemy troops positioned
mainly in northern part of the region, supported by
increasing amounts of armor, artillery and AAA.

UNIT STRENGTH

3 Infantry Divisions 11,500
4 Infantry Regiments 3,500
2 Artillery Regiments 1,700
5 Sapper Groups 5,300
Independent Battalions 2,500

Total 24,500

Armor 100-150
Artillery 50- 60

(3) Enemy forces could also use the Parrot's
Beak as a potential staging area for attacks from
the west. The recent reported firings of enemy
artillery in the vicinity of Lai Khe and Trung Lap
emphasize the susceptibility of fixed installations to
accurate, concentrated artillery fire. Although the
enemy would have to make substantial advances along
the Saigon River Corridor to bring Saigon within
artillery range, moderate advances north and northeast
of Bien Hoa would enable enemy gunners to fire upon
vital air and logistical support centers in the vicinity
of Bien Hoa/Long Binh. Communist forces in this area
are not capable of seizing Saigon or Bien Hoa.

(4) Although the threat to Tay Ninh, shown below,
is secondary to the Saigon/Bien Hoa area, loss of Tay
Ninh would have serious military and political conse-
quences for the 4VN.

UNIT STRENGTH

5th NVA Division 5,000
9th NVA Division (-) 4,000
C-50 NVA Regiment 800
2 Sapper Groups 3,400
101st NVA Regiment 800
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1 Artillery Regiment 800
Local Force Battalions 1,500

Total 16,400

(5) Recent intelligence has revealed that all
three regiments cf the 5th NVA Division have moved from
northern Tay Ninh to the Parrot's Beak-western Hau Nghia
Province area. Units from the division, along with local
force elements, are apparently trying to eliminate GVN
presence west of the Vam Co Dong River as part of a
COSVN-wide effort to "regain" territory lost to the GVN
since the Ceasefire. Securing this area would facilitate
Communist infiltration into both MR-3 and MR-4. In
northern Hau Nghia, a similar buildup of 9th NVA Division
forces has been noted. The*9th Division is apparently
charged with regaining areas south of the Ho Bo/Boi Loi
Woods. The congregation of elements of these two divisions
near Route 1 also provides the enemy with the capability
to temporarily interdict Route 1 and isolate Tay Ninh for
short periods. Enemy forces in the vicinity of Tay Ninh
are not capable of taking Tay Ninh City but may be able
to eliminate GVN control in areas near the Parrot's Beak
and Base Area 356.

(6) The potential threat to isolated GVN enclaves
remains high. Th6 enemy can mass forces against any
of the following positions: Phuoc Binh, An Loc, Tonle
Cham, Don Luan, and Chon Thanh. Tonle Cham, the most
endangered outpost, has been the target of significantly
increased enemy shellings in the past two months, to
include several rounds of 122/130M.1 artillery fire and
AT-3 missiles. Enemy objectives in the vicinity of
Chon Thanh and An Loc appear to be limited to preventing
ARVN from expanding defensive perimeters. Although
Phuoc Long Province affords the enemy his best chance
to seize a provincial capital in the region, he has made
no serious attempt to do so.

(7) Finally, the recent deployment of four battalions
of the 367th Sapper Regiment to War Zone D and the subse-
quent redeployment of the 274th and 33rd NVA Regiments
into southern VC MR-1 provide the enemy with the capability
to apply additional pressure against strategic targets
and LOC's in Bien Hoa, Long Khanh and Phuoc Tuy Provinces.
Previously the 367th Sapper Regiment had conducted success-
ful attacks in the Phnom Penh area and r-obably is targeted
against GVN installations in Bien Hoa/Long Binh area.
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(s' Although tne enemy has significantly upgraded

his military capability in the region, he has shown
little or no progress in regaining lost territory or
in political achievement. His lack of success may
have prompted him to issue instructions for a "strate-
gic raids" campaign to be carried out in the spring.
These raids could take the form of limited attacks
using up to a division size force with tanks. Possible
targets of limited attacks are Tonle Cham, Suoi Da,
Chi Linh, Rach Bap, Trang Bang and Trung Lap. The
enemy has the ability to concentrate his forces to in-
sure some deFree of success, such as eliminating Tonle
Cham or eliminating specific objectives in contested
areas. However, RVNAF's ability to resupply and rein-
force most threatened areas casts doubt on the enemy's
ability to achieve much long term success with limited
attacks.

(9) Because of the sensitivity of the Saigon area,
even limited attacks carry the threat of escalation.
This realization may restrain the enemy from initiating
any major operations until he is ready for a general
offensive. It is highly doubtful that the enemy would
make any serious effort to attack Saigon except as part
of a general offensive since the GVN would reinforce
SaiLgon with the maximum number of available forces.

(10) If the enemy were to initiate major attacks
in !,1R-3, or were impelled into major actions by the
GVN, the most probable target areas would be Phuoc Binh/
Song Be, An Loc, Don Luan, Chon Thanh, Tay Ninh, Tri Tam
and Bien Hoa. Although some limited success is possible,
the Communist could not take and hold Tay Ninh or Bien
Hoa. Moderate gains in the Saigon River Corridor or
north of Bien Hea, however, would allow enemy artillery
to move within range of Saigon or the Bien Hoa Air Base.
Tay Ninh is already within artillery range.

(11) In a general offensive, Saigon, Bien Hoa and
Tay Ninh would be primary objectives. Currently arriv-
ing infiltrators could bring enemy forces up to desired
levels by May and provide them with a reserve of some
15,000 men to replace initial losses. Recent ralliers
indicate that some of the newly arrived 20,000 infiltra-
tors have been integrated into tactical units.

(12) In the near term, enemy fcr:es are expected
a to continue small scale and limited attacks. Should

they persist in efforts to reopen supply corridors
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to the northern Delta, however, attacks can be ex-
pected in western Hau Nghia and Long An Provinces,
possibly supported by attacks in northern Hau Nghia
and Tri Tam.

(13) Recent photography indicates that additional
armor, artillery and possibly AAA pieces are destined
for COSVN. Available inf6rmation, however, does not
suggest major attacks for MR-3 in the next couple of
months, but attempts by the enemy to carry out the
intentions shown below (and GVN counter operations)
could result in escalation from limited to major actions
at anytime. Enemy near-term intentions are:

(a) Increase combat capability and defense of
"liberated areas".

(b) Emphasize economic and political development
in the "liberated" and contested areas.

(c) Establish supply corridors in western Hau Nghia
and Long An Provinces.

(d) Undermine GVN influence and economy.

e. MILITARY REGION 4: In MR-4 the enemy strength
and force structure is:

DIVISIONS 0
REGIMENTS 13
COMBAT PERSONNEL 19-21,000
GUERRILLAS 10-13,000
ADMIN SERVICES 8-10,000

TOTAL 37-44,000

(1) Since November 1973 two of the three major
Communist threat areas, the Seven Mountains of Chau
Doc Province and Dinh Tuong Province, have come under
heavy RVNAF pressure. The first of these, BA 400 in
Chau Doc, has been eliminated as an operating base

J! area. Only remnant forces of the 101st Regiment
(900 men) and three understrength independent battalions
(total 200 men)remain in the area and those avoid con-
tact with RVNAF.

In the second, Dinh Tuong Province, enemy forces
(shown below) have been rendered much less effective
due to constant losses; more than 2,000 KIA since
1 December:

.1
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U: 7 STRENGTH

24th NVA Regiment 800
DT-1 NVA Regiment 800
Z.15 NVA Regiment 850
Z.18 NVA Regiment 900
Independent Battalions (5) 750

TOTAL 4,100

Supply problems caused by combat expenditures and
RVNAF seizures, appear to be significant.

(2) Only in Chuong Thien Province has the enemy
maintained his threat potential:

UNIT STRENGTH

95A NVA Regiment 900
18B NVA Regiment 1,100
D-1 NVA Regiment 1,100
D-2 NVA Regiment 1,150
Independent Battalions (4) 500

TOTAL 4,650

In this province and localized pockets of Kien
Giang, Ba Xuyen and Phong Dinh Provinces, the
Communists have gradually eroded RVNAF presence and
control in outlying areas. Since the late December
highpoint, VC/NVA units have maintained momentum and
eliminated or forced the evacuation of several OP's.
A number of classical relief column ambushes have been
executed. Despite a formidable presence in outlying
contested areas, the enemy does not currently pose a
threat to strategic objectives in the lower Delta.
Without more manpower and increased supply input, he
cannot significantly alter the political/military land-
scape in the near future. In all provinces, Communist
forces are capable of striking selected minor targets
such as OP's, troop elements and GVN installations.
RVNAF ability to react with superior strength precludes
ventures to seize and hold major objectives. The
enemy is currently faced with an additional problem:

S the increased difficulties in transporting supplies.
This is due to KC/NVA hostilities along supply corri-
dors in Cambodia, as well as to aggr,=ssive RVNAF
operations against supply contingents moving down
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Routes I-A, 1-B a:,- -.

(3) Strategically, Communist forces have lost
ground in GVN MR-4, although not without inflicting
moderate casualties. Communist forces could not
conduct successful major attacks in the Delta for
the following reasons:

(a) Nature of terrain.

(b) Lengthy, unmechanized supply lines.

(c) Expanse of contested areas.

(d) Numerical and tactical superiority of RVNAF.

(e) Lack of armor and tube-artillery.

Such undertakings would stand only slim chances of
success and, if directed against any province capitals,
would almost certainly be defeated. Confronted with
setbacks and normal operational demands, the enemy is
preoccupied with holding what he has.

(4) In the unlikely event NVN orders a general
offensive, forces in the Delta would try to tie-down
ARVN's three divisions to preclude their redeployment
to other MR's. This would require an all-out effort
to hit the following:

(a) Troop positions and assembly points.

(b) Airfields.

(c) Major highways.

(d) Major municipalities.

It is within his capability to conduct such attacks.
The overall impact would be dependent upon the course
of events on other battlefields. If ARVN deployments
out of MR-4 were not made, Communist losses would be
high with no corresponding gains. On the other hand,
the enemy could slow down ARVN's deployment, and inflict
high losses, but overall success would have to be

S: evaluated against the gains in the other MR's.
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Sil- .r. iy.iiat - ".hich suppcrt these near

(a) Defend base areas and LQO's.

(b) Harass arid divert RVNAF.

(c :rove and expand procurement systems.

(d) Improve and increase combat capabilities
and troop strength.

(e) Establish secure zones along the border to
facilitate infiltration and supply movement.

Small gains rather than decisive victories will remain
the focus of enemy !ntentions.

(S) :

a. >1 evidence suggests that the Comirunists will
not launch a weneral offensive during the next quarter.
Recent CDSVN g-uidance emphasizes that a general offen-
sive would be both politically and militarily unfavor-
able at this t.ime. The Communists seem intent on build-
.no up forces in the South. However, they retain the
capability to launch major attacks on very short notice.
:ecessary materiel is in-country and cached in forward
bases; infiltration is bringing units up to desired
combat levels; improved LOC's enable the movement of
men and materiel to forward positions in record time;
improved command and control facilities have been
established and necessary reconnaissance of key objec-
tives has probably been accomplished. Additionally,
more armor and artillery has been deployed to the South
than ever before, much of it deployed in forward posi-
tions and more on the way South. The Communists have
not abandoned their goal of seizing control of the
South, nor do they believe that the objective can be
obtained without strong military measures. A recently
captured document in Binh Thuan Province emphasized,
"Our basic policy has not changed.. .we should grasp
the standpoint: the revolution in South Vietnam can
only win by means of armed violence in close coordina-
tion with the political violence of the masses."
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b. In the INorth, mcst information indicates that,

after emphasizing the rebuilding of the military
machine in the year after the Ceasefire, the Communists
are now devoting some attention to reconstruction and
economic development. Our estimate is that the poor
economic situation in the North has forced Hanoi to do
so or face some deterioration of its power base.
Communist propaganda has repeatedly referred to the
Ceasefire Agreement as a great victory, but this great
victory, achieved by enormous sacrifices, has not
unified Vietnam, has not brought peace and has not
brought a better life to the people of the North. As
Le Thanh Nghi recently stated: "Now that peace has been
restored, the need to improve the people's living con-
dition is a large and urgent one." Nghi emphasized
that the war has been the major cause of these difficul-
ties. Elsewhere he points out that economic reconstruc-
tion and development of the North is an essential
stepping stone to obtain the ultimate goal in the South:

"We must understand that the task of restoring and
developing the northern economy in 1974 and 1975 is
part of the initial step in the process of socialist
industrialization, aimed at creating necessary conditions
for building the socialist north on an increasingly
larzer scale and at an increasingly rapid rate, in order
to strengthen the revolutionary forces throughout the
country and to create a good basis for aiding the revolu-
tionary struggle to achieve independence and democracy
in the South."

c. Recent reporting from the South also indicates
that the situation is not yet right for a general offen-
sive. The Communists, while underlining the current
GVN economic difficulties, have admitted that certain
important GVN strengths have not been eroded:

(1) Control of populated areas and LOC's.

(2) Effective police force and local administration.

(3) Ability to use manpower and resources in its
areas of control.

(4) Large, well-armed military machine.
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d !o~r':ile, while emphasizing their own

stre.yths, such_ a a strong army deployed 'orward,
improved logistics and an expanded LOC network, the
Coimunists have also recognized that their serious
weaknesses must be eliminated:

(1) Weak infrastructure.

(2) Little population under control.

(3) Poor party organization.

(4) Parasitic economic relationship of PRG
areas to GVN controlled areas.

e. Current Ccmmunist goals appear to be:

(1) Reconstruction and redevelopment in the
North.

(2) Continued improvement in combat capability
in :"VN and SVN.

(3) Strengthen and rebuild infrastructure and
political organization in the South.

(4) Exacerbate GVN political, economical and
military problems by selective attacks, presence and
political means.

With regard to the last paint, the Communists will
probably employ selective attacks throughout the
country to weaken RVNAF forces and achieve limited
objectives such as obtaining more fertile land and
population, or improving their military position.
By its very presence, the Communist threat fosters
instability, forbids demobilization of RVNAF and dis-
courages foreign investment, all of which exacerbate
already serious GVN economic problems. Additionally,
recent activity seems designed to destroy public con-
fidence in the GVN, especially in the U.. While im-
portant discussions are occurring in Washington over
the continued commitment to SVN, the Communists have
been emphasizing their adherence to the Ceasefire,
and their apparent pacific intentions by presenting
a " New" 6 PoInt Peace Plan. The only new wrinkle in
this plan is a time table. The recent propaganda on
the delivery of the F-5E's emphasized the "increasing"
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U.S. military effort at a most sensitive time and was
intended in part, to persuade a reluct . ,It Congress to
disapprove the whole increased Vietnam aid rackage.
Thus, while economic aid received by the Ncrth con-
tinues at record levels, the GVN is to be denied the
aid it requires to remain viable.

f. In the South, the increasing success by ARVN
against key Communist strongholds such as the Seven
Mountains and Tri Phap, have degraded enemy offensive
capabilities in MR-4. Food shortages have been
reported from nearly every region. Communist forces
are concerned about the GVN success in the economic
blockade and in pacification efforts -- called
"nibbling operations". We believe that one of the
reasons for the 1972 offensive was the Communist
realization that Vietnamization was working and that
RVNAF was becoming more effective. Emphasis on re-
development in the North will probably have an adverse
effect on morale in the South. The southern Comrmunists,
who have been struggling for 20 years, will probably
once again see tYheir cause being deferred for the bene-
fit of the North. Finally, he may learn that limited
attacks against the GVN dissipate combat strength
piecemeal. RVNAF counter offensives, including air
attacks against rear areas, may become even more
effective in time. These factors considered, if the
enemy concludes that tine is ;ork'ng ag-ainst him, he
may feel compelled to launch a decisive offensive
sooner rather than later.

g. In summary, we expect that combat activity, to
include major attacks in the South, will increase:
major attacks in the three northern military regions,
limited attacks in the Delta. Meanwhile, a more
aggressive and effective RVNAF will precipitate more
activity. A threat of gradual escalation into a
general offensive is an ever-increasing possibility
as action initiated by one side triggers a reaction
or retaliation by the other, side. A general offensive,
although specifically planned by neither side, could
grow out of a series of major attacks and counter-
attacks. Additionally, we should avoid excessive
reliance on the historical concept that general offen-
sives occur during the southern Laos dry season.
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Considering the facts that (,l) the logistics are In
place in South Vietnam, (2) that a reserve of six
divisions in the North are available for rapid de-
ploymnent during any season of the year, and (3) that
a dual LOC system exists to support infiltration
during any season of the year, we do not rule out
the possibility of a general offensive beginning in
the summer months.
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FRIEL SITUATION

1. (C) OVERW IEW: There vias an increase in activity
duiIng this Tartr n ilitary Region (MR) 1, Quang
Ngai Province experienced the most incidents with
numerous small scale enemy attacks and ABF reported.
Action was at a higher level in contested areas ad-
jacent to major Lines of Communication (LOC) in the
coastal lowlands. In the central highlands of MR 2,
major contacts occurred with enemy forces attempting
to seize territory and extend their LOC. In MR 3,
st were reported in Hau Nghia Prov-
ince and heavy shellings were directed against Tonle
Char: in Ta ,, "in'-i ..... ne. RVNAF took control of VC
a.e Ara 47 (ri !"Ihap). but suffered a defeat along
the An u/>ze-n/":ien Giang border in MR 4. Countrywide,
VNAF increaed its .LU AIR support and preemptive
strikes. There was a sharp increase in use of AC-119
su:pressiv ' '£e sn:.or starting in March. Ter-
rorist attackr increased in all regions.

2.'C T - JO 1.

a. Activi" north of the Hai Van Pass, Thua
_hien Prcvince, -as -enerally light and the military
situafon -ed ... ble. In the Bo River corridor
i . of Hue, act 'v-' y :ecreased. Only occasional minor
incidents were reported. Most incidents resulted
from exte:-sive patrolling by Airborne and ist ARVN
D.vision .nits. The national rail line from Danang
to Hue was interdicted seven times during the period.
Traffic was halted for only short periods. Increased
and alert patrolling by Regional Forces have, on
several occasions, prevented interdiction of this LOC.
Reduced communist military activities in GVN-controlled
areas in the northern provinces contributed to the low
level of activity.

b. Activity south of the Hai Van Pass increased.
Quang Nam and Quan7 Tin Provinces remained relatively
quiet with only minor, scattered incidents reported.
However, in Quang Ng a= Province, a sharp increase

4 in incidents occurred in the contested areas adjacent
tc OL-1 and in western Son Tinh District where a
ma.lor resettlem?nt Program is underway.
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' • - .:',es reacted to small
a",,, 1- .. . .at ._ -cted to periodic

chllings. In the .Cii- i jowlands south of Hal Van
7ass, Regional Force ,, nits continued their ef-
fc-ts to secure .,e rcduc ino areas in anticipa-
tiot" cf The coming h'3:,' .

b. in mid-Janar-:, " .c Parael Islands were invaded
Lv the People's Reputl-'c of ChIna (PRC). During the
land/naval battle, V;;i: job- all .ommunications with
GVN forces on Robert, Money, and Pattle Islands. Ex-
traction of the personnel stranded on these islands
was not attempted becaupe of superior PRC forces. As
a result. these tsland .- . lo' ±ost to the PRC. RVNAF
sufferred 19 iIA : "" ",. 51 .'iA. These missing:."s~onc, el 5r It 1.. '
p esonn.l are o .mmd 2. H, 10, a Patrol Craft
zocort, was dest, co, ', High Endurance Cutter,
3u. tained heavy i-.: .ie ,-e 5, suffered only
11. da .... .am a'o, -e Escort 'adar Picket
-also sustained , . fe VNN destroyed two
A.. stadf Cla s... s2 , ton, ships and damaged
t w o u n:nowr t- p e s.f-, :,:c' enmy losses are unknown,

oe .,.- . her than those
o f RVNh.

)I

a. In "Ne 'on ., (,r forces conducted
area den" l ra ,'al success. There was
-n u:'.! of' 7n Kontum City as
:RV; andi te ri~,.- . , ,ua ttempts to interdict
te communist s,. .-. .nich runs east from Vo
Dinh approximately n In, 7.nd then extends southward
to the Dak Bla River n' vicinity of Kon Solak, and
southward to QL-19 in '! Al Province. Heavy casualties
were inflicted on boh .. RVUAF suffered 25 KIA, 43
WIA, and ic- t,,.  , 2 trucks destroyed; 433 enemy
were reported killed, -A and 51 CS weapons captured.
In Pleiku ?rovince, A ' nits remained in defensive
positions west of 'Lty and no concerted attempt
was made to reocci;,., ': l"r. ARVN and territor-
ial forces blunted er'.,!.,v ttempts to interdict LOC in
Kontum, Pleiku, and OLrn nh Provinces.
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b. The enemy has c.tep : i :....;..... of convoys

along QL-19 near the Mang Yang uiid ; ?:he Passes. On
15 March, a major ABF against a 62 ARV,: truck convoy
ten km west of the Mang Yang Pass resulted in the loss
of one trailer with ten tons of 1.05mm ammo. All trucks,
including 19 damaged (mostly flat tires), arrived at
Pleiku without further incident. A second incident oc-
curred 27 March, 11 km east of An Khe against a 66
truck convoy. Eighteen trucks continued on to Pleiku,
12 trucks returned to Qui Nhon, and 36 trucks were
caught in the killing zone. A relief force from the
264 RF Bn later escorted the 36 trucks to Binh Khe.

c. On 6 March, elements of the 23d Division, in
Darlac Province, conducted an operation 14 km north-
west of Ban Don (Trang Phuc), to deny the communists
free access to the Dak Krong River crossing point on
Route 615, and to interdict this route to the south.
The 44th and 45th Tnfantry Regiments effectively in-
terdicted this LOC and destroyed three enemy bridges
under construction at the Dak K1rong 7,1ver. The 23d
Division elements sustained 9 KTA, C, 'IA, and captured
12 SA and 2 CS weapons. The enemy lost 115 men. To
the south, the situation in Quang Duo remained stable
with only minor activity occurring.

d. The 23d Division launched an operation 7
March using four regional force units, the 202d, 229th,
230th and 249th RF Battalions, supported by the 3/8th
AC Troop, in Binh Thuan Province. The operation was
designed to clear the Phan Thien/Thien Giao/Ham Thuan
triangle area of enemy sapper elements and artillery
units which have periodically attacked Binh Tu reset-
tlement site. Friendly casualties included 22 KIA, 18
WIA, 2 MIA, 1 civ killed, 29 wounded, and 2 SA weapons
lost. The enemy sustained 137 killed and 22 SA weapons
captured. The remainder of the coastal provinces
remained relatively quiet during the period.

e. VNAF TACAIR support against enemy LOC and
the use of gunships against troop concentrations through-
out the MR, have proven successful.

(FIGURE 2-2)
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4. (C) MILITARY REGION 3.

a. Activity in MR 3 increased. ARVN was active
in southern Tay Ninh, northern Hau Nghia, and northern
Phuoc Tuy Provinces and responded well to enemy initiated
actions. The sharp upsurge in enemy initiated incidents
during the last week of March occurred around Go Dau
Ha, Tay Ninh Province, and Duc Hue, Trang Bang and Cu Chi
Districts, Hau Nghia Province. These incidents included
intensive shelling of government positions, sapper
and infantry attacks and several terrorist attacks
against civilians. In Phuoc Tuy Province, an increase
in incidents occurred along LTL-2 extending from Duc
Thanh District southward to Phuoc Le (Ba Ria) in
Long Le District.

b. During the period 1-12 February, elements of
the 18th and 25th Infantry Divisions conducted an opera-
tion in northern Hau Nghia and southwest Binh Duong
Provinces. The operation, designed to clear the tradi-
tional enemy stronghold in the Boi Loi/Ho Bo woods
area north of QL-1, resulted in 914 enemy killed, one
detained, 40 SA and three CS weapons captured.

c. In late March, the 83d RGR Bn at Duc Hue
camp was attacked by a large enemy force which pene-
trated the perimeter. However, a ranger counterat-
tack inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy. Although
the defenders sustained 29 KIA, 27 WIA, and 5 MIA-the
rangers killed 95 enemy and captured 21 SA and l CS
weapons, including one 75mm recoilless rifle. VNAF
flew numerous support missions during this period
and the enemy responded by firing 18 SA-7 missiles

, during the last four days of March. VNAF lost two
A-1 fighter bombers and one 0-1. Another 0-1 was
reported missing.

d. The 92d RGR Bn continued to occupy Tonle Cham.
The Tonle Cham ranger outpost, located in Tay Ninh
Province, in the Saigon River corridor, is astride an
enemy infiltration and resupply route. The outpost
was subjected to increased enemy shellings in the
past two months, to include 122/130mm artillery fire
and AT-3 missiles. Paragraph 3a(1 4 ) Chapter 5, provides
additional information on Tonle Cham.

Si

e. Sapper activities continue and reports indi-
cate that the VC/NVA will attempt to increase activity
in spite of ARVN/VNN efforts to clear the waterways
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between Saigon and Vung Tau. POL and a,unition ,ie;:ctz

are particularly vulnerable. In view of the increasf:
tempo of activities, the MR 3 Commander declai-ri a ii(
alert for all ground forces in the region.

(FIGURE 2-3)

5. (C) MILITARY REGION 4.

a. Activity in MR 4 continued at a high livel witht
the month of February exceeding December 1973, as the
highest incident level since the Cease-rire Accords.
Terrorist attacks against local gatherings accounted
for high civilian casualties with March being the highest
terrorist level recorded since the initial ceasefire
agreement.

b. A three month clearing operation established
RVNAF control over Nui Gia, in the Seven Mountains
area. With the Ranger Command reorganization, the 7th,
9th and 21st Division AOs were adjusted to compensate
for departure of the Rangers.

c. Dinh Tuong Province was the most active in the
Delta. During the quarter, enemy effectiveness was
considerably reduced in this province. RVNAF forays
into Tri Phap to clear VC Base Area 470 accounted for
most of the heavy contacts. The operation in the Tri
Phap (Tri-Border) area began 12 February 1974. Elements
of the 7th Infantry Division shifted west toward VC Base
Area 470, as elements of the 9th Infantry Division moved
east toward the Kien Phong/Kien Tuong border. The 7th
Ranger Group (32d, 58th, and 85th Ranger Battalions)
moved from MR 3 to MR 4, OPCON to the 7th Infantry Divi-
sion. To prevent this incursion, enemy units pressured
lines of communication and outposts to draw GVN Forces
from Tri Phap. Casualties to both sides have been heavy.
ARVN reported 852 enemy killed, 389 SA and 56 CS weapons
(including 5 x 122mm rocket launchers), and over 5 tons
of ammo captured. Friendly casualties (not including
ABF casualties) have been reported as 47 KIA, 266 WIA,
and 2 MIA. The operation is currently in the consolidation
phase consisting of outpost construction and preparation
for permanent resettlement. The battle of Tri Phap is one
of the most successful ever conduct by ARVN forces working
alone. The Tri Phap area was incorporated into the newly
organized Hau My District, Dinh Tuong Province.

S d. Kien Giang was the next most active Province.
In western Kien Giang Province, enemy units attempted to
reopen infiltration routes. The 9th Division's 16th
Regiment and territorial elements were used effectively
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in February and March, in heliborne operations to seal
off the northern end of Infiltration Route 1C in the
vicinity of the Chau Doc panhandle/Khmer border area.
Friendly forces suffered 22 KIA, 20 WIA, 6 MIA, and
32 SA, 2 CS weapons, and 6 radios were reported lost.
One 105ymm How was damaged. Six VNAF UH-l helicopters
were hit by small arms fire; one was destroyed and five
damaged. The enemy lost 83 killed, and 21 SA and 40 CS
weapons captured. Although contacts were heavy, ARVN
sweep operations effectively blocked this infiltration
route from Cambodia.

e. In southeast Kien Giang and northern An Xuyen
Provinces, ARVN security operations in the U-Mirnh Forest
area were opposed by aggressive VC/NVA units. An outpost,
situated adjacent to the Trem Trem Canal, was overrun
16 February. The outpost was occupied by an RF unit,
supported by an artillery platoon. Friendly losses were
reported as 12 KIA, 9 WIA, 35 MIA, and 103 SA, 3 CS
weapons, five PRC-25 and one GRC-34 radio lost, and two
105mm Howitzers damaged. No enemy losses were reported.
Subsequently, elements of the 32d Regiment conducted
a sweep operation alon. the An Xuyen/Kien Giang border
25 February. The 2d and 3d Battalions fell into a well
planned and executed ambush resulting in 22 KIA, 46 WIA,
49 MIA, and five CS and 103 SA weapons and five PRC-25
radios lost. No enemy losses were reported.

f. Throughout the Delta, outposts were shelled
and attacked as enemy forces attempted to open rice
supply routes. During the month of February, 49 outposts
were temporarily abandoned due to enemy pressure or
overrun and subsequently retaken. Retaking of outposts
proved costly as friendly units frequently fell prey
to ambush.

g. Terrorist activity continued in the region with
village and hamlet chiefs the primary targets. Numerous
grenade incidents were reported at local gatherings, as
well as abductions of small groups. Mekong LOC remain
open and all Phnom Penh convoys transited with only
minor incidents.

(FIGURE 2-4)

6. (C) SUI,1ARY/CONCLUSIONS. It is becoming apparent
that the enemy will initiate larger scale offensive
actions in MR 2 and 3. There were few significant
changes for RVNAF during the second quarter. The Military
Regions experienced relative stability as ARVN and Ter-
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ritorial Force-, held 
their own and, in 

some cases,

diosl:ayed strengths not evidenced 
in the past. It

is too early to 
gauge the impact 

of recent command

changes, but indications 
are more than favorable.

1ilitary discipline 
and morale will 

impact heavily

on RVNAF ability 
to cope with increasing 

enemy pres-

sure throughout 
RVN. The enemy air defense 

system

continues to limit 
VNAF's capability 

throughout RVN.

Since i January 
1974, VNAF suffered 

3 aircraft destroyed

by SA-7 missiles. 
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 reflect 

type air-

craft loss and location 
of SA-5 incidents. 

The VNN

continued riverine 
operations, resupply 

missions and

coastal surveillance 
duty with little 

interference

from the enemy. A summary of significant battles 
is

Shown in FiguVe 2-7P. 2-7B, 2-7C and 2-7D. Statist-

ical data, includi- trends for the reporting 
period,

are shown in Figure 
2-8, 2-9, 2-10A, 2-10B, 2-1IDC,

2-10, 2-i] and 2- -.
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REPORTED SA-7
FIRINGS IN RVN

28 JAN 73 -31 MAR 74

GA"C

MISSILES FIRED

MR1' MR 2 MR 3 MR 4 TOTAL,

428 JAN 73 THRU 31 DEC 73 4 23 29 22 78

1 JAN 74THRU 31 VAR 74 0 0 20 0 20

TOTAL 4 23 49 22 98

Figure 12-6 2-15
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MAJOR ENGAGEMENT .!O2-LOST LEDGER

MR DES CP!PTION LEDGER

Paracel Islands Lost

Im mid-January, the Paracel Islands
were invaded by the People's Republic
of China (PRC). The general engage-
ment of four VNN ships against numerous
PRC naval units, supported by aircraft,
was the first major VNN sea battle.
In the face of superior enemy forces,
Robert, Money, and Pattle Islands
were lost. One VNN patrol craft escort was
destroyed, one high endurance cutter
sustained heavy damages while a second,
was lightly damaged. A destroyer escort
radar picket also sustained light damages.
RVNAF suffered 19 FIA, L2 WIA and 54 MIA.
Tle pissin{ personnel a . e 'ressumed to be
dead. PRC lost two D ton ronstadt Class
Escort ships, and two additional unknown
type shins were li-htly dama red. PRC
personnel losses ar ; unnown.

2 Dak Kronz River Won

NW of Ban Don, Darla7 Province, the
44th and 45th infantry effectively inter-
dicted communist infiltration route 615
and destroyed three bridges under construc-
tion at the Dak Krong River. The 23d
Division elements sustained 9 KIA, 66 WIA
and captured 12 SA and 2 CS weapons. The
enemy lost 115 men. The route remains closed
thus preventing an enemy build-up in NW Darlac.

2. Binh Thuan Resettlement Area Won
4

In a move to prevent VC encroachment into
resettlement villagTes north of Phan Thiet,
territorial forces launched'attacks against

Figure 2-7A 2-17
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the VC Provincial Com=ittee plus four VC
battalions. The 2 -n', 229th, 23cth and
299th RF Bns and 3/8th AC Troop partici-
pated in this action. Friendly casualties
included 22 KIA, 18 ':A, 2 MIA, Civ killed,
29 wounded and 2 SA wearons lost. The enemy
sustained 137 killed and 22 SA weapons captured.
Four VC battalion base camps and one hospital
complex were destroyed. Remnants of the
four VC battalions took refuge in mountain
retreats.

2 Communist Supply Route, Kontum, 16 March Won

The 23d Ranger Group and Territorial Forces
blocked extension of the communist supply
route running east and south from Vo Dinh.
The enemy used large scale ground attacks
and ABF but were unable to dislodge friendly
forces. RVNAF casualties were 25 KIA, 43
WIA, 45 SA lost and 2 trucks destroyed. Enemy
losses were 433 KIA, 127 SA and 51 CS weapons
captured.

3 Ho Bo/Boi Loi Woods Operation Won

Elements of the 18th and 25th Inf Div
launched a clearing operation during the
period 1-12 Feb. The mission was to clear
the Ho Bo/Boi Loi Woods stronghold and
eliminate IVA forces north of QL-1 in Hau
Nghia and southern Tay Ninh. Closely coor-
dinated actions caught enemy forces by sur-
prise, forcing them to leave base areas and
cached supplies behind. Intelligence re-
ports indicate that the 101st Independent
Regiment was rendered ineffective. Ninety-
four enemy were reported killed, one detained
and three CS and 40 small arm weapons captured.
GVN suffered 31 KIA and 165 WIA. VNAF flew 335
A-l, A-37 and F-5 sorties during the oper-
ation and reported 35 KBA, 34 secondary
explosions, five hectares of cultivation and
two AA weapons destroyed.

3 Duo Hue tase Area - Hau Nghia Won

The base was attacked by enemy units fol-
lowing a heavy shelling on 27 March. The

Figure 2-7B 2-19
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camp was penetrated t., the attacklnr" fcrce.
however, the 83d Ranger Bn counterattacked'
and repulsed the enemy. The Rangers sus-
tained 29 KIA, 27 WIA and 5 MIA. The enemy
suffered 95 killed and lost 21 SA and 16 CS
weapons, including one 75mm recoilless rifle.
Effective VNAF TACAIR and gunship support
was counterd by the firing of 18 SA-7 mis-
siles during the last four days of the
quarter. VNAF lost two A-1 fighter bombers
and one 0-1 aircraft. A second 0-1 was
reported missing.

Tri Phap Operation Won

GVN forces cleared VC/NVA Base Area 470,
more commonly known as Tr Phap. Casualties
were heavy on both sides as ARVN reported
852 enemy killed, 389 SA and 56 CS weapons
(including five 122mm rocket launchers) and
over 5 tons of armo captured. Friendly
casualties (not including ABF casualties)
have been reported as 47 KIA, 266 WIA and
2 MIA. The operation is currently in the
consolidation phase consisting of outpost
construction and preparation for permanent
resettlement. The battle of Tri Phap is one
of the most successful ever conducted by
ARVN forces working alone.

4 Route 1C Kien Giang Won

Enemy units attempted to reopen infiltra-
tion route IC in western Kien Giang. The
9th Division's 16th Regiment and territorial
elements were used effectively in February
and March of 1974 in heliborne operations
to seal off the northern end of Route IC in
the vicinity of the Cau Doc panhandle/Khmer
border area. Friendly forces suffered 22 KIA,
20 WIA, 6 MIA, and 32 SA, 2 CS weapons and

46 radios were reported lost. One 105mm Howitzer
was damaged. Six VNAF UH-1 helicopters were
hit by small arms fire; one was destroyed
and five were damaged. The enemy lost 83 killed,
and 21 SA and 40 CS weapons captured. Although
contacts were heavy, ARVN sweep operations
effectively blocked this infiltration route
from Cambodia.

Figure 2-JC 2-21
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4 An Xuyen, Kien Giang Border Incident Lost

An outpost, situated adjacent to the Trem
Trem Canal, was overrun on 16 February.
The outpost was occupied by an RF unit
supported by an artillery platoon.
Friendly losses were reported as 12 KIA,
9 WIA, 35 MIA; and 103 SA, 3 CS weapons,
five PRC-25 radios and one GRC-34 radio.
Two 105mm Howitzers were destroyed.
No enemy losses were reported. Subsequently,
elements of the 32d Regiment conducted a
sweep operation along the An Xuyen/Kien
Giang border on 25 February. The 2d and
3d Battalions fell into a well planned
and executed ambush resulting in 22 KIA,
46 WIA, 49 MIA and five CS, 40 SA weapons
lost. No enemy losses were reported.

4: 2-23
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KILL RATIO 1973

MONTH FRD EN RATIO

JAN 1684 8798 5.22

FEB 1544 8610 5.58

MAR 1767 6893 3.90

APR 1096 2858 2.61

MAY 1087 3070 2.82

JUNE 1096 3628 3.31

JUL 902 3215 3.56

AUG 1166 3807 3.26

SEPT 634 2158 3.40

OCT 1102 3134 2.84

NOV 719 2244 3.12

DEC 989 3001 3.03

KILL RATIO 1974

MONTH FRD EN RATIO

JAN 821 3035 3.70

',! FEB 821 3324 4.05

4 MAR 976 3465 3.55

Figure 2-11 2-37
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CHAPTER 3

(S FD) j /T ,' 'FS
IFD J,T 7, CHIEF OF ST FF:

a. Organization:

Figure 3-1

b. Personnel. The authorized strength of J2 was
reduced from 320 to 289, and actual strength showed
a decrease of 124 officers and one NCO from the last
reporting period.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers 157 121

1'2 37

TM 30 2

c. Operational Effectiveness.

The oerational effectiveness of th. o" -_ _ _

of zhe JO ccnti'-_eo at a cih'~l c nrI bui ng
factor is the uersonal inteL-rit a nd -crC'ess a
cemoetence of the -, who has been in o'fi e s c e.', 1071. , - -- fect-! organized his staff
and nanrd t xp eri -nc cd, comoetent personnel.

2. (S/NFD) ..l 306:

Figure 3-2

a. Organization. Unit 306 is the new designation
of the Military intelligence Center, which was estab-
lished on 1 July 1273 with five divisions replacing
the former intelligence centers. Based on a decree
from t-he Prime Minister directing cover designators

4 for all intelligence units, the Unit 306 Comr.-ander
(Deputy J2) issued an order on 29 March 1974 changing

o3-1
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all divisions within the unit tc numerical designators.
The new division designators are as follows: Division 1

(Intelligence), Division 2 (Document Exploitation),
Division 3 (Military Interrogation), Division 4
(Materiel Exploitation) and Division 5 (Administration/
Support).

b. Personnel. The strength figures represent a
loss of 31 officers and NCO's and a gain of 7 enlisted
personnel.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers 169 133

NCOs 164 128

EM 124 126

TOTAL 457 387

c. Operational Effectiveness.

(1) Division 1 (Intelligence): Division 1 is
the most effectively managed and productive element of
Unit 306; its Target Branch is particularly outstanding.
The Chief of the Target Branch is hard-working, aggres-
sive, and technically qualified. His subordinates are
well-trained, competent and motivated. The Division
Chief personally devotes a great deal of time to this
Branch. Its products are professional. The Intelligence
Data Handling System (IDHS) Branch has recently been
augmented by two DAO-hired Computer Specialists. Their
functions are to re-program IDHS files for use in the
IBM 360-50 and train IDHS Branch personnel in the use of
this equipment. The present IDHS Branch Chief is not
properly qualified and was assigned to this position
when the Branch was inoperable due to lack of trained
personnel. The Division Chief has requested the
transfer of the Branch Chief but the decision is still
pending. Division 1 has one Company Grade Officer
receiving coammercial training on the IBM 360-50.

(2) Division 2 (Document Exploitation): The
increase in the level of enemy contacts has gradually

3-6
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CED G2 Sectio can nr 'Large cuanities of infor-
mation, it' eVima'e . roven time>y and accurate.

4. (S /NFD. .S D: " :2 2

a. Organization. Th os .2 has three sections:
Intelligence, G? Air, and T...zation. It is suported
by a Military Inteli.n Detachnent The Interrogation
Section operates the Corps Interrogation Center (CIC)
which includes a Headquarters Element and Operations,
Historical and Interrogation Sections. The Military
Intelligence Detachme"nt consists of Document Exploitation,
Technical Intelligence, Inter rogation, Order of Battle
(OB), Imagery interzretaticn an,! Collection Sections.
Division 02's have t.o section.s: Intelligence and G2
Air; they are also sun :ortedb y Military intelligence
Detachments.

b. Persc'nnel. t, t'caI strength -f higures are not
available but Corps 32's report1! nav, personnel
shortages. These s-ortaes havnot had a discernible
impact on mission acco... ish.-7 The Corps 32 is
authorized a total -f .. 1. enlisted men
as follows:

Hqs Element _1 officers, .4 F,; Corps
Interrogation Center - !.. , .. , rp
Intelligence Detach-ent - 32 c:_ ...s, . . The Hqs
element (.) f e D-" . f I c. .s and 10 LM
while the .iiitar 'r.: _ e'ncrhme:t consists of
12 officers and 7 [7.

c. Operational [f e ven- z.

(1) The Corps G2's appear to be highly qualified,
career intelligence off-'1-s. The ke.' staff positions
are manned by experienced and fairly well-trained
personnel. Corps files and holdings are generally
complete, accurate, anc maintained on a timely basis.

(2) At the Divisic. level, the collection and
analytical functions ar.e fairlv ..:ell coordinated.
Intelligence is disseinated to tactical consumers on

Aa timely basis and it is accepted with due credibility.

SECRET OFORN DISSEM
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c ompa-'ison .o "- ... .. ' ,"".-, . '! and holiings

in v~- r z 'an Ize d
and a . ss than full
support to t z:Ii n D captured ocumet- and
mate. " I Un Is capturi ng _ doc ents anrI materiel
f re- - A Ime
whi cr vrecl-de: ... ' 3--r, and ef 'cve excloitation
at higher echelons.

5. (S/D) L .':,L :RAY -:7r I' TY SERVICE (,SS):

a. Organizat I. The S is commanded by Brigadier
General Vu Duc "huan. !t i- subordinate to the General
Political Uarfare Department (OPUD) of the Joint General
Staff (JGS). Desoit-... subordination to a staff
element within th ,- stry n' Defense, 't reports
directly to or . dii'ctly from, the
highest l , C c' the President
and the Prie 7 -, -arter ele:en;
( N I--,tar - located in Saigon and

is 2omoosed - n The remainder of
the rersonne! r- .iitary units or
to regular 'SS units throughout S Vietnam. There is
a detachment o, 5f ie r an d men at the Headquarters
of each lit:ar.:. ar-_, t a .at District. A
field office of 3C oer e ? ined in each
Province and1 c~-,ontIrngcnt of six
personnel make 2 1L. ..... --".... o "es i,-i.h n eachdistrict. .- , ..;. 2-i 2e: oficers and men

are assigned ,a:ji Ts s r-. ps t.ively.
MSS.......n.l o ... n battalion,
company and pt - .el.

b. Personnel.

........ Z... ACTUAL

Of ficers l,1107 I, 03

NCOs , .- = 2,126

Enlisted 1,26 1,225

TOTAL ',38

SECRET NOFORN DISSEM
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Th- i%-? n- z1 rrges

since ls t q u ai',

Thre Ccntra1 ".ecords Facili-t,. y-epresents a ne.:.
ef,'ort toD combine-. b a brid nfrainand the results
of ane~gtc3at oecentrals location as well as
at the :.Iss Military Re-cion Headquarters. The Facility
is not a modern, automated, system, but it malkes possible
the expeditin~g of national-level name "race actions.
The MSS wanted to exchange ten t'.''o-way Mustang radios,
which are too bulky and heavy for surveillance purposes,
for smaller, compact radios which cost approximately
$1,000 each. The PiSS -..as informled that it would have
to submit its requirement, with appropriate iUStification,
through the M'lilitary Assistance t,.ro,;:'rm.

d. Operat -al *'-li.I

(1) :,:SS efforts hav-- bkeenooesu in as: .sting
the goenmn n m v<''~ lvlof political
s tab ii r_7 -,o ~ ld 2 7 Sa h zreatly
enhanced intr-'al s-_v r w~g yw~ th.-,g o7. t as :a
covert count-ri.t-j'l _'-i' in e tranc e
of the coun -y'suversi c! a as oc ov-,'. e d
v alua ble ino r - ati c'" r lic at io of tCh

VC. inf'ast ua ete-ct and
repor nmi m-r.mvo-:the

four' ilta"v wi-gi s ,u a I tnow-,e r
and oresti-gat o c r th 3 -~n tr a

(2) It nas a decentralized. orz-aniataon whiach
exercises considerable auto nomy, a:nd flexibility in
providing lateral surror7 to tactical elements. For
example, when the M 'SS at the i~lT. r egi.on level
provides informcation tc the Coros Comander, it generally
informs the Dir-ectorate 'but at a later date and w-ithout
all the details._ Irth nforma: on is of Interest to
other iltr ginbeDl-.oc'*Drate nublishe2 a
report.

(3) During the ro:rcn v'ii teMS initi1ate-:d
two ne-iaea nrt~ns .. :, milary, in-telL-ence

SECRET NOFORN DISSEM
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elemenzs n :r e purpose of satisfying Trder of
Battle collection ec-..ive:nents .iLn MR-3. t is alsc
making plans to estabish additicna! bilateral operations
in MRs 1, 2, and 4 in the near Vuture. On 23 February,
the MSS implemented a ne,: policy designed to keep
military intelligence elements in RV:4 better informed.
it involves the continuous screening of all incoming
intelligence reports and messages for immediate trans-
mission to consumers.

(4) In aodition to furnishing information, the MSS
has provided many special services to U.S. Intelligence,
including the issuance of MSS passes, performance of
national level file checks, and coordinating clearances
of indigenous personnel.

6. (S/NFD) UN:IT 101:

a. Organization. Under the operational control of
J2, Unit 101, JGS/RVHAS, organizes, directs and controls
in-country and cross-border military intelligence
collection operations. The unit consists of a Headquarters
in Saigon headed by a olonel, an Administration Section,
and Operations, Support and Political Warfare Branches.
Unit 101 has six field detachments and 26 teams operating
throughout the cou ry which control 91 agent nets and
251 coded assets. Approximately one-third of the coded
assets are VC/NVA defectors-in-placeD Detachment 60, ...
with headquarters in Saigon, is responsible for coverage
of the Central Office of South Vietnam (COSVN). Detach-
ment 67, Saigon, provides coverage for MR-3 with the
exception of the Capital Military District. Detachment
68 has headquarters in Can Tho and is responsible for
MR-4. Detachment 69, with headquarters at Thu Duc,
provides coverage for the Capital Military District and
conducts cross-border, third-country operations.

b. Personnel. Authorized strength of the unit was
reduced from 920 to 874. Its actual strength increased
by 24 personnel during reporting period.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers --- 329

NCOs --- 257

k.!
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AUTHORIZED ATUAL

EM --- 164

TOTAL 847 750

c. Equipment and Facilities.

Most of the unit's equipment is serviceable and
replacements Df spare parts are available. The unit has
second echelon maintenance capability for all its equip-
ment. Maintenance above that level is obtained through
ARTN support channels. Unit facilities both at head-
quarters level in Saigon and at detachment and team
locations throughout the country are excellent.

d. Operational Effectiveness.

Unit 101 maintains liaison with US Army Special
Activities, Thailand. One project officer is assigned
at the headquarters level and provides technical and
financial assistance. The unit's monthly production of
intelligence reports is approximately 1,500. The Unit is
responsive to ARVM. requirements from all consumers. The
unit receives financial assistance through US Military
Intelligence Contingency Funds which amount to approxi-
mately $6,000 monthly. Cost effectiveness is excellent,
however, Unit 101 could not continue to function without
this US financial assistance.

7. (S/NFD) VIETMAMESE NAVY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION:

a. N-2.

(1) Organization. The N-2 is an operational staff
for the Chief of Naval Operations with four main branches:
Administrative/Personnel, Hydrographic Mapping, Intelli-
gence, and Exploitation. Its mission is to analyze
information received from the Special Collection Detachment,
naval forces at sea, naval coastal zone headquarters and
other RVN intelligence agencies and to provide estimates
of Communist intentions.

(2) Personnel.

3-12
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time, the CMD is covered by Collection Team 6 which is
also responsible for the Rung Sat Special Zone. The
overt element consists of 28 Naval Intelligence Liaison
Officers who are assigned to the various military
regions, sector and/or sub-sector headquarters. In
many cases the Liaison Officers function in a dual
capacity. In addition to contact with official intelli-
gence collection sources, they also work as covert
collection officers and manage the agent handlers in
their area. The covert activities will be taken over
by Intelligence Collection Officers when SCD has suffi-
cient trained personnel. This should improve the
effectiveness of the collection activity and operational
security.

(2) Personnel.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers --- 50

Petty Officers 129

Seamen --- 19

TOTAL 121 198

The increased effectiveness of SCD in recent
months has pleased the Chief, Naval Operations who has
authorized the assignment of the additional personnel
by borrowing spaces from other units. SCD now has 77
more personnel than the authorized TO&E of 121. It is
planned to increase actual strength still further to
234.

(3) Equipment and Facilities.

The SCD internal communications system was
improved during this quarter. All collection teams now
have single sideband AM radios permitting voice
communication with Headquarters. But this equipment
is not adequate for transmission of lengthy intelligence
reports. The teletypes of Naval Coastal Zone and
Riverine Force Headquarters are available to the Collec-
tion Teams, but other traffic frequently holds up

3-1L
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time, the CMD is covered by Collection Team 6 which is
also responsible for the Rung Sat Special Zone. The
overt element consists of 28 Naval Intelligence Liaison
Officers who are assigned to the various military
regions, sector and/or sub-sector headquarters. In
many cases the Liaison Officers function in a dual
capacity. In addition to contact with official intelli-
gence collection sources, they also work as covert
collection officers and manage the agent handlers in
their area. The covert activities will be taken over
by Intelligence Collection Officers when SCD has suffi-
cient trained personnel. This should improve the
effectiveness of the collection activity and operational
security.

(2) Personnel.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers --- 50

Petty Officers --- 129

Seamen --- 19

TOTAL 121 198

The increased effectiveness of SCD in recent
months has pleased the Chief, Naval Operations who has
authorized the assignment of the additional personnel
by borrowing spaces from other units. SCD now has 77
more personnel than the authorized TO&E of 121. It is
planned to increase actual strength still further to
234.

(3) Equipment and Facilities.

The SCD internal communications system was
improved during this quarter. All collection teams now
have single sideband AM radios permitting voice
communication with Headquarters. But this equipment
is not adequate for transmission of lengthy intelligence
reports. The teletypes of Naval Coastal Zone and
Riverine Force Headquarters are available to the Collec-
tion Teams, but other traffic frequently holds up
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supplement the limited air photo coverage of air strikes.
Efforts to direct HUMINT sources to meet BDA requirements
on some pre-planned target areas in the northern sector'
of MR-3 are beginning to prove productive and now
comprise 15% of VNAF's total collection.

(4) The VNAF Special Collection Unit has an authorized
strength of 15 and an assigned strength of 9.

(5) The U.S. provides all of the unit's operational
funds. Without this financial assistance, the unit could
not operate.

b. PHOTINT.

(1) VNAF's photo intelligence is limited by the
number of aircraft and their susceptibility to ground
fire. Six RF-5s and four of the 12 authorized RC-47s
are assigned to photo collection. These aircraft
provide minimum coverage of MRs 2, 3, and 4. The RC-47
can obtain good photography but is too vulnerable to
ground fire in most target areas to be used for BDA.
The RF-5 operates under the major handicap of its 70mm
camera, which is unsuitable for BDA. There is little
or no coverage of ME-1 due to the high air defense
threat. The RVN relies on the U.S. for photo coverage
of 1M-l.

(2) VNAF can produce duplicate positives, select
prints and photo mosaics. Its capacity to produce
paper prints is limited. Laboratory standards have
deteriorated in recent months. The poor quality of
VNAF aerial photo prints have resulted in unsatisfactory
imagery interpretation. U.S. technical assistance has
been requested. VNAF imagery interpretation personnel
meet US professional standards.

(3) No VNAF aircraft possess Radar Lock on Warning
(LOW) gear. This limits operations in high threat areas.
VNAF recce could funztion in Cambodia and possibly in
the Laos Panhandle.

9. (S/NFD) SIGINT:

4 a. The J7 is responsible for RVNAF SIGINT Collection.

-1 3-16
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*Tis agency i_ :, ly tactical inte1-igence to

,[fiel, cormmanders -hr - 1 tc ii AR " Sp)ecia l TechnicalI
Detachments assignej ; the ii ARV' infantry Divisions.
SGII1!T support teams are assigned to Airborne, Marine,
and Ranger units. This collection effort is aided by
four centers situated in Danang, Pleiku, Saigon, and
Can Tho.

b. The J7 Airborne Radio Direction Finding (ARDF)
Program is progressi3ng at a steady pace. There are
presently 32 (2 not operational) EC-47 aircraft in the
ARDF Program. Twenty-six of these aircraft are
stationed in Saigon and *,y-._.J1evenmissions a day; the
remaining aircraft are based at Danang and fly four
missions a day. ission reductions due to airframe
maintenance and weather continue to be a problem.

c. O0ver.all R VXF G !"IT collection continues to
make progress in the anr-lytical and reportingr" fields.
Present limitations include a shortage of perzonnel
and te need for additional secure co rmunication
systems. Equipment shortages have been addressed and
are on order.

10. (S/NFD) NATIOI'AL POLICE CO1M'NAND C

The Special Assistant for Security has the respon-
sibility of keeping the -ationa! Police Commander
informed of all events affecting GVN security. All
significant information involving security is channeled
into this office, mostly in the form of after action
reports. The Section cerforms its mission effectively,

and is an excellent and timely source of after action
type information and trend reports.

11. (S/NFD) SUMMARY:

RVUAF intelligence services benefit from personnel
who, on the whole, are highly competent, dedicated
professionals. Some of the intelligence activities
would have to be drastically reduced or eliminated
without US funding assistance. Intelligence training
is being conducted on a satisfactory level despite
severe budgetary limitations. but deterioratic'; can

1be :entu l ey xpe. l ess .1: it iol fu:i '
a,,-_ ab . DA ii I. with the RVIAF int -_._: e
4' ('ont 7 , ....." and the " ut -7.

nr :rvi s,, is n- .. and. :accor, anci -irel,
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CHAPTER 4

RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

1. (S) JOINT JGS/DAO FY 75 FORCE STRUCTURE REVIEW.

a. The annual combined Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces Joint General Staff/Defense Attache Office
(RVNAF JGS/DAO) fiscal year 1975 RVNAF Force Structure
Review proposals were approved by CINCPAC message
252201Z January 1974. A Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
message, 151544Z March 1974, was received which
rescinds the requirement for submitting separate annual
RVNAF force structure reviews. Future RVNAF force
structure changes are to be addressed in the Planning,
Programming and Budget System (PPBS) cycle and included
in the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP) and
Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) submissions. Addi-
tionally, JCS stated an urgent requirement for a
separate time-phased RVMAF force reduction olan which
considers as a mirnimum -he phased reductions of 100,000
men per year for three years, starting in calendar year
75, outlined in the MOND Four-Year Plan. JCS stated
the plan must be developed in close consultation with
RVNAF, JGS and emphasized that the reduction plan is
for planning purposes only and does not alter previous
guidance on maintaining a 1.i million man n A force
structure.

b. Force Structure Section, DAO, working in close
consultation with the '-ganiza4on Division, OS,
completed and published a Force Structure List FY 74-75
reflecting a sutmary of the force structure changes for
FY 75. Copies of this list were distributed to JCS,
DA, CINCPAC and all PACOM service components, JGS and
service divisions in DAO.

C.

II
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1. :11", AL7'*,;GIZED AND AS0IED 7T.2.:CH. -De.picted
authorizea and assigned troop ztren-ths include all
co:bat ,unport, and combat service support units as-
s4trned to the divisions.

(Figure 5-1)

2. (S) AREAS OF OPERATION AND UNIT LOCATIONS.

a. MR 1 is subdivided into five Areas of Opera-
tio AO From north to south, ADs are assigned

on' ,, s It

as follows: VN,,MC Division, Airborne Division, Ist
Division, 3d Division, and 2d Division.

b. MR 2 is subdivided into t-,,c division AOs. From
:ort: to- scuth, the A',s are assigned to the 2?.. Divisiorn
(Kcntum---Ieiku) and 2"'d Division (Quang- Duc-Darlac).
Neither o the divisions nave sunsrate elements Ir
other' MR 2 provinces.

c. MR 3 is subdivided into four A~s and the Capital
Special Zone (the area encompassing Saigon). Combat
,nits assigned to A0s are as foc.:: Ranter Command,

it Division, i 1t Division, and Dii .,V.sion.

d. ,. 4 is. sutcivided into three As. Combat
divisions assigned to ACs are as folo'.e:s: 7th Division,

9th Division, and 21st Division.

(Figure 5-2)

e. The locations of tactical units at the regi-

mental level and above are depicted for each MR.

(Figures 5-3, 5-11

5-15 and 5-6)
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AUTHORIZED AND ASSIGNED STRENGTHS

AS OF 28 FEB 74

DIV AUTH OFF NCO EM ASSGN % AUTH

Ist 17102 1185 3545 11726 16456 96

2d 14159 987 2701 9046 12734 90

3d 14159 988 2899 9178 13065 92

5th 14159 984 2701 9345 13030 92

7th 14175 926 2755 8445 12126 86

9th 14175 985 2532 8498 12015 85

18th 14159 951 2707 9363 13021 92

21st 14175 908 2661 8668 12237 86

22d 17233 1153 3080 10385 14618 85

23d 14168 964 2625 8411 12000 85

25th 14220 937 2637 10569 14143 99

Abn 13684 1046 2816 9820 13682 100

Rgr 34418 2193 5789 24330 32312 94

Mar 14438 1091 2344 11436 14871 103

TOTAL 224424 15298 41792 149220 206310 92

COFINTIA5-3
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AREAS OF OPERATION

j 22nd DIV

5th DIV I

CAPITOL SPECIAL ZONE

Figure 5-2 5-5
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3. (c) Co m.:.A

a. Combat Divisions.

(1) The Vietnamese Marine Crps (V- 2),lng
regarded as an elite fighting unit, remained
conmitted to a static defensive role in Quang ri
Province. Small unit patrols throughout th Area
of Operation (AO), without significant contact, and
infrequent enemy attacks by fire have been the oniy
combat activities. Division units, including the
attached 15th Ranger Group, have been primarily
concerned with improvement of defensive positions
and construction of antitank barriers. The 15th
Ranger Group, with three organic battalions, was
attached to the Division in early January to replace
the 51st Infantry Regiment. Protracted cc:-.itment
to a static defensive role has resulted in some
disciplinary problems, however, "orale remains h' 'h
Units are fully occupied with training act1iiles.
Battalions began a new cycle of rotation thrcuz
the Dong Da Trainin_ Center in January after a three
month interruption due to heavy monsoon rains.
Battalions are also rotated to Saigon for Rest and
Recuperation (R&R) since most Marine dependents are
located there. An effective Combined Action Program
continued to improve the performance and readiness
of Popular Force (PF) and Peoples' Self ..fene Force
(PSDF) units throughout the AO. Long standing supply
problems are being resolved. The Division is
considered a highly effective combat unit. Cmmit -
ment to a defensive posture is expected to con_, ze.
for the foreseeable future.

(2) The Airborne Division, like the VNMC Division,
is committed to a defensive posture. Although highly
mobile and aggressive, this elite unit has experiencedAI light combat activity. Recently, a battalion from
the reserve brigade was deployed to Phu Loc to provide
security for the railroad. Due to extended commit-
ment to a defensive posture, the Airborne Division has
also begun to experience disciplinary problems. In
addition to improving defensive positions, division
units have constructed an antitank system along the
southern flank of the AO. Division units particinated
in civic action programs and initiated a training
program for PF and PSDF units. The program of rotating
battalions to Saigon for R&R where most dependents are

5-14
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loca.d, waL 2ontinued. Internal -. and
rotation of battalions Through 7=E
Center also continued. Regional Force ....
battalions have been integrated int. the defensive
scheme, permitting formation of a reervE- brigade.
Like the VIJMC, the Airborne Divisicn is exTected to
continue in a defensive posture. The mcbility of
the division permits units to be available for
temporary deployment to any significant threat area.
Despite problems inherent in using ar. aggressive
unit for static defenses, the Airborne Division
remains an effective combat unit.

(3) The ist Division is less committed to static
defense than the Airborne or VNMC Divisions. Three
of its four regiments have been engaged in frequent
contacts and attacks by fire along the western and
southwestern approaches to Hue and along the southern
approaches to Phu Bai. The 3d Regiment is now in
reserve after a long deployment or the Bc River
Valley outpost line. The 51st Regiment, a w-:ell-trained,
aggressive unit, was deployed to the Bo River Valley
to replace the 3d Regiment. The highest number of
casualties has been reported by 5Lth Regimental Units
southeast of Phu Bai. One battalion of the 3d Regiment
was deployed under operational control of the 54th
Regiment to assist in controlling the large AO.
Small unit leadership has improve-d throughcut the
Divisioni as a result of this combat experience and
continued rotaticn of battalions through the Dong Da
Training Center. The 1st Division continues to
improve steadily and is considered combat effective.

(4) The 3d ARVN Division was rated highest among
all ARVN divisions by the Inspector General. However,
this was an administrative determination. Combat
activity has been limited to small unit patrol and'I company/battalion- size sweep operations to protect
Danang and the coastal lowlands from enemy infiltration.
Considerable effort was expended in clearing the rocket
belt around Danang and to pacification within the AO.
An active program to upgrade the capability of PF and
PSDF units is in progress. Control has been maintained
in the western areas of the AO and along enemy infil-
tration routes into the lowlands. Protection of the
lowland population has been assigned to territorial
units. Although not severely tested since the 1972

5-15
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offensive, the 3d Division has used the tine
profitably to Increase combat readiness and is
considered combat effective.

(5) The 2d ARVN Division has again experienced
the highest level of combat activity in MR 1. The
4th, 5th and 6th Regiments have been conmrnitted to
clearing operations along traditional infiltration
routes, protection of resettlement areas and LOC
security. Strong enemy response has kept units in
Son Tinh, Mo Duc and Duc Pho Districts occupied.
Contact with the enemy has consisted primarily of minor
engagements and attacks by fire. Due to the difficult
task of maintaining security in areas of traditional
heavy enemy activity, units have conducted internal
training up to battalion level, but have been
restricted from rotating battalions through formal
training in the Division Training Center. Enemy
forces have been contained west of QL-l in the
northern districts and control has been maintained
in the southern districts. Units are considered
combat effective and capable of defeating any enemy
attempt to expand their areas of control. An effec-
tive leave policy permitted rotation of units through
training, operations and leave cycles.

(6) The 22d Division has been corxiritted zo almost
continuous combat since December 1973 when the entire
division was moved from Binh Dinh to the central
highlands. Initially assigned to a defense oriented
role, the regiments had to be prepared to reinforce RF
and Ranger units when they were unable to contain enemy
forces in the outlying areas of Kontum and Pleiku.
The Division has been effective in combat against
several enemy incursions during the past three months,
and has conducted aggressive patrols and sweep opera-
tions to maintain the security of critical areas.
Cautiously moving into western Pleiku Province, pur-
portedly to retake Le Minh (Plei DtJereng), two
regiments of the 22d inflicted heavy casualties on
enemy units. They were able to support a brief
reentry into the camp and protect the recovery of
the reconnaissance unit which entered the camp and
escorted several civilian families back to Government
of Vietnam (GVN) control. Division units have demon-
strated excellent mobility while responding to enemy
activity In widely separated areas. Air, artillery
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and armor support were used effectively, Heavy

commitment to combat has resulted in high casualties

within some units. Recent ene-y initiatives have
required a high degree of readiness and rapid
response to threatened areas. The division has been
equal to its assigned task. The high level of enemy

activity and large AO has precluded accomplishment of
formal training objectives. However, units have con-
ducted local training and concentrated on defense
against armor. The Division is considered combat ef- 4

fective.

(7) The 23d Division has repeatedly demonstrated
its capability to respond rapidly to enemy initiatives.
When enemy forces reacted to an RF clearing operation
along QL-14 in western Quang Duc Province, units iioved
rapidly by air and land, stabilizing the situation and
partially restoring interdicted Lines of Comrtunication
(LOC). After critical Provincial LOC were
restored, two regiments redeployed to Darlac. Cffensive
operations were undertaken in the western area of the
province to blunt an enemy attempt to develop LOC's in
the area to facilitate movement along the western peri-
phery of the highlands. Enemy roads were effectively
interdicted. After a brief standdown, the 45th Regi-
ment deployed back to Quang Duc to conduct operations
against enemy forces to restore GV! control. The 44th
Regiment rapidly deployed to reinforce the 22d Division
when enemy attacks threatened Kontum and Pleiku Cities
and QL-19, the critical LOC from the coast. Due to
continuous commitment to combat, and frequent redeploy-
ments, the Division has been unable to rotate units
through formal training but has been able to conduct
local battalion level training stressing combined opera-
tions with armor and antitank defense. The Division
has sustained substantial casualties while inflicting
heavy casualties on the enemy and has demonstrated an
increased capability to utilize air, artillery and armor
support. The Division is considered combat effective.

(8) The 25th Division continued its progress toward
improved combat readiness. Division units were tested
in combat for the first time since 49th Regiment units
were soundly defeated in Khiem Hanh District, Tay Ninh
Province in October 1973. Under new leadership, train-jing has been emphasized and extensive tank defenses have

been constructed in the Division AO. Small unit leaders3' gained valuable experience in an operation conducted in
the Phu Hoa/Ho Bo Woods area of western Binh Duong/
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northern Hauz Nghia 1-12 February. Twc regiments, the
46th and 50th, performed effectively, -is did the divi-
sion headquarters and supporting armor and artillery
units. The 49th Regiment has remained in Tay Ninh for
the past few months providing security for the province
capital. Battalions of the 45th Regiment have been
rotated to the 46th and 50th Regiments, and have par-
ticipated in clearing operations in southern Tay Ninh
and northern Hau Nghia Provinces. The Division con-
ducted training as the security situation permitted
and has achieved its highest level of readiness to date.
Especially notable was the improved ability to respond
to intelligence, and renewed confidence in its ability
to defeat the enemy. The Division is considered com-
bat effective.

(9) The 5th Division, now in its fifth month under
new command, has yet to demonstrate significant improve-
ment in aggressiveness. Division units have concentrated
on training and morale has improved. Early in the quar-
ter, the 8th Regiment moved from Chon Thanh to Lai Khe.
A base camp had been maintained in Chon Thanh for a
year while the regiment provided security for that area.
Upon its transfer to Lai Khe, the 5th Division AO was
contracted and Chon Thanh District, Binh Long Province
,,as reassigned to the Ranger Command. One battalion of
the 7th Regiment was deployed to northern Phuoc Long to
provide security fcr the province capital. Battalions
of the 9th Regime i t have operated in Phu Giao District,
Binh Duong Province and demonstrated improved effective-
ness during several minor engagements with enemy forces.
The 5th Division is considered to have improved and pro-
gressed in preparation for a more active combat role.
The Division is still marginally combat effective and
will remain so until its units have been fully tested
in combat with the enemy.

(10) The 18th Division maintained its reputation
as the most effective unit in MR-3. Its three regi-
ments have responded rapidly to intelligence and per-
formed aggressively in every engagement with the enemy.
The 52d Regiment participated with the 25th Division
in the Phu Hoa/Ho Bo Woods operation 1-12 February.
Upon return to its AO, the regiment resumed a security
role. Two regiments, the L3d and 48th, deployed to
Phuoc Tuy Province to reinforce RF units when enemy
activity increased along LTL-2. Both regiments wereC engaged in sustained combat in Phuoc Tuy and Long Khanh
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rs control -o .ce. Tho regi-

miets have inflicted heavy oanualties on the enemy.
The Division is well led cf. all levels of command;
in- -- tillery, air and armr ,t--ave been used e-f
tively. WZhile com..itted ,o security and prctection
missions, especially in mzrintaining surveillance in
the Mien Hoa Air Base rocket belt, the battalicns have
been aggressive and proficient. Due to its high degree
of readiness, the Division has been continually com-
mitted in response to enemy threats.

('"!) The 7th Division has been fully comritted
.i ng the entire quarter. Operations south of" QL-L
in-LIted heavy casualties on the enemy during December

d January. Hjavirng determined that the enemy was vul-
r°e ab e, the Division launched surprise operations into

o-Y- itional enemy stronghold around Tr Pha- Vil-
'i--is-, !southern Kien Tuong Province. Penetration was

-veU -2nd heavy casualties .Tere inflicted _. the
-::e;'y. ,. division equivalent force remains in The area
-o tru ,,ide any enemv atte':rt to reener Ti .'h p in
frrce. Use of supporting arm. throughout the operation

s xceilent. Although rnc :ithout cost to the dvi-
the Tri Phap operation was the most successful

', amv ARVN unit since 28 janary 1973. Enemy supply
- friltration activit, in the nort-hern Delta ".as

ei sruotect. Divlisian units have demon'sC-rated
e el~ent mobility while ieploying into northern Kien

ccn o screen against expe.:ted enemy reinforcement
S Cont commm.ent to operations has pre-

2Luded formal cyclic training. The sharp decrease in
enemy activity following the Tri Phap operation allowed
units to rest and replace combat losses.

(12) The 9th Division has established itself in
its ne, western Delta AO, which was assigned in late

" '.oer after redeployment of the Rangers from , R-4.
e Division as a whole cannot be assessed accurately

sinrVe, for a significant portion of the quarter, the
S4-7an. 15th Regiments have been under operational

'm -r.l of the 7th and 21st Divisions respectively.
,, ,. Regiment _;as parzicularly successful in par-

t cioating with the 7th Division in Tri Phap. When the
9th Division depl,..oye. to the west, the 15th Regiment
-..mnined in Chuong Thie,- Province under the operational
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of 2 .... ision. s of the r egiment
Lave- per- )d-_-,ally returned to 9t!- D;ivision operational

cor,rol to conduct operations along the Khmer frontier
in northern Kien Phong and Kien -ucrg Provinces. The
regiment has been roderarely successful in Chuong Thien
P -virice -nd during short deIc-.ments into nearby a
Xu,'en Province in response ro intelligence. The regi-
menr is below the standard of the lLth and 16th Regi-
me.Uts. The 16th Regiment demonstrated excellent mobil-
ity in responding by helicopter to intelligence on
enemy movements in western Kien Siang Province. Addi-
tiln!y. the regiment has maintained effective control
in Clau Doc Province. Units have been shifted quickl
whenr enemy threats developed in the AO. Thus far,
e zimy attempts to reestablish infiltration routes have
been countered with its available resources. Units are
.- 2ombat effective and can dbedepeded upocn to .e-

:nd rapidly to enemy threats.

113) The 21st Division remaine +the weal.est divi-
s-:: in MR-4. Duri--g most of ths r e d, the. D vision
has operate with four regiments, aht>.h un-ts of the
15t: Regiment, 9" Division have derLced o t of the AO
fo2 short periods. Organic regiments, the 31st, 32d
an- 33,, n" v emons.rated increase; mobility, but have

e nry .... '-na succes.ful in contacts with the

•~ .:'att -L ns o, 3d Regiment were rendered
ineffectire when ambushed in the U-. !nh Forest while
attempting to relieve beleaguered RF units. The regi-
men a- rdeolove t, Long ,, to recuperate. The 31st

S33d eim n!tae not been involved in any signi-
ficant engaagements zuring the t:uarter. However, these
unit, move frequentl l and are fuily committed to main-
taining security. Territorial and PSDF units continued
to bear the brunt of enemy attacks which have usually
occurred in areas away from regular ARVN units. Only
one battalion went through formal training due to opera-
v!ena! co.mnittments during the quarter. There have
been indications of improvement. However, until train-
inc- is given a. -!,,e oriorlty and small unit leader-

-hip can be developed, the 21s, Division can be con-
sidered only marginally effecLive.
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(14) Ranger Comai.nd.

(a) The Ranger command completed its reorganiza-
tion on schedule (31 December 1973). The authorized
strength remains at 37,027. The reorganization stand-
ardized existing Ranger Groups, tactical commands, and
battalions. (The Ranger Groups and tactical commands
previously had no standard organization.) Ranger bat-
talions varied in size from 461 men to 683 men. The
new organization provides for 2186 man groups with each
containing three 683 man battalions. The reorganiza-
tion reduced the number of ranger elements from seven
Ranger Groups and five tactical commands with 54 bat-
talions to 15 Ranger Groups with 45 battalions. The
concept of employment is to deploy these ranger units
along enemy controlled areas to impede infiltration,
expand GVN areas of influence, harass rear areas and
eventually reestablish GVN control of international
borders in MR's 1, 2 and 3. Battalion base areas are
organized with one company as base defense and the re-
maining two companies actively patrolling and conduc-
ting tactical operations within a ten km radius of the
camp. Each MR will retain one Ranger Group as a reac-
tion force to assist deployed battalions if they become
heavily engaged. Territorial forces reinforced by ARVN
u.,ts have assumed responsibility for defense of the
border in MR 4. The respective MR commanders are re-
sponsible for the command and control of the ranger
elements assigned to their MR's. Deployment is as de-
picted in Figure 5-7.

(b) Major General Giai, CG Ranger Command, stated
that it is too early to assess any meaningful changes
of the Ranger Command. The reorganization and standard-
ization of the ranger battalions have been accomplished.
The Ranger Command is currently working on doctrinal
studies and attempting to achieve 100% in battalion level
training. To date, five Ranger battalions have not been
sent to training centers in RVN. The objective was to
complete training of all battalions prior to completion
of the reorganization, 31 December 1973. Training is
essential because prior to reorganization, many of the
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tcit-eu n w:re in fact ' I fan Irr' r-a: l '- Deftnse

,wouos (CIDG). These forces worke] with the U.S. Spe-
cial Forces, primzarily along Asola.ed outposts through-
out W', and lacked battalion level excerience. Four of
these five battalions are locat,.d in MR 2 (the Eli, 38th,
o9th, and 95th) and the fifth, is the 92d from MR 3.
Tha 'R commanders have been unable to release these units
for training due to operational requirements.

(c) General Giai stated that the NR commanders
periodically misuse the rangers and consequently, fail
to obtain iraximum results. Securing bridges and roads,
as well as other conventional missions, are examples.
He frequently meets with the MR commanders to discuss
heoe problems and believes that he will enjoy better
pport with them as time goes by. He stated that the

Corrs C7omarders enjoy total command and control of all
:orce- assigned to their respective MRs.

i , l General Giai commented that his ranger units
could te task org-anized to form brigade/regimental-size
units and serve as a relief for the committed regiments
within the MR. By assuming a Tactical Area of Respon-
sbillity (TAOR), the relieved element could serve as
Corps reserve, undergo training, or R&R. The MR must
-rovide ;ugmenzation in terms of combat support (CS)
an,:L cmbat service sippovt (OSS) Ranger Group Head-
quarters are primarily tactical command and control

elements and do not possess the necessary assets to
support a regimental equivalent. Ee stressed that he
does not advocate forming division size units out of
his rangers.

(e) The general assessment of the Rangers in MR .
remains unchanged. Ranger units, under OPCON to the

* Idivision, complain about the inadequate logistics sup-
port, static defensive posture, as well as leave policies.
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Complaiihts have increased dur2ng the quarte_-. Iorale
has been affected and the Rangers now have the highest
desertion rate in MR 1, replacing the 1st Division from
the previous quarter. The llth Ranger Group has been
replaced in Quang Ngai by the 12th Group, which is now
the Mobile Reaction/Reserve Force. Strength and replace-
ments have not changed appreciably. During this quarter,
however, training has largely been conducted at battalion
level in the field, in lieu of formal training at the
Dong Da Training Center.

(f) The Ranger elements in MR 2 experienced the
highest number of incidents in RVN. During the period
16-17 March, the 22d RGR Group, consisting of the 95th
and 62d RGR Battalions were engaged in a spoiling action
against the enemy troops and logistics buildup northeast
of Kontum City. The Rangers sustained 8 KIA, 23 WIA
and reported 1 enemy killed. On 20 March, the 63d RGR
Bn was attacked by an USEF, 10 km northwest of Plei
M'rong, resulting in 25 enemy killed, 1 CS and 7 SA wea-
pons captured. The 68th suffered negative casualties.
The Ranger Groups are primarily employed in the central
highlands; the 23d and 24th in Kontum (P), the 22d and
25th in Pleiku (P), and the 21st in Quang Duc (P). Along
the coastal provinces, the 4th and 6th RGR Groups are
deployed in Binh Dinh (P) and the 34th and 90th RGR
Battalions in Khanh Hoa (P). Throughout the reporting
period, the numerous enemy contacts resulted in 222
enemy killed, 1 detained, 79 SA and 13 CS weapons cap-
tured.

(g) With the exception of the 92d RGR Battalion
stationed at Tonle Cham, the ranger elements in MR 3
experienced only moderate contacts and incidents during
January through mid-February. On 10 February, the 64th
RGR Battalion, as part of a task force, was attacked by

NI a large force. The perimeter was penetrated by the at-
tacking force; however, the rangers immediately counter-
attacked and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy.
Although the defenders sustained 29 KIA, 27 WIA, and 5
MIA, the rangers killed 95 enemy and captured 21 SA and
16 CS weapons including one 75mm recoilless rifle.

(h) The Tonle Cham ranger outpost is located on the
Saigon River corridor and interferes with the VC/NVA
infiltration and resupply route. The camp came under

qU
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siege in March 73 and received heavy ABF daily through
mid-June. A let up was noted from June until early
November when ABF and minor probes were resumed. Attempts
to rotate the Rangers were aborted after losing a CH-147
and a UH-lH at the camp. To date, the enemy has fired
almost 20,000 rounds, initiated 59 attacks, 11 attempts
to infiltrate the camp, and attempted to breach the defenses
by digging tunnels from 500 meters out. The camp is of great
concern to the new MR 3 Commander. Plans for abandonment
or relief of the camp are under consideration. (Tonle Chain
capitulated on 12 April 1974).

(i) Since reorganization, MR 4I has had no ranger
units permanently stationed in the delta. The 7th
Ranger Group, OPCON to the 7th Infantry Division since
mid-March, performed impressively during the Tri Phap
operation.

b. Artillery.

(1) The overall operational ready rate for the 175mm
S.F. gun remains at an acceptable level of 90%. This
exceeds the world wide operational ready standards of
83% established by DA.

(2) Requirements for periodic weapon calibration
and die stamping breeches continues to be a deficiency
that needs corrective action.

(3) PLL's for this weapon exceed actual require-
ments. Efforts are being directed for balancing repair
parts stocks at user levels.

(FIGURES 5-8A and 5-8B)
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h .,311, HOW 155N511 GUN 175 .1

.AUThi 'ofI UNS AUTH OH ,NS AM OH b IS

MR iI.

10th H0c IS5mm rn I i 18 18
20th How 155imm Bn 18 17 1
30th How 155mm Bn t I 18 18
44th How 155.m Bn 18 18

20 Arty Pits How 155mjn(TF) 40 40
9 Art), Pits Rgr Grps 18 18
3 Arty bns/Ist Inf Div 1 54 54
3 Arty Bn-;'i2d Inf ji±, 5 34 52 2
3 Arty Bns/3rd Int Piv 54 53 1

10ist I!,:; i.'5mm Bn I12 10 2
102d How 175mm Bn 12 10 2
05th .OW i75mnw Br' 12 12

3 Arty Bns/...:borw~- Dix 34 55 1'5 '54'
3 Art" Bs. :arine Div 54 -

SUB-TOTAL............... .3S 324 4 72 71 1 36 32 4

NIR 2

103d How ! 7 Snm Brn 12 9 3
37th !Z :, I 18 17 1
220th , ;. :. pr 18 18

3 Arty" Bns/22d In' L)iv 54 S4
63d How 10Sm.nl Bn 18 16

69th , i' .)n., Bn iS is
230th fli' ' 55m Dn i 18 18
Arty School I14 14 6 6 2 2
National Military Academy 2 2
3 Arty Bns/23d Inf Div 54 54
60 Arty Pits Hlow 105min(TF)120 120
9 Arty" Pits Rgr Grps 18 18

SUB-TOrAL ................ 298 298 0 60 59 1 14 II 31

Fiqure 5-8A
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HOW 1051MM HOW 155MM GUN 175MUNIT- --AUTH OH UNS AUTH OH LNS AUTH OH UNS

MR 3

180th How 155mm Bn 18 18
50th How 155mm Bn 18 18
250th How 155mm Bn 18 18
46th How 155m Bn 18 15 3
Ordnance School 2 2 1 1
3 Arty Bns/Sth InE Div 54 52 2
3 Arty Bns/lBth Inf Div 54 43 11
3 Arty Bns/25th Inf Div 54 46 8
61st How 105mm Bn 18 18
44 Arty Pits 105mm (TF) 88 80 8
7 Pits Arty Rgr Grps 14 11 3

104th How 175mm Bn 12 10 2

SUB-TOTAL 284 252 32 73 70 3 13 11 2

MR 4

70th How 155mm Bn 18 18
90th How 155mm Bn 18 18
210th How 155lmm Bn 18 18
47th How 155mm Bn 18 18

'. 67th How 105mm Bn 18 14 4
68th How 10Smm Bn 18 15 3
3 Arty Bns/7th Inf Div 54 S2 2
3 Arty Bns/9th Inf Div 54 53 1
3 Arty Bns/21st Inf Div 54 49 5
64 Arty Pits 105mm (TF) 128 126 2

SUB-TOTAL 326 309 17 72 72

MAINT FLOAT/REPAIR 161 78 24

(III GRAND TOTAL 11236 1345 53 277 350 5 63 78 9

Figure 5-8B 5-29
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c. Armor.

(1) Readiness condition of combat vehicles has
declined since the previous report, but remains within
reasonably acceptable limits.

(FIGURE 5-9)

(2) Action is underway to provide pinpointed tech-
nical assistance to units experiencing increases
in deadline rates. Efforts to improve readiness posture
of combat tanks will be concentrated in MR II. Technical
assistance for all combat vehicles and self-propelled
artillery will be increased. Additional local national
personnel are currently undergoing training for this
purpose.

(3) Plans to obtain assistance from A!.!C for in-
country training in maintenance of M-48-A3 tanks were
cancelled. Additional assistance will be provided by
use of DAO sponsored contract technicians (Third
Country Nationals).

d. Materiel Handling Equipment (14HE). Readiness
position of MHE remains below acceptable levels. Primary
reason is that a good portion of the fleet is worn
extensively and requires cyclic overhaul or replacement.
ARVN is finalizing a plan to accomplish this. Training
of mechanics and operators is progressing satisfactorily.
Following recent completion of an intensified course at
the 1st AAD, where 94 personnel were trained, the contrac-
tor is now providing instructions at 2nd AAD for orgniza-
tional and support maintenance. Thus far, 54 personnel
completed training in operator and organizational main-
tenance. A course in support maintenance is presently
underway.
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AI' 13 I FANK M41A3 T.NK M48A3
UNIT AUTH OH UNS AUTH OH UNS AUTH OH UNS

i Armor Bde 6 6
4 Armor Cay 42 37 1 17 16
7 Armor Cav. 42 42 4 17 17 2
11 Armor Cay. 42 40 4 17 17 2
17 Armor Car. 42. 40 2 17 17 2
20 Tark Sqdn 12 12 1 54 54 1

MR-1 Sub-Total 186 177 12 68 67 6 54 54 1

II Armor Rde 6 6
3 Armor Cay. 42 40 17 14 1
14 Armor Car. 42 41 8 17 17 2
19 Armor Cal;. 421 36 10 17 14
8Armor Cat. 42' 39 2 17 14 3
21 Tank Sqdn 121 12 3 54 52 9

SIMR-2 Sub-Total 186 174 23 68 S9 6 54 52 9

I I Armo r Ed e 6 6
1 Armor Cay. 42 40 17 17
5 Armor Car. 42 42 2 17 17 4
10 A'rmor Cay. 58 55 5
15 Armor Cay. 42 43 2 17 18 2
18 Armor Cav. 42 40 1 17 17 1
22 Tank Sqin 12 12 2 54 53 6
Armor/Ord . chuol 18 17 10 10 3 10 10 1

MR-3 Sub-Total 2621255 12 78 79 10 64 63 7

IV Armor Bde 6J 6
2 Armor Ca". 5 S 9
6 Armor Ca.. 55 -52 3
9 Armor Cay. 58 54 11

K 12 Armor Cay. 58 58 6
16 Armor Cay. 58 57 12
(No tanks in MR-4
MR-4 Sub-Total 296 285 41

NMaint. Float/Repair 191 5' 102

TOTAL 1082 88 214 25 17

* .1 Fioure 5-9 5-31
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Storage Operations, 13 Inventory, 19 Document "ontrol,
8 Quality Assurance, and 13 Care and Preservrlt.or..

(2) At present there is an eight (8) man Lepot Oper-
ations Technical Assistance Team from AMC/PAC at the 1st
AAD. This team is providing technical guidance, assis-
tance and recommendations for the overall improvement on
storage operations. The team is also providing detailed
procedures and document flow systems for the 1st and 2nd
AAD's. The team has a tentative departure date of 31
July 1974.

c. Status of Ammo. (January to March 1974)

(1) Available beginning of quarter:

Short tons: 105,034

Dollars: 198,786,824

(2) Issues during quarter:

Short tons: 47,636
Dollars: 64,1147,927

(3) Receipts:

Short tons: 77,182
Dollars: 109,780,364

(4) Adjustment loss (in transit between depots in
country):

I Short tons: 720

(5) Adjustment gains (due to new price increase):

Dollars 25,752,613

(6) On hand end of quarter:

Short tons 133,860
Dollars 269,871,874

(7) Stockage objective:

Short tons: 146,515

d. Shortfall.

A(1) Logistics/Management. Middle management
in both the Logistics Data Processing Center (LDPC)
and logistics operation at NMMA remains deficient.
Command action is still being recommended for overall

upgrading of supply positions in an attempt to acquire
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numerous supply people who have been trained at "'C
supply activities, as well as the Central Trainiri
Institute. In addition, the following management
actions are being continuously emphasized:

(a) Continue technical assistance in the area of
requirements and distribution, with RVNAF personnel
performing all operations, thereby gaining the experience
needed to be self-sufficient.

(b) Training on subject matter that is required for
future program needs, i.e., excess, conversion to National
NATO Stock Number System, computation of supply control
studies, etc.

(c) Continue training on the use of the advance
computer systems from the standpoint of programmers and
systems analysis.

(d) Special classroom training in operation, empha-
sizin- basic supply orrations and stressing quality
control.

(2) Depot Operations: The entire operation is still
understrength and undertrained. Current operational
status follows:

(a) Same as last report.

(b) MHE: 107 pieces of MHE are operational from
a total of 178 assined to 1st AAD LB. There has been
a total of 5 MHE opera-or classes and total of 52 students
graduated. This bringes available operators to 102.
Additional classes are scheduled for April 1974.

(c) Care and Preservation (C&P): One officer
trained in C&P was transferred to Dept of Highways on
27 Mar 74. At present one officer and 61 personnel are
in training. Work ha : been completed on the installa-
tion of additional conveyors, and on minor improvements
that will simplify work. C&P is completely operational.

(d) Storage operations: 1st AAD has approximately
8uo lines that require identification. This is an in-
crease from last report which is due to questionable

Aitems being received from 40th Engineer Base Depot.

(e) Shipping Operations: There continues to be
considerable amounts of material ready for Unit Pick-
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up and awaiting transportation from the installation
Transportation Office (ITO). Considerable emphasis
has been placed on this area and some improvement
noted.

(f) Training: Contract DAJB04-74-C-0018 was

awarded to Eastern Construction Company Incorporated
(ECCOI), on 12 Sep 73, to provide 17 Technical Assistants
for 1st AAD. Since that time effective training has
been rendered in the operations, and maintenance of
material handling equipment with 7 classes completed
consisting of 59 personnel. Additional classes are
scheduled for April 1974.

(3) Ammunition Deficiencies.

(a) Ammunition Deficiencies: (Terms usages: DODAC-
Department of Defense Ammunition Code: BOH = Balance
on-hand).

1 DODAC A071 Cartridge, 5.56
Milimeter

BOH 165.6 Million Rounds

Stockage Level 193.3 Million Rounds

% Stockage 85

2 DODAC H557 Rocket 66mm, Heat

BOH 70.9 Thousand Rounds

Stockage Level 208.6 Thousand Rounds

% Stockage 34

3 DODAC C226 Cartridge, 81 Milimeter
Mortar, Illuminating

BOH 46.9 Thousand Rounds

Stockage Level 175.3 Thousand Rounds

% Stockage 27

4 DODAC G881 Grenade, Hand, Frag.

BOH 1,043.6 Thousand Rounds
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Stockage Level 2,226.1 Thousand Rounds:

% Stockage 47

The above figures represent the fourth quarter report
for the month endinF 31st of December 1973.

5. (C) vAINTENANCE.

a. Field Maintenance.

(1) End Use Surveillance visits performed since
April 1973 totaled 285. These visits are being cur-
tailed to permit rendering of increased technical
assistance and performance of studies involving usage
rates of repair parts and causes of failures for major
secondary items. Shorta .e of personnel is restricting
verformance below satisfactory level. This is expected

,,"impr ve ::iti' 245-60 dlays.

(2J Command emphaai.. continues to be exerted for
Lr-provin< state of maintenance. Specific actions
identieJ in prev.us cp-',ort are underway. In addition,
action is completed to acquire additional DAO sponsored
contractor personnel (Third Country Nationals) and DAO
direct-hire local nationals to provide increased tech-
nical assistance.

(3) The Comnanie;, (IC .as no,.: appointed an assistant
for maintenance who is responsible for the maintenance
program throughout kJN. Expect this major action will
yield good results thurol. -*h increased command attention
to maintenance matters3.

(4) The operational readiness (OR) rate in ARVN is
fluctuating. The following shows changes since previous
report:

O/R (FY74)

Ist Qtr 2nd Qtr 3rd Qtr

*.iateriel Handling E'qi-pnent 55% 65% 63%

Tactical Wheeled Vehicles (h.,'V) 65% 74% 79%

4ombat Vehicles 80% 809 84%

Artillery 95% 97% 97%

Comrunication & Elec-tronic. (C&E) 94% 96% 95%

CONFIDENTIAL
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b. Depot Maintenance.

(1) Engineer Equipment. Progress continues to be
made toward the attainment of self-sufficiency in the
areas of rebuild and technical supply, although the
following problems persist, which require technical
assistance:

(a) Limited number of personnel capable of fully
understanding US Technical Manuals.

(b) Inability to establish comprehensive training
programs.

(c.) Lack of proficiency at the middle management
level.

(d) Quality assurance and control.

(2) Maintenance Facilities. Conversion to produc-
tion line methods is now underway in many areas, while
the remainder of operations continue to be accomplished
in bays. Plans are also being developed for the accomo-
dation of new items to the Depot Rebuild Program, as
well as to provide for related test equipment.

(3) Technical Supply:

(a) Intensive efforts in identifying location and
inventorying technical supply stock, coupled with a
detailed and comprehensive review of Bill of Materiel
(BOM) requirements for the 3rd and 4~th Quarters FY74
program, has allowed reduction in requirements of more
than $550,000.00. Requisitions were adjusted accordingly.
The BOM requirements for the 1st and 2nd quarters FY75
program are currently being reviewed.

(b) 6,100 lines of repair parts have been declared
as excess and reported to the National Materiel Manage-
ment Agency (NMMA) for disposition instructions. Since
the excess has been reported, a new reporting format has
been adopted. Using the new format, 1235 lines have
been reported but disposition instructions have not
been received.I (c) Shortages of warehouse storage space is hindering
the warehousing of repair parts and is causing a backlog.
It is anticipated that adequate warehouse space will be
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available during the early part of April 1974. All of'
the technical supply stock will be rewarehoused when
the additional space is made available.

(d) A wall to wall inventory of Technical Supply
stock was completed on 7 January 1974. The Locator
Inventory Count has been provided the National Materiel
Management Agency to be incorporated into the Republic
of Vietnam Automated Materiel Management System (RAMMS).
Majority of assets on hand at the rebuild facility have
been posted to the automated RAMMS asset balance file,
however, some items with invalid stock numbers or non-
standard identification are currently not compatible
for input. The noncompatible numbers are subject to
exception process procedures for proper validation
requirement.

(4) Vietnamese Army Arsenal (VAA).

(a) Self-sufficiency: Current assessment of self-
sufficiency, in terms of skills, has been improved to
the extent that there has been a reduction of 10 US
technician positions. Total self-sufficiency has been
achieved in the areas of small arms, batteries, and fire
control. However, there is a slippage, in terms of equip-
ment required to perform depot rebuild, of ordnance major
items in the power train, tire and material handling
equipment shops. Each of these areas are discussed
separately under sub-paragraph (c) Maintenance Facilities,
below.

(b) Shop Supply: A location survey is approximately
50% complete in the supply area. A shop supply inventory
is being conducted in each shop to determine which parts
should be pushed for the 4th quarter rebuild program.
This will determine actual quantity on hand, parts
really required, and produce a stock adjustment which
will be used to make corrections to the computer data
bank.

(c) Maintenance Facilities.

(1) Power Train Shop: Self-sufficiency slippage
from 31 October 1974 to 31. December 1974. FinalizedI shop layout is rnot expected until 1 May 1974 with a
complete change over to the new layout by 1 .)un 1974.
Nlew test equipment has been constructed for CD-500 cross
drive transmission and training will start during the
week of 15 April 1974.
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31)O Tire Shop: Self-sufficiency slippage from

31 October 1974 to 31 December 1974. To increase pro-
duction capability by 25%, the present shop must be
upgraded by the addition of new equipment. A request
for this equipment has been submitted for funding
($126,000). Upon receipt of this equipment, additional
training will be required.

(3) Materiel Handling Equipment Shop (MHE):
Self-sufficiency slippage from 31 October 1974 to 31
December 1974. A new layout of the existing shop has
been made to better utilize the present space and addi-
tional personnel have been requested. Additional test
equipment and tools have been obtained or are on re-
quisition.

(d) Phase II Upgrade and Foundry Installations:

(1) The objective of this upgrade is to provide the
RVNAF with the capability to rebuild and test in-country
combat vehicles (including battle damaged) and track
shoes.

(2) The foundry installation is to provide self-
sufficient in-country industrial manufacturing capability
for production of short supply items, non-supply items,
and repair parts line stoppers for ordnance and MHE.

(3) Status of new combat vehicle, artillery and

track shoe shops:

Study period & advertise contract May 73 to Apr 74

Construction & Installation May 74 to May 75

Training Period Jun 75 to Aug 75

Begin Production Sep 75

(4) The foundry installation design was completed
and contract advertised in October 1973. Due to lack of
response, the contract was amended and readvertised with
award to the DIELIEM contractor. (Work is on schedule
and a September completion date should be met early in
September 1974.)

(5) Drawings have been completed for the design
of a 3KM test tracK. No dates have been established
for start of construction.
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6. (S) PETROLEU74 OIL AND LUBRICANTS (POL):

a. RVNAF petroleum supply contracts were expanded
during the 3rd QTY FY74 to encompass fuels, lubricants,
kerosene and asphalt. All contracts have been con-
summated and are operating smoothly.

b. Costs of petroleum and petroleum related pro-
ducts have soared in line with world market prices.
All RVNAF supply contracts costs are competitive with
DFSC posted or actual contract prices. In several
instances RVNAF fuel costs were below DFSC posted

~prices,

c. The new concept of procuring POL for RVNAF has
been so successful that DFSC, CINCPAC and DAO have
jointly agreed to continue the system after embargos are
lifted against the US.

d. This decision and the fact that DFSC fuel will
no longer be used in RVN resulted in the withdrawal of
all US Petroleum Quality Assurance Representatives
(PQAR's). The responsibility for quality and quantity
inspection of POL materials has been transferred to
RVNAF. This is an untried program that may require re-
vision in the future.

e. Supply contracts and RVNAF conservation programs
have resulted in depot stocks of POL to gain and main-
tain a 60 day level. Asphalt contracts have allowed re-
sumption of construction on the ARVN LOC program. Suf-
ficient quantities of asphalt have been offered to meet
requirements of the revised ARVN LOC Program (14 million

gallons in lieu of previous program requirements of 20
million gallons).

7. (C) PORT OPERATIONS.

a. On 29 March 1973, RVNAF assumed responsibility
for military port operations, less Military Standard
Transportation and Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP)
documentation functions. These are being accomplished
by US contractor (Alaska Barge and Transport Company).
Stevedore services are provided by ARVN military per-
sonnel and Vietnamese under contract with ARVN. Total
tonnage handled through ARVN operated ports during
period 1 April 1973 through 31 March 1974 amounted to

fl 462,939 measurement tons (M/T) inbound and 21,648 M/T
outbound for RVNAF; 59,932 M/T inbound, and 60,488 M/T
outbound of US interest etarwo.
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b. Shortfall.

(1) During the 2nd Quarter FY74 the RVNAF intra-
coastal cargo movement capability became saturated to
the point whereby a reported 30,000 M/T backlog developed.
This backlog, involving all ports, was composed of normal
resupply items and return of unserviceable vehicles and
components to repair facilities near Saigon. On 4 Jan 74,
the Military Sealift Command (MSC) time charter Seatrain
Florida moved 7,285 M/T from Newport to Da Nang and
3,357 M/T moved on 18 February 1974 from Da Nang to
Newport on the SS Transcolorado. RVNAF offered an ad-
ditional 7,261 M/T of cargo for movement during the 3rd
quarter: Da Nang to Newport 5,001 M/T; Newport to Da
Nang 1,527 M/T and Newport to Qui Nhon 733 M/T.

(2) Cargo handling operations aboard vessels is
improving but remains substandard when measured against
the Military Sealift Command standard of 1500 M/T per
day. The average daily cargo handling rate of 1,177
M/T for the 3rd quarter FY74 shows continued improvement
over the 959 M/T rate attained during the 2nd quarter
FY74. Efficiency in cargo operations will be stressed
at every opportunity to the Commander, Central Logistics
Command and terminal supervisory personnel.

(3) Port operations throughout the country must
continue to be a subject of prime concern for the
appropriate CLC Staff elements.

8. (U) RVNAF FACILITIES ENGINEERING SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROGRAM.

a. Satisfactory progress toward achievement of the
goal of RVNAF Facilities Engineering Self-Sufficiency
continued during the third quarter of FY74. During the
period, systems engineering, deep well renovation, and
fire prevention and protection were added to the self-
sufficiency program. RVNAF personnel, assisted by the
DAO technical assistance contractor, began the first
phase of the systems engineering program by compiling
base data at nine ARVN military installations.

b. An ARVN deep well renovation team was activated
under the operational control of the Office of the Chief
of Engineers (OCE). Equipped with a complete trailer-
mounted rotary drilling machine with related equipment,

'4 the team has the capability to renovate existing wells
and to drill new wells. During this period, two wells
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serving DAO Headquarters w-ere renovated and drilling of
a new well commenced. One well was renovated at Di An
and a schedule has been established for renovation of
wells at three other installations in the 3rd ALC.

c. A survey to determine quantity, type, location
and condition of fire prevention and protection equip-
ment was completed. Findings of this survey are expected
to result in actions aimed at upgrading ARVN fire fighting
capabilities.

d. A total of 65 Single Integrated Military System
(SIMS) sites are included in the FE self-sufficiency
program. RVNAF personnel operate and maintain the
installed electric power generation and air conditioning
equipment at these communications centers without assis-
tance other than periodic visits by technical assistance
teams. During the past 3 months there wasa steady decline
in the number of HAZCONS (hazardous conditions threatening
interruption of communications facilities). Also during
the period there was continued improvement in the supply
of spare parts.

e. During this quarter, OCE assumed management of
the Bulk Construction Material (BCM) Program. Limited
contractor assistance was provided to expedite the
attainment of self-sufficiency in this program. Results
to date appear worthy of mention; of the total issues
to tr-service customers of the FY73 and FY74 BCM alloca-
tion, 26% have occured since OCE gained control - a period
of 6 weeks.

f. Construction of a replacement power plant at
An Son (ROK) Valley was completed and the plant was placed
in continuous operation on 4 Feb 74. Two GM Electro-
Motive 1500 kw generator units removed from the old power
plant are awaiting surface retrograde to the United States.
The new plant is equipped with three Schoonmaker 500 kw
generators and related switchgear. This equipment was
excess to requirements at other RVNAF fixed power plants
and was removed and overhauled by RVNAF personnel prior
to installation at An Son. The An Son Valley replacement
plant was constructed by RVNAF crews assisted by the DAO
technical assistance contractor.

g. A special crew of ARVN personnel, assisted by
the DAO technical assistance contractor, was organized
to rebuild six of the eight Fairbanks Morse AR-3 diesel
engines which serve the Cam Ranh Main Power Plant. Work
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-.- 16 ;.:arch 1971 .  The

.:. r - bui of all e" - ...

S t. -.. ower conservation
I r; e d 1it !:e o u h power con-

S io e-eaed a th slowe -r rate than in the
rec .eve~n ARIM.r sites consisting of

t. , ari avera:-e loads on 31 Dec 73
ee 1 . 'avatto :i 7.e megaw-tts respectively.

On 31 March !i'74, ti- peak and average loads were 10.1
T megawatr. ani 7. e.,:watts respecrively. To further
reduce o n;- -, ,"n and costs, a comprehensive

7survey ,, :.-'UAF' base;, and po, ... plants throughout the
Republic of Vletna:. begun durirg the quarter. The
'irpo:.- -,, the surv,-. is to identify requirements of the
tri-s-r- -. _ I plant capacities and condition
of -n', det,.,- ne 7 !e feasibility of con-

, survey is ex.ected to
C' eets of th- tri-services

n .ed to enable elimI-
nat o.n olf G-'. k-.. , an- :"'nd re;-,oval of excess pc'..er

-,-neration equi . . i ither be rebuilt to form
a : 'a'nten-ri-e 1:.... .r, i7 no -omically repairable,
-annibalized f§r . -. iceab_, -

i e t. r ' " chan -eo-ut r-rc-ram at Da ,.'ang,
:A ..... :.'s uern completed. A total of

3,3--.ce::rans" rs have been removed from the
rH.,, TF r ower dis t-i j ion sys tems, ,,NAF has initiated

a transor!'er' "han cc .p ro.'ra, at 'n Son Valley Instal-
lation, with assist;i.ce provided by the DAO technical
assistance contractcr.

9. (U) DEFENDEU: SiIELTER PROGRAMi.

a. During the .oter, the ARV':X OCE started con-
=;t"u :r,n 3 18 - . le completing 315. An

"naiysi : '-. the tc,'l program revealed an average of
317 uompletions pe- ,ter, which equates to 63- /f
prcgrairtmed quarterly co)nstruction requilrements.

" . .e,)a;-1 mr e to program progress is lack
of US furnished ihe CY72 program has only
':-eived 7') ,f r,- 'I (o - terial and the CY73 program

but 2-- ;VJ &- "-.. as ;ell as civilian contractors
- avilable -o: -u c tl n .
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funds have beer. c ...;e.r't:.. r r.,<- ' e z .. M-a-
be exrected due to the t" : ceci.
of Vietnam to ut o. "ti' , 4,L' c. t-.
supporting the n..r: flx.

10. (U) ARv:_ LC FROGR. RAM

a. Durir- the Last three months, continueJ delays
have been experienced in constructio.n r'rojects under the
ARVN-LOC Program. Only 20 kilometers of roads and 73
meters of bridges were completed during this period.
Almost no paving was done. The problems encountered
were logistical in natutre. '-he prime constraints wrere
lack of POL, as'phalt quarry expenda.ies, transportatlon
and rock delivery. See figures 5-11, 5-12 and 5-13.

b. There are -.resentiy eight aIve proezts withn
the AR\Vn -LOC ?rograru. These projects and their current
status are ouied elow:

(1) Ong 2o Bridg;e: Thiis t-he only AY... Pro-
ject assigned in MR I. The bridge, ..:hich is oCL-l,
is a 96 meter structure that is 2o, 22i cor.lete.

(2) LTL- 7 Junction QL-14 to Cheo Reoc, 55 kilo-
meters. The project consists of upzradi.< and restoring
the highway. The 202nd Engineer 2o at Battaion is
responsible for the highway construc zion, and 2!5th
Light Equipment Coman -1,Ligh Eqipmnt ompany 1:: responsible for production

of crushed roci< and asphalt at the Fhu Cuong industrial
Work Site. Construction completion is estimated at 52
percent.

(3) QL-14: Dao Thong, to junction LTL- 7 198 kilo-
meters. The project consists of upgrading and restoring
the highway. The 65th Engineer Construction Battalion
is responsible for the highway construction, and the
605th Heavy Equipment Company is responsible for pro-
duction of crushed rock and asphalt at the Ban 7Me Thuot
Industrial Work Site near Bridge 6. Two new industrial
work sites are being opened. The project is 24 percent
complete.A (4) QL-20: Dalat to the idE /iMR III Border, 157
kilometers. The project consists of upgrading and re-
storing 94 kilometers of highway in two sections. The
61st Engineer Construction Battalion is responsible for

65_4t I.D
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the highway constri it:n -r:n _'.oduction of crushed rock
and asphalt. The project, i.; 6 percent complete.

(5) LTL-2: Junct.ic:i QL-I to 39 kil:meters south
of Junction QL-I. The project consists of upgrading and
restoring the highway. The 51st Engineer Construction
Battalion is responsible for the production of crushed
rock and asphalt at the Nu-" Le Industrial Work Site on
QL-I. Construction comple.ion is estimated at I3 per-
cent.

(6) QL-h: Bac Lieu to Ca r*iau, 66 kilometers. The
project consists of upgrading and restoring the highway.
The 71st Engineer Construction Battalion is responsible
for the highway construction and operation of rock off-
load ports at Bac Lieu and Ho Phong. The 705th Heavy
Equipment Company is responsible for production of asphalt
at the Industrial Worki Site at -.o ?hong. The project is
36 percent complete.

(7) LTL-70: Ap An Die-n to Tra Vinh, 31 kilometers.
The project consists of ua~rading and restorinr the
highway. The 73rd Engineer Construction Battalion is
responsible for the highway construction, for production
of asphaltic concrete at the Tra Vinh Industrial Work
Site, and for the operation of the rock offload port
at the industrial work site. Construction completion is
estimated at 84 percent.

(8) LTL-80: Junction ,1L-4 Uinh Long to Van Cong
Ferry, 45 kilometers. The project consists of upgrading
and restoring the highway. The 73rd Engineer Construction
Battalion is responsible for the highway construction.
Construction completion is estimated at 22 percent. A
rock offload port is operated by the 73rd Battalion at
the Tan Xuan Industrial Work Site near Sa Dec.

c. At the beginning of 197 4 DAO controlled asphalt
for the program had been reduced to zero as a result of
contract default. As a result, the 2 inch wearing course
was indefinitely postponed. The RVN arranged an interin
asphalt procurement with Shell Oil. Funds available will
purchase only one-third of the requirement and CENCOM has
been requested to provide g'uidance for redesign around
available assets of asphalt product.

11. (U) AMASF/MILCON PROGRAM. During the quarter,
responsibility for management of this program was tran;-
ferred from DAO to the iJS Army Support Command, Thailand.
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a. Supply. ARVN still relies strongly on US

technical assistance in areas of data processing,
requirements and distribution, depot Operations, and
future programs. Command action is still being
recommended for overall upgrading of supply positions
uo acquire US trained Vietnamese personnel. Middle

management personnel at LDPC and NMMA remains deficient.
The 1st AAD remains undertrained and understrength.
ECCO1 is holding formal classroom training in many
phases of depot operations but more time is needed
to develop a good cadre.

b. Transportation. ARVN has shown significant
improvement in the cargo handling aspect of port
operations. Mid-management level personnel are now
demonstrating an interest that has been lacking
previously. Due to this interest stevedores and other
port personnel are more productive. Improved atten-
tion to detail and cost avoidance is obvious. Progress
has been made and must continue. The recently organized
joint DAD RVNAF transportation study committee will
contribute greatly to the improvement of water terminal
operations by identifying and resolving problems and
inefficiencies.

c. Field Maintenance. Artillery operational ready
Rate is at an acceptable level although weapon calibra-
tion continues to be a deficiency. The readiness condi-
tion of combat vehicles has declined but remains within
acceptable limits. Iateriel handling equipment is ex-
periencing a high deadline rate due to non-standardiza-
tion of MHE and non-availability of repair parts. The
program to utilize local nationals and third country
Nationals for technical assistance personnel is pro-
gressing satisfactorily.

d. Ammunition. The ARVN ammunition supply posture
at the end of the 3rd Quarter was short by 9% of their
stockage level. Three items are well below the cease
fire level. Two of these are due to manufacturing pro-
blems at the procurement plants. The shortage of
grenades, when computed on the cease fire level, is
excessive. However, the balance on hand, when computed
against the 90 day stockage objective, is within 90%.
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C.r ont acnt-. RVPNAB' contracts cr- fu..~ th
t-ro. fh educti'ons ir. , u~ct1ue

'os'il- fron emcbargos, conscervalo iorcrramcz an-
.roc uct availability will cause a Qc.-t prevx rntin

*Million in FY7i4, As~halt tc -aint n Ain
1 OC pvoz-rars is also beirig procureci R7:r!A'F contracts
to satisfy road construction requirtaments.
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VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE (VNAf)

1. (U) INTRODUCTION: The VNAF strengths, weaknesses,
logistics, equipment status, OR rates and the DAO
assessment are presented in the following paragraphs.

2. (S) AUTHORIZED STRENGTH AND ASSIGNED PERSONNEL

READINESS:

a. Current overall VNAF manning is as follows:

PERSONNEL AUTHORIZED ACTUAL PERCENT

Officers 10207 7583 76
Enlisted 54702 54188 98
Civilian 917 693 76
Total 7527 7246- 95

(Figure 6-1)

b. VNAF pilot manning, which largely reflects
manning of other crew positions, is considered suffi-
cient to fly available VNAF aircraft on a sustained
surge basis. The 2,593 squadron pilots represent 61
percent of the authorized manning. Figure 2 reflects
the current manning by type of aircraft/mission. The
special air mission unit figures have been omitted.

c. Personnel readiness of the rated force can be
roughly determined by reference to Figure 2 column
labeled assigned OR/TNG. This figure, however, refers
to aircrews which are in continuation/upgrade training.
The majority of the aircrews are capable of performing
basic combat missions.

(Figure 6-2)

3. (S) AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY: The authorized Air
Order of Battle (AOB) is shown by military region.
The AOBs closely represent the areas of operation with

4the exception of the support aircraft in the 5th Air
Division which operate throighout the country.

(Figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5 and 6,6)
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ASSIGNED TOTAL
TYPE A/C AUTH R/TNG AS21G D

A-37 350 211/47 258 74
A-1 123 77/0 77 63
F-5 197 93,'37 130 66

Total Ftr/Atck 670 __ / 465 69

C-7 135 103/46 103 76
C-130 118 97/34 97 82

Total Cargo 253 200/80 200 79

UH-1 1983 965/126 110l 55
CH- 7 180 97/54 151 84

Total Helo 2163 1062/180 1257

Liaison
(u-17, 0-1, 0-2) 324 277/0 277 85

AC-119K 59 61/19 61 103

AC-119G 59 59/33 100AC-47 53 or.? . L

Total Gunship 171 170/78 170 9

RC-119 L 43 27/19 27 63
EC-47 95 87/37 37 92
RC-47 44 34/21 34 77
U-6 10 i in I

Total Recce 192 158/8 "

T-37 31 28/0 28 90
T-41/01 27 45/0 L5 167
UH-1 16 8/0 8 ,

Total Training 74 81/0 81 109

II

FiguNre 6-2 6-5
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4. (C) VNAF AIRCRAFT INVENTORY:

a. A firm base line has been establis - fcr the
VNAF aircraft inventory by type, location an4 tail
number. Status as of 31 March 1974 is as fellows:

RECD ATTRITED OTHER
TYPE AUTH 1-28-73 ON HAND (1) LOSSES

A-I 72 79 70 9 3 (2)
A-37 240 248 233 15 10 (2)
AC-119G 18 23 23
C-119G 21 13 8 (3)
AC-il 9K 18 22 20 2
C-130 32 32 32
0-1 165 239 190 14 46 (4)
0-2 35 35 32 3
T-37 21 24 24
U-6 8 10 9 1 1 (2)
U-17 58 85 85 1 (2)
C-123 19 0 19 (5)
C-7 48 56 54 2 1 (2)
T-41 18 24 24
CH-47 64 70 69 2 3 (2)
UH-I 842 860 797 62 27 (2)
F5A/B/RF/E 152 151 138 13 8 (2)
c-47 ALL 66 76 67 5 5 (6)

Legend:

(1) Losses which have been verified by JOS.

(2) Damaged or lost aircraft not verified by JGS as
of 31 March 1974. Totals included in possessed column.

(3) Eight aircraft transferred from VNAF to USAF.

(4) Thirty-five aircraft transferred from VNAF to
USAF. Eleven aircraft damaged or lost not verified
by JGS as of 31 March 1974.

(5) Nineteen aircraft transferred from VNAF to USAF.

(6) Four aircraft transferred from VNAF to USAF. One
aircraft damaged or lost not verified by JGS as of
31 March 1974.

.1!
.1
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b. VTAF aircraft losse: since he ceaj !:. -re

categorized by type, date and reason: as fo1i:wz:

TYPE DATE LOST HEA-3 .

CH-47 3 Jun 73 Shot down in "ay :;inh area.

CH-47 26 Dec 73 Shot down.

A-1 19 Feb 73 Combat operation 1223 hours at
coordinates AT 997.075; engine
stopped and pilot ejected.

A-1 3 Mar 73 Shot down at Bien Hoa.

A-1 28 Mar 73 Shot down at Tong Le Chan.

A-1 29 Mar 73 Shot down at Tong Le Chan.

A-I 20 Apr 73 Shot down in Tan Chau area.

A-I 12 May 73 Missing on combat fliight.

A-I 15 May 73 Shot down in Kontum area.

A-i 27 Dec 73 Crashed at coordinates
XT S05.460.

A-I ii Jan 74 Crashed in Kontum area.

F-5 28 Jan 73 Shot down in combat.

F-5 30 Apr 73 Shot down in Di An area.

F-5A 9 Jun 73 Hydraulic system became in-
operative; pilot ejected 1700
hours at coordinates XT 982.212.

F-5A 10 Jun 73 Engine stalled out; pilot
ejected.

F-SA 28 Sep 73 After take off engine became
inoperative; pilot ejected
1645 hours at coordinates
AT 975.690.

V F-5A 15 Oct 73 Lost on mission.
j!o .
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TYPE DATE LOST .,___,_L__

F-5A 6 :ov 73 F cket amage at ier. Hoa.

F-5A 6 Nov 73 Rocket damage at Bien Hoa.

F-5A 6 Nov 73 Rocket damage at Bien Hoa.

F-5A 14 Nov 73 Engine caught on fire shortly
after take off; pilot ejected
at coordinates YT 095.164.

F-5A 28 Nov 73 Nose wheel problem developed
on take off; aircraft ran off
runway at Bien Hoa AB.

F-5A 29 Nov 73 Lost speed on landing approach,
crashed short of runway at Bien
Hoa.

RF-5 10 Sep 73 Engine failure during take off;
aircraft ran off runway at Bien
Hoa.

C-7 7 Jul 73 Transportation mission, 1830
hours, near Phu Quoc; No. 1
engine became inoperative;
ineffective reaction by pilot.

C-7 4 Nov 73 Main landing gear collapsed;
aircraft crashed.

EC-47 26 Oct 73 Attempted emergency landing
after loss of engine power; was
unsuccessful at 1740 hours, Tan
Son Nhut.

AC-47 11 May 73 Left engine inoperative at take
off; aircraft burned at Phan
Rang airfield, 0705 hours.

AC-47 9 Jun 73 Right engine caught fire during
take off; aircraft ran off
runway and crashed in rice
field at 1625 hours Quang Ngai
airfield.

AC-47 24 Dec 73 Crashed at coordinates BT

302.214.

N6-16
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TYPE DATE LOST REASON LOST

RC-47 9 Sep 73 Shot clown.

0-2 18 Jul 73 At 1930 hours, coordinates BS
6b47 .7 86, emergency landing un-
successful after engine failure.

0-2 6 Aug 73 Emergency landing unsuccessful
after engine problem developed
at Hoi An airfield, 0830 hours.

0-2 17 Jan 74 Crashed in Kontum area.

C-119K 2 Mar 73 Inclement weather, unable to
locate runway; crew bailed out
in Da Nang area.

C-1!9K 214 May 73 Sho down in Cu Chi area.

UH- 29 Jan 73 Shot :town in combat.

UH-I 31 Jar 7 Sat dowrn.

UH-I 31 Jan 73 Shot donwn in ccmbat.

UHI-I 3 _ 1 ; Co7et cpor tions, 1100 hours
rea Phan Thiet Air Base, engine
became inoperative; emergency
iandin unsuccessful.

UH-I 10 Feb 73 io: down at coordinates BS
760.500.

UH-l 15 Feb 73 Crashed and burned; reason
undetermined.

UH-l 15 Feb dS> down in combat.

UH-I 19 Feb 73 Shot down, coordinates YD
083.143.

UH-1 27 Feb 73 -orrbat operations at coordinates
D7 529.120, 0740 hours;

unfavorable weather condition;.i aircraft lost at sea.
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TYPE DALO 7- 0 ...3

UH-1 3 Mar 73 - ,t v '-".y

UH-1 5 Mar 73 l ;,ot got air sick whi e "iyirn,
at low altitude at 163 hours
coordinates YS 035.655•

UH-1 8 Mar 73 Training mission; aircraft
taxied into parked aircaft
1000 hours, coordinates BT
069.732.

UH-1 8 Mar 73 Training mission; instructor
crashed into parked aircraft,
1000 hours, at coordinates B-
069.732.

U!-i 13 Mar 73 Shot down t Bong Scn.

UH-I I Apr 73 Combat operations, fiy-ng a-
5C foot a!titude; uk .....
:a eril failur , _K h o rs,
at coord-11ates 1S 65;. 320.

Uk-i 1 Apr 73 Shot down in combat.

UH-i 7 Apr 73 Lia!So. flight; tilotor
broke alnf aircraft cra-shed,
1500 hours, at coordinates WF:

UH-I ii Apr 73 Shot down in Phong Toy area.

UH-I 14 Apr 73 Shot down in Phu Cu area.

UH-I 16 Apr 73 Shot down in Bong Noc area.

UH-I 16 Apr 73 Shot down in combat at
coordinates WR 480.640.

UH-I 20 Apr 73 Shot down.

UH-i 15 May 73 Shot down in Bien Rang area.

UH-I 16 May 73 Shot down at coordinates
497.740.
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TYPE DATE LOST ;,:<5OH LOS?

UH-1 20 May 73 [Tho down in Tong i{oa area.

UH-1 24 May 73 Shot down in Tuy Phuoc area.

UH-I 25 May 73 Shot down in Phuoc Vinh area.

UH-I 26 May 73 Shot down at coordinates XR
038.522.

UH-I 5 Jun 73 Shot down in Phuoc Long area.

UH-I 8 Jun 73 Shot down in Trung Lap area.

UH-I 8 Jun 73 Shot down in Trung Lap area.

UH-I 10 Jun 73 Shot down at coordinates
AC 13 •850.

UH-l 15 Jun 73 Shot down at ccordinates
52 7 . : c".. 4J.

UH-I 16 Jun 73 Shot down at long Son.

UH-I 26 Jun 73 VIP flight, encountered cross
wiz as during take of , 0830

Z oronat+es B5 -92 2 ii03

UH-I 5 Jul 73 Shot dow.;n at 2hun Duc.

UH-I 18 Jul 73 Dong -am airfield, 0800 hours,
refueii g accident; aircraft
caught on fire and was destroyed.

UH-I 21 Jul 73 Shot down at coordinates
587.599.

UH-I 27 Jul 73 Liaison mission, coordinates
AP 820.725, 1630 hours, loss
of .ower ; emergency landing
unsuccessful.

UH-I 10 Aug 73 Shot down.

UH-I 10 Sep 73 Shot do..:n in Hai Yen area.
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TYPE D A_ LOST A 3_

UH-I 10 Sep 73 Oeration mission, 7h;
airfield; pilot error, crash d
while attempting landingr.

UH-I 11 Sep 73 Shot down in Ca Mau area.

UH-i 12 Sep 73 Combat operations, inexperienced
pilot; emergency landing
attempted 0830 hours, coordinates
BT 221.360, unsuccessful.

UH-I 17 Sep 73 Shot down in combat.

UH-1 28 Sep 73 Combat operations, 0815 hours;
tail rotor broke off, emergency
landing unsuccessful.
ateriel failure.

U- 28 Sap 73 Liaison f-igh, 1550 h:~rs
engine -_,- -ea' emer -Ic
j anding s ..es
failure.

U -_ 30 S =  enS -- 7 .... .

U-! 17 Oct 73 7, st o-.fisicni lca :--ea.

UH-I 18 Oct 73 dh iown.

UH-! 20 Ocz 73 Sho' do,:n.

UH-I 7 Nov 73 Hijacked.

UH-I 7 Nov 73 Shot down at coordinates ST
986.165.

UH-I 28 Nov 73 Destroye- 'y rockets in ?han
Thiet area.

UH-I 4 Dec 73 Shot down at ihoi Binh.

UH-i 15 Dec 73 Shot down.

UH-i 21 Dec 73 Shot down.

6 -0
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Wi-i 26 c

Ur'-i 31 Dec'7

UH-1 1 Jan Vi4 "-a.;"-- at- o

UH-1 10 Jar- 714 cKn

UH-1 28 Jan 7)4 din 1% :ianh a.-ea.

A-37 28 Jan '73 Shot liowmn i iconh ait

A-37 208 Jan 73 Shot onin r" 0 t .

A-37 1 Feb 7 3 .;o-,-:!. i n c i

A-37 14 >b ' n2.cni '

A-37 16 Fe 7 %

A-37 15 1 al t ::' t -

A- 37 27 17

A- 7 3'

~- 2

A-37 2 A ug 73 1;o c co"-' i nae s

A-37 1 Se;-~ ~iF

A-37 17 Ser 7 r'i "a' coordinat-es

C oq' 0airora I-O di i , not'
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TYPE DATE LOST____A_____

A-37 2 'ov 73 Cra:.-_ at Quang Duc area.

A-37 8 Dec 73 ._ .hot down in combat.

A-37 26 Dec 73 Crashed at Quang Duc area.

A-37 16 Jan 74 Shot down.

0-1 29 Jan 73 Shot down at Quang Tri area.

0-1 8 Feb 73 Shot down in Cai Cai area.

0-1 14 Feb 73 Shot down in combat.

0-1 10 Mar 73 Phu Bai AE 1200 hours,
inexperienced and unqualified
pilot, unsuccessful landing.

0-i 19 Mar 7" Convoy -,uar ssion, !"_
hcurs at coordinates 27
064.766; engine lost power,
unsuccessful emergency landing.

C-i k Apr 73 Shot " zoor.d. nates 0I68 .118.

0-1 12 M.iay 73 C3w'oy escort at 1155 hours near
Dalat, engine failure; emergency
landin unsuccessful.

0-1 13 Jun 73 At 0740 hours, coordinates YU
167.074, engine became
inoperative; emergency landing
unsuccessful.

0-1 6 Aug 73 At 1600 hours, aircraft crashed
at Da ::an;g while attempting to
take off.

0-1 8 Aug 73 Shot down in Phan Thiet area.

0-1 20 Aug 73 Hard landing at Phu Bai
airfield, 1700 hours.

0-1 2 Sep 73 At 950 hours in the De Duc area
aircraft attempted landing and
crashed into barbed wi e fence.
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. ... >3 " -:'-d ' - 'ay -ea

- 1 -_v 73 Shot dn . . ocoriirate

"'a. 73 amaged a- i-,. One

5. ) OPERAT7O:NS

a ,A. FL'yir - ecur Prograim:

(1) A crcarlson of progra..ez flying hours
< .: act,al hours flo.. durin :he trird cuarter

cf' fiscal year -1 57>, is reflected in the follo.  ng

T V. PRO 0 .3TAL PRO- POG ACTUAL

---'' :) 1136 71 12"2!846

72- 573 7 720 724
2569 3 480 681

' .." 23- L6C 2129
-7 18 5012__ -" 160 150

-213i 1- ._ . 1428
C " 164 , 3. .. .... 0 1472

-38 :I 3 3 I720 10812
0- 15544 --? ':. 1351 1355
U-6 490 485 56C C, L1. 512
U-17 2730 2120 2730 2 1890 2327
A-1 2080 70 18" 1760 1939
F-5 1775 1078 1850 " -3 1850 1575
A-37 4550 3786 462 :_2 4600 3017
-7 630 243 6 55 420 729

T-1'1 1260 1179 1260 1224 990 1545
UI{-1 38325 2121 38892 2 7-7 30710 29911
.....7 2915 1344 2805 1771 1530 1259

(2) JG1 was a~crised of the many significant con-
sIA'ratlcns given :c authorized flYing hour alloca-

... ... ... .crtance of resecting the approved
rorms. ;as truested tl-t 'i'! tary
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"~ " T "  Cf t: e fl, .n hour

-.. , .:-r air s ippur-. The USAF and
par" , lave not provided the VIAF with

. our allo.cations in a timely manner.
;, ken a' all levels tc ensure timely

. cgra...... to permit proper .VX:AF

.ly ..erational re ire..ents dictate
,o.:ever, officials in the RV:AF

'~ ...... itatic: imposed by the funding
on ,n z" . -,-et cc:.:iderations should be given the

DWI --n,_i N for use in ,:eveloping V:XAF recommended
-. -'as. Tis action would assure nin-

o f_"' ,ast and r]trent disparities, and would
r ea a. sui st S._ and Arrmy system manazrrs .

j 3) Corminandc ooi .r: ':he Defense Attache advised
,  h " 13oh 'er" prcgram, which is a three

.... eu ravigational Aids and

. c - and n Systems to technical order
ion JCS was requested to ensure expeditious

F ight <:,-ed discrepancies and to take
a -i I v_-" iy and. .. aintenance actions to effect

ci'. 'e,-o These actions ,ill assist in
p cr *.inlneed for future expensive projects.

p r _haa 2: The required
f.' ;a ' " at' o" the PAR-2 at Tan

Son . ,. nas t"e- repaired by FAA and returned.
.... " ........- he inlerco= set, ground cable

-. iu , to complete the installation.
Uei i starting date is 1 September

l974. 4 spare PAR-2 set has been locaed. An inventory
of the se. has not been taken to ascertain the degree of
completeness; however, a cursory inspection indicated
that most items are present. This unit will enhance

.. 4' Tbility to provide logistic support for the
,. ope-_*,.onal PAR-2.

() heather Recorder Facsimile Equipment: VNAF and
, .. a':-'e:pproved replacing Weatherfax RJ-4

_m .le ;;ith A ,u -. ,:-2 eqiipment; however, due to
F liflg constraints procurement has been delayed.

, respornsibility hus been transferred to the DAO
.nie Air orc Division still gives

CONFIDENTIAL
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6. CS) _-.... RESUPPLY:

a. :here are 25 RVNAF outcosts a-:i- basez :>........
on aerial resupply for continued effeix'enes.
this total, 13 are located within MR I, five wi:hi.
II and seven within MR III. MR IV has no require'ment
for aerial resupply. Figure 6-7 depicts the approxi-
mate locations of all sites.

b. To accomplish the aerial resupply requirements,
VNAF flies 568 sorties per month lifting 1043 tons of
assorted supplies. This effort supports o:: l; military
and civilian personnel located at the resupply points.
A variety of delivery methods is used .rhich include the
CH-47 and UH-1 helicopters, C-7A and C-130 fixed .ing
aircraft and air drops. Figure 6-8 is a summary of R.'
aerial resupply.

7. (C) VNAF BASES:

a. VNAF Base Civil Engineering (BC).

(1) Overview: The overall vie.% of' V:AF BCE
functions can be summarized as improving satisfactoril.
To date, the organizations have made considerable
:...rovements as shown by key management indicators,
i.e., manning, facilities, equipment, training an
documentation. it must be noted that the rating given
is for the overall organization and is based on a
summary evaluation of all factors at each of the nine
VNAF bases. At some bases regression in a specific area
has occurred while at the same time imorovements .ave
been made in previously unsatisfactory areas. Level of
effectiveness still remains to be improved; however, it
is anticipated that this will be achieved by the wise
utilization of time and intensified management efforts.
A discussion of the factors affecting the bases follows.

(2) Manning: BCE overall manning is still below
the authorized strength. The total civilian and
military personnel authorized are 711 civilian and 3810
military. At present, there are 124 civilians and 3330
military personnel assigned. The total authorized
strength is not adequate to maintain the bases, which
is recognized by the VNAF and AOSAF. VNAF have
requested authorization for a total of 2183 civilian
positions which will be composed of one third skilled
craftsmen and two thirds unskilled laborers.

6-SECRET
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'74-

c-;'o the

0 r i C'.s' -.- 7''c'on-'I r:_ e t o

-n:" s1 t3 - ii m o v S--aLt wha'
* o;a t t.~ a ~ ine

Izi .e C . t,2 at al 'VMIAF ba '--ses,

sdrc!on of 25

c he :.-L(' -:1n'.ng7 program.
Z;- E!? - -eats

th ' nzs schedle
nex re

C7 1, 8-croj eat
,a . -xP5r~7~.2esentl'y,

4ail:,-'t '' bases
is -f:desired anu sev.era±L p rzgOrams
are r h z, Ys e condilons. Recalof
unn eI e -- '- I- ,Eaing* accomolishe d which w.,ill
decres t--: ~ o r" . a nte na nc e ma npowr. onsoIL-
dat*,. fr Rt.h'e varlous bases i s also

aand- tion to the VHAF effocrts to maintain
the c-ases, L:-- 1'--.t-. obUireAUfo cotrato

persunneLe. nr' e ass I s cu3< in various
<:: - aside 3fnfl c he effort

1 :titnt'sn-e La f s re-alizet It
uz~~~~ c r4 1ac~ Theexti "

Pau ~~sn a :cL n tr~j into one ove-a±l contract. J
e ha f ar ,ncc-zcie -ed
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tp() t the area of Preventative Maintenance (PM),
the 7,".AF I.. :i-o7,: In t-e- process of implementing a

simplIfied version of USAF Manual 85-1. This manual
has been tentatively approvea by :he VUAF and is being
evaluated by each cf' the BCE organizations. Implementation
of the PM program, outlined in 85-1, will eliminate
muh of the downtime being encountered as a result of
eauLiment failures.

(4) Equipment:

(a) A review of the VNAF BCE functions found that
sufficient service equipment is on hand to perform the
majo)rity of functions assigned, if distributed among
the nine bases. The major problem relating to service
equipment is in obtaining replacement parts needed for
maintenance arid/or repair. Efforts to resolve this
problem are being carried out. A program to identify
p-re part requirements and to obtain a bench stock of
critical items is underway. A list of such items has
teen completed for thc ATLC BCE, and will be accomplished
at the other bases as rapidly as possible.

(b) Spare parts for installed equipment (air
c .... oners) are also a problem area, but is being
resolved. The prototype effort for solving the problem
-s being accomplished at the ATLC BCE. These two areas
are of critical importance in the successful fulfillment
of the BCE mission and will continue to be monitored by
the Air Force Division.

(5) Training: To date, 3111 VNAF personnel have
been trained in the different skills of Civil Engineer-
-ng. The orginal plan covered training of approximately
4054 personnel. At present 861 VNAF trainees have
received training under the following contracts: Kentron
Hawaii Ltd - Power Production #0056'and Kentron Hawaii
Ltd - Operation and Maintenance #0072. At completion
of these contracts, the number of personnel trained in
the different skills will be 3972. This should be an
adequate number of trained personnel to accomplish the
BCE workload. There is still a need for upgrade
training of middle and upper supervisory personnel and

)in programming and work control areas of the BCE
functions. Training of the middle and upper level
supervisors should be accomplished by the VNAF through

~6-31
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I .i conrol raininr7

YLi 'j' r 'i pro4tectior. posture cf t:--
A .-- 'or p . a anizat ions continues to

D~ n e th moi at contributing, factor to
nh-is m7rovrement can be 3redited to the competit've

-on-es -ewe ac a his contest is judged
artid t~eghutthe calendar year. 3Bn Thuy AB,

which acrated i..satis'fn ctory during the month of
cece~cor1973, is now considered an excellent

org-an-'zati on. The conte:~t is based upon training in
oranzatio 1rr'eVertat lyve maintlenance, crashroue

,o- art of the e fovr;t i.... ove the VloAF
flo ~: .cec~ o , -ersonnei have bee:. %risitmng each base

::c2- th-e eulpmeflt n:. crews. 0os tive ZaC:onl
.tefPioie o us tal-en durin- each

staff visit. Deiinlswhich cannot be corrected.
&ru tevisit are. ali%-ectedJ to th e VAF f'or official
-o-x an-; o'eci'- ction. ne need for

~ mro nethas teen 4-dent fi e--d- by these
* ~o . oes o car ration are:

-l ) Arcr.aft ~gestraininL-: "le locally developed
~.reci'e wll irrove *.he cverali ailcraft egress

(2) 1unition nctific7at br,: Procedures have been
cc reloped to ensu re the fire department receives

ac:" ,-ae and ti&ynotification of munit~.on movement.

T'-e zrucl: -nainft.nance program: As the OPR, the
Ch-;f is nowt-ig an act-Ive par- in the

--.-a' ire truck- :u.ain'enance program. This action
U. ean aggre:ssive pre ventative maintenance

-anlzation, safe *:neration of all fire department
and pronrer reporting of deficiencies to the

j CONFIDENTIAL
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2-li A crash t.a .u- rr:, coninuo
t.<_ " cl L ma'r _y ,--)P I e- - . c 3~n In S...

:'f v:t7 is biit: :,aV to I -er. _,. . ':-,s ha'.g a high
-lure rate in order to es-ab: n on adequate bench

stock.

(5) CB nozzle: Research by ,?AFB to obtain suitable
nozzles for 10 and 20 gallons C7 -ire extinguishers is
underway and is expected to be resolved shortly.

(6) Fire protection activities will continue to
receive close observation during all staff visits.
Each base fire chief has beer, advised that a continuous
upgrading of the overall fire protection posture is
required.

(7) General: A program in which ARVN construction
battalions will be used to construct V'IAF projects was
initiated. In his program, teesion effcrt will be
accomplished by the Air Force Division Civil Engineering
SeC:ion, and the projects tuirrn Dver to the rmy
Division for completion by the P Considerable
savings (estimated in excess of 850,3100) are antici-
pated by using the ARV, in lieu of contractors.

b. VA'{F "" .... -,' onserv.-a io .: S ,nificant
red Stic'ns e C..n nde i . fael,
electricity an -- al/genera ourpos venicles as
follows:

(1) All flights were carcelled to carry VNAF
personnel home on leave and trainees to school.

(2) Only ,required fuel to operate equipment
considered mission essential, i.e., bomb lifts, crash /
rescue equipment, generators and communications
equipment, has been allocated by JGS.

(3) .easures have been applied to redistribute
POL assets 1n-,wu.try to cope with fuel restrictons.

(4) Air conditioners were removed, and trans-
formers and distribution lines reduced through
consolidation and removal of facilities. This action
resulted in a savings of $2.-7,000 in electricity costs
during October-December 1973.

' 6-33
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5 '.-at er :,o rm a... ., 5 sec I .: as -7 -a vc., yS 7i., _4 '..C

,&:zi:ev plants which resulted in $03C sacivi.gs d- ..
October-December 1973.

(6) A program was developed to consolidate
existing power plants and transformers. Annual Savi ns
of about $100,000 will be realized as results of this
action.

(7) Sixty cycle power will be usel instead of 503
cycle. Annual maintenance and repair cost savings are
estimated to be $20,000.

(3) VNAF and DAO, with PACAF equipment manaemen.
team assistance, surveyed vehicle authorizations with
the following results:

ACTIVITY FROM TO REDc:CTo":

lot Air Div, Da :Kang 1687 561 1126

3d Air Div, Bien Hoa 1314 515 799

A-CO, Bien Hoa 888 _405 493

Total 3889 1481 2408

c. Funds Management:

(1) Action is -.ow being initiated to hire two
local national budget analysts to begin integration of
local nationals into the MASF/MAP programming effort.
An extensive effort is being planned during the next
quarter to further involve the VNAF in our programming
and, more importantly, into the priority reviews of
VNAF requirements against diminishing resources. :his
is a first priority effort driven by both the reduced
dollar resources available and the necessity to train
V.,AF personnel in MASF/1,1AP programming efforts.

(2) Stronger requirement validations and approval
authority, as cited in VNAF Manual 67-1, Chapter 23,
4.'ere imposed. This applies to all types of funa-
generated requirements, especially off-line and message
requirements. Controls are approximately 95 percent
effective.

~6-34
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(4) Empn asis p aed at a IS of of
current funding procezurs Sr ori a- r.ts
has reflected in a belt-tigh- ' , e- .:D..n essen ia!,
conscious ViAF that projects an in r 1 nudn

posture for the fourth quarter.

d. Contract Ianagement:

(1) Contract Administration Servi~cs are being
performed on 34 contracts (11 firms) *: I h an estimated

expen diture of $36.3 million. .a.. - effort under
these contracts is to provide training To V'. AF
'-vrsonnel to attain self-suf ficien:y.

(2) A Contract Administra t'on .z7ninar Course -.:as
c--:olezed by Contract ,,anageme", i nte Sem:nars
w-re attended by DAO, VIA.? ari Cersonnel.
A otal of seven m.. and 0 :cessfly
co-'ieted this five volume - ic. urse, hich was
in session over a period of si o1x

(3) An o cion to ca j aa
versonnel was exercise, on o r- rac o
J i maintenance and O.-. on -22-f ara. _he
additional personnel are to assi I.. -he phase in of
later model aircraft and will be h'ccse cxt as rapidly
as cossible.

(4) Contract .anagement -,r-s3:nel visited all VNAF
bases to review: contractor comoliance and training
progress. Significant imcrovemens were noted over
previous visits, i.e., student at edaince has increased,
bilingual material is now available, housekeeping and
safety is being stressed and ene-a ' nthusiasm in
ti'alning was expressed by V-AF management personnei.

(5) A freeze was placed on the hase out of
contractor personnel on selected contracts durinr
February and March pending a conic _ oevew

reauirements for the remainde-  .; " J, a the first
haif of FY'5. The freeze has 1 4 . ift c a
revisedophase out will commence In flr-"
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a d, -. w d'.elcped c locate 2c:ntract manag:e.-ent
=,-s .nt at > ar ilna n .mplementation of

t}:i i C is contemplaTed durin che nex t cuarter.
-- lidcinnally, the staff at Bien Hoa was increased by

l c.2aion of an ACO and a contract ai.inistrator to
the ezxistinc staff.

(U) .IAPV.PA, ,: SUPPORT:

a. Corr'osion Control Program: At uhe direction of
F!2 FACAF, AF1.,,-/FSC corrosion engineers and technicians

conduteL a survey within VNTAF, during 21-27 October
1973, lo determine the status of the VNAF corrosion
control program and the condition of aircraft. Results
of the survey indicated excessive aircraft corrosion, a
lack of corrosion control equipment and materials,
iradeute control and wasn racv facilities and totally

e utl.lities at the wash racks. An ..-d e.th
onro- conducted by the Air Force Division, during
Januu'ry and February 1974, confirmed the findings of
the CIXYS team and projects were estatlishe:i to improve
the .czture of the program.

b. Fcilies: Civil ngin.ein- has te.

co: zn coIL crogra ,m pro.jects esabished and
1%i r e ... ir nd4 construct --a-sh rackS at ive VNAF
bas ..... C' , and- '-he estimated
comple ian at,_ is December 197''. 7rcjects to repair
and construci: racus at the remaining z AF bases
(PLC B7Y, ,..!-., and PHR) have bee, established but not
funded. Funding .ill be in FY75, with n stimated
completion date of July 1975. 1,o projects have been
established at this time to repair existing paint
facilities at DH, TSN, PLK, PHR and PHC or to
construct facilities at BTY, CTO, NHA and DIG.

c Hquioment and Materials: All the necessary
eu.-.et and material for operation of the paint

e and wash racks has been identified and is
oei:n requisitioned. Included are portable air
compressors, cumps and generators, for use on wash
racks so that cleaning of aircraft can be accomplished
)rlorl *c the recair/construction/completion of wash
:ac Estimated receipt of equipment and materials is

6-36-3
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, 7 Re o.e S ,; .:' ?J. s - 'S L program is being

;-:- . .... . .. .i ¢, iir 'o .--;-°{'',:nv 'Is,.... t augment ma ~n gn

tcs all bases. This program is time
ith the availability of equipment, materials

a ci~ities. A corrosion control monitor program
a_ 1ircraft cleaning/wash cycle have been developed

an )ubmitted to V:,. for implementation. Estimat

iamnieentation date is June and July 1974 respectively.

Training: Additional training aids, such as
35-r' slides, corrosion training films and charts are
available to VNAF. In addition, a program is being
deveiop d to upgrade technicians in (AFSC 535X0)
corrosion control.

f. Technical Data: All required technical data
has been identified and is being requisitioned by VNAF.
1 . 174 is the estia -I date for receiot of the data.

.. F-5A Aircraft: -he F-5A aircraft Operational
neaainess (OR) rate continues :: morove. On 16 March
1974, 56 aircraft .ere -R as compared to 31 in mid-
ua nJafy. This imorovemant is primarily a result of an
intensive management effort to produce serviceable
J-35-13 engines. Serviceable engines on hand have

i easd fro a lo': of 93 (5 January 1974) to a

current level of _b_.

UH-! Pow:er 'ral.: -he overhaul facility at
Bien t oa completed the prototype of all power train
comonents on 1 [,.arch 1974. It is estimated that -his
facility will produce 25 to 30 percent of total VI.AF
requirements, while in a training inode during FY75, and
be completely self-sufficient in FY76.

i. F-5A Iing Spar Cracks: A report was received
showi:ng that 17 of the 20 F-5A aircraft sent to Pingrung, Taiwan, under Prcject Peace Basket were

disco%ered to have cracks in the main wing spar. A
program was initiated to x-ray all VNAF F-5A aircraft
wing: spars at the Bien HoLa depot. The first prototypeaircraft was X-rayed on 27 March 1974. A subsequent
repalr program is being ceveloped.

67
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j. Aircz.aft Repair Group: Forty-eight ....

stcim -s hae been certified th-rough the UH-lH
nelicopter training grogram. In addition, 17 students
are in training with an estimated completion date of
4 May 1974. The F-5 aircraft training program
started on 29 January 1974 with 30 VUAF students
participating. These students will be certified on
approximately 3 May 1974. The A-37 aircraft training
started on 4 ',arch 1974 with 17 V,1AF students
participating. Certification of these students should
occur on approximately 24 May 1974.

c. Vehicle Rebuild Group:

(1) On 1 January 1974, this unit converted from a
contracto., operation to VNAF; however, the operation
is being augmented bv, eight US and 235 LN contractor
perso:nnel.

12) Con:truction of the 18,000 square foot parts
st ora-e building is nearing completion. The metal has
been erected and only pouring of a cement floor and
..stalation of electrical wiring remain to be

accomplished.

•:Janu'c , reand Rea_r Group:

(1) A LOX plant get-well project .as established
with the following action items completed to date:

(a) Completicn of emergency back-up water supply
at the Bien Hoa olant.

(b) Receipt and installation of a new 150 HP
compressor motor at the Bien Hoa plant.

(c) Receipt and installation of a new Freon
compressor at the Tan Son Mhut plant.

(d) Receipt and installation of a new compressor
connecting rod at the Da Nang plant.

(e) Establishment of a routine preventative
maintenance program at all three plants.

(f) Receipt and distribution of required technical
data.

UNCLASSIFIED
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', eceptof r~tr~srequired for a VXF

Electroplating Shop: All new equipment

-id fo support of the Power Train Shop has been
ana installation is 50 percent complete with

?.n estimated turn-on date of 1 May 1974. After
a11 ,ion, the shop will have the capability to support
all known aircraft and engine work loads. Progress has
been made toward completion of the new building for the
Sheetmetal, Plastics and Heat Treating Shops. The
tar,-1 date is estimated as 1 May 1974 for completion
of tWe building and 1 July 1974 as the facilities turn-
On. d t e.

n. Accessory Repair Group:

(1) The third qua r' ,er FY74 saw the completion of
the briling for the Hydraulic, Landing Gear and Oil
Cooler Shops. Plant Services of the Industrial
Engineering Group is in the preparation phase for
oper-ation on 1 July 1974. The fuel systems building is
.earin, completion.

(2) The Accessory Repair GrouC is in communication
-'V-'RALC, SMALC and SAALC regarding a group of 80

a2:uator, motor and screws ack line items to be
overhauled at the Bien Hoa Maintenance dep'ot. This is
a joint engineering study to determine the least amount
of tesoing equipment to be purchased for the Electric
Shop. In addition, the Engineering Services of the
Industrial Engineering Group is working on a project to
design, fabricate and prepare procedures for adapters
to be used on a universal test stand that is now on
hand in the Electric Shop.

(3) Acquisition of technical data is progressing
with all known technical orders required on order,and
about 80 percent on hand.

n. Quality Control Group: The Quality Control
Manual and Quality Control Plan developed during the
past quarter has been found unacceptable by the
,aintenance Engineering Wing (-M1EW), AOSAF-LMD, and
"Maintenance Section, AOSAF-LM. The entire package was
considered too sophisticated for the immediate V,.AF
requiremeno. A more simplified package in now being

6-39
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a -arc ardized

-,e;L. t !7.Dcr e s o onistioated
;:t~i r~zm irzv n- .~ uality assurance

crc C .- t., lii:Ia ed. Thrfrthe approach
i is tim C- U.t3 engage :he VTAF ina

'~~~ic~~ 'r.~sTatwl rvde later for
a f%.Z.-:rancc pro-r-.m

Prodiu ioz: Control Group: Establishment and
cont-3i of a Pod bench t -ocic program has been a major

rn . : n t- .h stock personnel were under
the uriciicIon eac, '.ndiviiual shop chief, and

,'at-;,. Ccntrol had on-'.,.. monitoring -responsibility. A
pro~sdt: crrc:tlhe 'Uencl- stock zr :gram was
: ~~Q.. esr:i o:: ' ccer ted "he '71 '" ench stock

r~'-'~ 1  <I .<.. 'nsferred from
eace rni4vcazz C 3n t r,-l

*~' ''~'f ~ cn'"cl and
r Sczi and tine ben,-,h-

s 3 -1 r2 b c 3_ii
t I y d, e d ,-.t i ch '

:7a-in me -

-. :-as tc
J, -ern ce - anJ

-. establish in g :ro a s,
ideti-:yr~ -problem 3, prk %dfc solutio~ns and directing

the mat'-re effort. A son manag.ement program is
for I. att!I 'a -IC-suC'_Iciency. The

-S.on:tr~anel personrae", e:ecaily at the middl'e
ma "'~ ,creates -Jditional cr-oblems that vvlli

be Ov "c L ni~e r). 7,rse't coup' ct is to ensurerisS... ......-,.. s p-'ovide-4 to adequately
mar .:cos -_-np_--,-,er and materiel.
EC:''~s ~'v.i~-t~tov--'J achieving thi3 goal.

"t t ads already4 />LL.>. ... .. s~~r~e -n he day-toc-day
ma n a E- m en :2 e r-aa' e fcVr f, Computer practucts,

. :ec, nerter.r . ta, status charts and
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__ 2 a:1*Z - i:. .2 e =:7 e is.: t:::,' :r::a !. iu .mssi f. reirer'e '

.- iicrlb e nu-. 7r f -e a .- cr :- i.. . = s .re
cafr r a:d L s z -se--',n. -his also

tcndc hasZ time 3. ompounds the ':rcbem. eam
f f o are eing .e,'-ed into this area; however,

this problem cannot be solved by maintenance alone
since the full cooperation of operations will be
required. Efforts ar _ being expended to establish
controls over the flying hour and sortie requirements.
Improved overall management can greatly improve the
maintenance capability, in spite of the present
shortages in other areas.

t. JE Il Facilities: There remain problems to be
resolved in this area throughout the Air Divisions.
-- o Queen Bee program r s receiving a second look due to
t1c :ost invoilved leclal tool requirements will not
be resolved until , ,- Queen Bee orc ra- is
established. In e of problems stil facing VU4A? in

n-,s area, progres.-i being made. Producton is
increasi ng and day--c-day prcblems are being resolved.
Te improvement in o-verall operation during this
quarter within the 3d .-ir Division JE!:.I facility Is
outstanding and s .c%:s what can be acc.:om:lshed under
fi-ana-,ment :.;iK t.::he fill cooper ion of all
concerned. - e, ff rt exoended has greatly reduced the
J-S5-13 engine backlog and increased the F-5 aircraft
ocerationaily readhy rate to an all tl'_... h'-- . This
record will stand ": an example to all Air Di-isIons.
:t is :ell wcrthy o- note that the record achieved; by
the 3d Air Division was accomplished ;:with available
resources only. The cne additional ingredfent was
agressive management.

u. AGE 1:aintenance: AGE Maintenance is an area
requiring top level management interest. The contractor
A(E repair teams are performing in acc -rdance with
contractual requir.-'ents; however, suzply support is
hampering productce --cr ts In man' cases the lack
of required parts is due to improper requisitioning
procedures on the part of maintenance rather than a
lack of necessary ,ms. In several instances, parts
requirements id-ni .. , by the AGE team survey, ,,,?ere
not requisitioned hs resulted in the AGE recair team

having to take reuisL tionins action after their
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a t e.~ ... ~ 

a. uLU' JLr.aft, status rates are depi cted in
Fig'ures 6 Q 2 r 6-25 in "hhe fcllo",.in: paragraph*s,
significan m ~ I nnnce achievemencs ana ccrnditionz are
addressed bv o aircraft.

(1) A-1 1i--ra-t: E-ight aircraft ,,.ere nrocessed
throuEgh I-RATj ani six crash battle dan-_ Sre aircraft
repaired. The fel cell modificatio3n (2135 0T0O lim- 1 -
532) is bein at~ 'tATLC th'e rema, nder
to be _ l 19-4. A-E- -!:are od277

-7 TO - co ished by contractor
personri e~ \_a le ,C* The rem-aining tw-o
alrcraf7_7t :.-. lf- _;.on receir-t of missing* ki.
cts. der-I'Zat o no" f Cmunicazcion-s (M:odficaticr

223 ,-L'-_ r ':i: i~sal'aton -was accomplished by
o ntr a c-o" i ea:, Inc.) personnel on one A-U-i

adorne A-';§3 :":" _I o.:onmdifi cations will be
2c~op1~5C2: ~' "cei,-: cf kits, technicaln data

chan.,es, an- w

(2) T-§ :..oorizaton ol C"ormunica:ion
mo d ifcazr . -50):illl be accomplished by

LSI when .r.7 '!:it vr' and rocBecuinment is
received.

(3) C/CE72V-7Aircraft: :hree aircraftr ~~ have undero.one AnatclCondition Inspection (AC:)
with t-wo remai-imn. to be completed dur_-_ing FY74. Work is
being ccorois by the Chinese Air Force in Taiw..an-.

(4') C-13 A"ircra1't: As of 9 April 19,74, four
aircrat" 'a conol-eed PILM1/W-ing Mocdirication at
Lockhee-d Air Oevcsin Singapore. The program for FY74
is 12 a-1-cr-af. --he wing modification consists of a
beef-up In acordance .. -th -O T21082 he ALE-2,"
Flare '-''to.has beer. completed by the contractor
(L -) Pa'I 1 ea1: c-oblems, previously encountered, are

beigA BOA h~ms been established
wit h rAe o b1em's.
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(5) I a f re

pr o goammed i
Facility. ewo aIrc a e .t -a n -he
flare modif cation a-20) ha zee acc o .pished by
the contractor field, team on all it six aircraft
undergoing repai: -, ir 7Vietnam.7 C-119 aircraft
modified elements are held in abeyance rer T.%RALC
instructions. One AC-119 crash/battle damaged
aircraft, iccated at Tan Son hut, is ororammed for
repair at Air Vietnam. One AC-119 crash /battle damaged
aircraft is at Da :Mang AB being rep a red by 77AF.
The propeller modification (TCTO !C-119-688) has been
accomplished on all AC-119 aircraft.

(6) UH-I Aircraft: Of the 39 aircraft programmed
for 2200 hour periodic inspection to be accomplished at
Air Vietnam, 17 hate een in t , 10 have been completed
and seven are still in wor:. he other 22 aircraft
hlave been terminated from the contract due to
cancellation of t-, 2200 h ..r eridic inspection
program. A7 L C i s also accor:::lisning 2100 hour eriodic
inspections: one ACi; 140 fuel cell modii ions (69
completed); 80 gunship modifications (44 completed);
and 16 combat battle damaged aircraft repaired. The
- modificatior is to be conr acte. to I' V ;e...... ~Ai o., a _ V etnam for

z.e entire (?AF flI_ t. A co..rac-or (Parsons
corPoration) is acco'-clish -n - t:e r -or lao.e cortion
of the mdifica-.ions ':' .

(7) CH-T irra7 ft -, raof the aircraft
programmed for 1810 hour periodic Life Extension
Inspection (LEI) are in wor it is anticipated that
eight aircraft will be generated during the remainder
of FY74. Termination action has been requested for 10
of the LEI programmed aircraft. Two ACT's have been
programmed, one is in work. Two combat battle damaged
aircraft were programmed to be repaired at Air Vietnam
and an additional to are inr Action is being
taken to contract the Funnel Cover Modification on four
aircraft to Air Vietnam. :he ALE-20 Flare Modification
was accomplished on 20 aircraft. The remaining
aircraft will be completed upon receipt of missing kit
parts. Heat shields have been manufactured and are
being installed to correct a deficiency resulting from

4exhaust heat on the electrical conduit. The target date
for completion is .:ay 197L.

*1
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f tv s .r f ve en

.s . , n o o,- ro' '; rk is te'l. eh
use-ac d ous a ircraft hav!e bet c.-..c p e

' at, battle ca!eaged .'of: ,',e been
a , a -b lity "tca~z~t ,: ,_ ...

-as been compl eed on 3* a cr aft.

t Aircraft. Seventy-four aircraf-t have
m.-,,n ed for wing modification a Air ceam.

-_.craft have been completed and 1 "r wore:•
-o.r... .swil2 be accomplished, with three present_'-,_, i.

,1. Vlfty-two aircraft are progra'nmed fozr orrcsn
ntt t ATLC and 20 of these have been completed as

)74 ALE-20 Flare Todificaions -were
,i on 194 aircraft by the con-rac'cr (LSI)
,emainder scheduled for completon u-n _-

. ...-.ie ': kl.t parts (23 kits are short cases, s. .tches,
S -Estimated completion d "e s J z

-1.09) swap out mrodfica r' n 2 c-raft
_- : ". 2 : zm~i sh : s equ-z.mer , 's..... being F c i e ty

. - Target for con-lei:.n is 197 L7"' FC7
...... ,Soa Repoceme.. i.- 'oeing finalIzed,

. ........ en.z manufactured and ji-'.7s arbe 'ig shi._ .
- availability is second quarter cf FY75.

' -7 Aircraft: Eighteen aircraft are cro-ranmed
i .. ion control and six for A Si. Stx -Of
trcls have been completed two Is and sever.

. . 20OFrOlS are -urrenI.- in :c ra.-, .1
p mished by Thai Am. Five wea--e - da e

. . .roair at hu Cat and b th 2 . r we ' d a .,air h u -a tl a .... r , s- !n-
.oaj rcations were acc o ....... _ ed o. a1, but

.aft. The remainder will be copcleted uon
I kits.

\A-37 Aircraft: All 24 aircraft previously in stcr-
''.ave *teen removed .n- are bp'i._ us7 .

-i. -ing at Phan Rang AB.

I -E Aircraft:

is intended that all units be activated at
An and then deploy to their permanent locations.

Sevr. 2-51 squadrons (1SlUE), totalling 126 aircraft, are
............. .ed for the VAF at the follwig locations:
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g. -.a r- a- 'ut_-ln. AL V:.AF bases are

ins eztIng the vehic1 re.n a2r narts .ae.ose to
determine if the parts on hana matCh the vehicles on
base. Due 'o a redistribution of vehicles, some bases
have inventories of spares for which they have no
-e hI.le. These excess tart S are being identified and
shipped to the .7rC Eien Hca where they can be used to
fill outstanding requsizions. Spare part warehouses
in the motor pool area are undergoing the same
inspection with uwo additional criteria: (1) to
create a bench stock; and (2) to ship excess stock to
base supply.

h. Storage of Excess Vehicles: VNAF Headquarters
has issued an instruction defining the policy,
procedure and responsibilities of placing vehicles in
running storage. A goa to place 25 percent of
current general and sT3cial purpose vehicle fleet under
this program was establihed. The VAF vehicle fleet
currently consists of some 5800 vehicles located at the
nine VNAF bases and ATLO. VNAF has placed approximately
650 vehicles in running storage and identified an
additional 500 to be processed. Some of the vehicles
are VDP and will require repair before being placed in
storage. For the larger bases, it is planned to
augment the VNAF vehicle maintenance personnel with LSI
personnel from the Satellite Repair Teams as required.
Non-availability of repair parts will hamper the
progress of this program.

i. One of the primary reasons the VNAF
transportation squadrons are finding difficulty in
maintaining their vehicle fleet is that certain key
elements of AFM 66-12 and 77-1 are not properly
implemented. Although the basic managerial framework
has been retained, as outlined in these manuals, with
which to manage vehicle assets, it has been over
simplified to the point of being non-functional. The
following key elements of AFM 66-12 and 77-1 are
being stressed by management teams and taught to the
various transportation squadron commanders with the
objective of being implemented into the VNAFTransportation system: .aintenance Control,

yi Cannibalization, Base Repair Capability, Operator
Training, Preventati.'e Maintenance, Supply Support,
Reports and Analys!o, and Vehicle Utilization Board.
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a-'- L'~' t

s. 1' 4l . e must be availat - -, . -
'!: o.,! ...h , r,7p&. channeis of' n ... .....

c re"testf1ng the re.-ir .. rts,
coe r identification of tools, and ''oc :',tin of

-h- rcnairabie item., must be carried -I *: - v - ved
sections. i7*anagement teams con-.n ....
commu.Aications between Transportation -quadrcn
Commanders and all base support facilities in order to
-rom.te and obtain a team spirit in t,.ne Job

k. Preventative Maintenance: : e,. ative
:caincenance concept continues to be s - . all

T:'.-sLotta-.onSquad.-ron Commanders. T- :.:r:

7-inimize dou,'ntime, vehicle failure a ,i srnti;:con of
.. .. . a I e-. -. an, ce work 'dv r -o.i e

.- 'ce i.s a key management r : ert_.in
i]n se f-sufficeency. .ranspo .. - LG.' _ ;ua,arons

ae .. 'indered by t.e lack of centrali-J d Z -- ,-h/.
.. cV nssets to user organizati-,n. . Tis

4:slws a systematic scheduling pr3-., which would
liy make vehicles availabe Pci' ,

.. .,.' v' and re,,uair at oredeterrii-- ; in77n
. " rcfiy this sit "za-ion " L.-

atie main-:&nance system -nas itiated at
:J- r divisions. Under this nana-.-.-e'r syst.:r, all

vehicles are insc >ted for discreranci:.s "icr t
re~eiir. fuel. In addition, the da : he last
lubrication is checked against the veil registration
number. If the vehicle has no dlscrepancies and does
not require lubrication, it receives fiel, This
modified preventative maintenance ap grcc is limited
-n scope and a broader concept contin.i -s ,. be
suggested to all Transportation Squadron Corrmanders, as
*.:.&l as Air Base Support Group Commandrs.

11. (C) AIR TECHNICAL LOGISTICS CO.?*A::.D:

a. Supply ani Transportation Center:

I) Mannin: The ATLC Supply an, Trsportation
C-.ter is currently 85 percent manned (authoi -zed 1077
and 92, assigned). A critical shortfall is !.t >CO

assigned strength i *., only .- are rainst
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e xpe ct -.  advar-ce s - " .7 ei - - ,_.,-1' '__,. ... _.-

relie'; hoi.,vever, the *.t - ,:!ll hv 'i
affect on depot operati:ons ir'o -he :ear .r.

(2) Inventory Control: The wall-to-wall inventory
of ATLC assets has been completed, with the excer-tion
of items requiring ins.ection actions to determine
identity and condition. A 10-man AFLC RADS tea-. is
presently screening these items for debit adjustments
under special inventory procedures, as they are
identified. The team has inspected 3736 items with the
following results: (1) 241 items with a dollar value
of $56,233 were chan,-ed from serviceable to recarable
condition; (2) 23 iterm.s were condemned as being beyond
economical repair with a dollar value of $21,6CC.46;
and (3) 743 items were disposed of for lack of
identification.

(3) Storage Facilities: A survey has been
completed on outside storage tc dete rT .i' e items re-
quiring repacking and/or irecrating. Z.Zality checks of
warehouses to determi:,e locato accuracy is continuing.
Since this program began in :.ovember 1973, 12
warehouses have been checked whIch reflected an averae
.;ar-2house location accuracy cf ,. *. ercent, in
comparison to a 67 percent nrior to the validatlon and
83.6 percent prior tc the wali-to-wall fr.vent,-,ry.

(4) Personnel: A total of 52 wareh-cuse-en and 15
oackers and craters have been hired to aiug.ent the .'AF
work force under contract (?A.&E K62772-73-C-C 2).
Primarily these additional personnel will be utilized
to rewarehouse and inventory Base Support assets. The
contract expiration date is 30 June 1974.

(5) Reparable Processing:

(a) ?,o new prog:ra.s are ready to be implemented
In the RPC area to effect better control and visibility
of unserviceable assets at A:'LC. One listing shows the
condition of the packaging and the correctness or
absence of the documentation of each unserviceable item
as it is received at A:LC by the RPC from the air
divisions. It also serves to provide a count of the
number of items received from each air division. T-*is
information was not available previously. There are
still some minor d'fficu-ties in the program :hich
should be overcome by APril 1974-.
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' 'he .... L ZP 'L It. a"a: i list'' -'-rle'ent.al 1=:t", - he R2 _-.,M !iz:. T~e

,. .~~~ .... R 2 26 I :

S': ".'dicates those items which are : ... ten....
i being reworked and the reparable balance list will
indica te t.hose items of a low r-pair priorit.y whizh are
st32ed in an unserviceable warehouse. The RPC is
physically prepared for this program. Prccessfn lines
have been established, a warehouse built, storage bins
erected and a locator deck is in place for recording
incoming materials. This program will be input
immediately after a DIFM reconciliation has been
completed. The implementation of these two programs
will provide complete visibility of unserviceable
assets located at the ATLC. It will also nrovide
faster processing at the RPC by separating the fast
moving items and providing a physical view of each
maintenance socp's backlog of low priority repair
items.

. AF qIpuient Management:

(I) Allowance Source Codes (ASC) and :ables of
Ail-Dwance (TA) assigned by CONUS and authorized for
V'MAF shops are incompatible with actual requirements.
fn some cases, the TA is incorrect for the assigned

c t ion.

(2) A preliminary survey of 1st and 3d Air
Divisions by ?AA.C.F/DAC/VIAF reflected a 95 percent
line item discrePancy. The vehicle authorization and
in-use quantities are believed to be extremely
inflated. A CE:T review will reduce these quantities
by establishing a Vehicle Authorization List (VAL)

1j, which will eliminate many vehicle requirements and
result in savings on repairs, fuel and parts.

(3) In the past, VNAF shop personnel, supply
organizations and base commanders have been reluctant

to turn in excess equipment for fear they may need it
later and not be able to get it. Base reviews by base
personnel will not reduce equipment to the minimum
mission essential quantities desired.

(4) It has beet, recommended that VNAF assign
dedicated personnel on a permanent basis for an
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annual survey in order to establish experience and
knowledge required. The Air Force Division will
assign counterparts to assist the VUAF team and

* possibly recall the PACAF CE4T team for a base review
to ascertain the finer points for a successful survey.
DAO and VNAF team leaders will be assigned to instruct,
assist and report to their organizations.

(a) Personnel assigned will have experience in the
following areas:

VNAF DAO

Flight Line/Intermediate Maintenance 2 1
Organizational Maintenance 1 1
Vehicle/Transportation Maintenance 1 1
Ground Powered AGE 1 1
Civil Engineers 1 1
Equipment Supply Records 2 1
Avionics 1 1

(b) A few hours of classroom training will be
needed to assure knowledge of:

1 Air Force Regulation 0-10, Index of Allowance

Sz:rce Codes.

2 Master Equipment 4anagement Index (MEMI).

3 Custodian Authorization/Custodian Receipt
Listing (R14). Before leaving on a survey, a R 14
listing for the specific base should be prepared and
studied by the team. During the survey, the team will
annotate changes, delete and add items to the listing
and give copies to the shop custodians, Base Supply
EMO, VNAF Headquarters and ATLC EMO for follow-on
processing action and review.

(c) A survey of one base each month of two weeks
duration is to be scheduled commencing in May 1974.
This will allow assigned personnel to return to their
previous positions while survey findings are analyzed
and updated. This time period was also recommended to
minimize the financial hardship on VNAF team members.

c. Materiel Management Center:
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11) ,,7anin : Over _ , : i i -ary and i

S.... ce maring was a p .rcent ee.... a.r . . he end n

3Lrter. Officer strengsh was only 57 percent '33
3athorized vs 54 assigned) and :,CC strength was a- a
critical low of 33 percent (371 authorized and 123
assigned). Subsequent to completion of on-gcing
training programs, airman skill levels should rise
effecting some improvement in the Material Management
Oenter's (MMC) NCO strength. The officer shortage
continues to be critical with no immediate relief in
sight. MMC Civil Service manning is currently 100
percent (51 authorized and assigned). Vietnamese
contractor augmentation of 101 personnel is scheduled
to continue thru December 1974.

(2) VNAF Air Munitions Status:

(a) The air muritions resupply pipeline f, fully
ooerational. Expenditure rates have experier.ed a
definite decline during this quarter and dropped from
5.2 to 3.8 million with an average of 4 million per
month.

(b) VN-AF AIM-9 Missile Status: Of the 302
.missiles authorized, 138 are serviceable. There are
"35 short components consisting of fuzes, warheads,
guidance and control units. Tenty-four of these
2omoonents are due in, which will bring the
serviceable quantity to 162.

(c) VN'AF objectives for improving munitions
serviceability include a technical inspection to erify
true munitions serviceability status. Upon completion
of inspections, a renovation/reconditioning program
will be placed in effect. Improved storage
capabilities will be programmed,based on the outcome of
the facilities inspection now being performed.

(3) Base Supply:

(a) The ATLC Base Support Supply was transferred
.;nder the Commander of the Supply and Transportation
Center during March 1974. The Base Supply offices
were physically relocated to an area near the flight
line.
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:(b) .1rcbie m ,: ,, ba ' .strlucticn ".:ateriel (B CIMN

Swere a..lyzed Dy V~rA and "O dur'rn t quarter.
The -ysczm n,,,' used was implemented in 1973 and an
inil taL lack of inter-service coordination caused
conus--.sn. For example, $l1S4,300 of A7LC BC had been

oc.ated in April 1973; however, requisitions against
th'. : ..... s re not submitted until "ctober 1973.
Reluisitions against funds allocated in %arch 1974
were: submitted prior to 1 April 1974. The BCM support
should improve during this calendar year.

d. Seek Point: VNAF personnel are in training at
four locations, i.e., Bie-, Hoa, Pleiku, Dalat and Hue.
This tr-..dning consists of both formal classroom and OJT
and Is being conducted by Sierra Research Corporation.
During the past quarter, the following Seek Point
v.rts occurrci:

(1) The site at Birth 'h~y was relocated to Hue.

(2) Perman-eL!t .o;e :ere co.str..ted for radar
a n as at Plei anJ 1,,, and al.l si s were
3 urveyed.

3) A 'olt ' .,wt :,A?/DA.CF and
A personnel was heli -en hoa 3n 4 February 1974.

...... systems problems were dlscuised with action items
be.ng assigned to the apprcpriate oranizations.

AI;r :tem) S : '"

(1) The VNAF had officer representation at the 3d
quarter US Army Aviation Intensively Managed Items
(AID4I) Conference held in St Louis, 10-14 March 1974,
and also at the WRALC pre-conference meetings.4 Problems with AIMI support is expected to continue into
the near future.

(2) VNAF attendance should have a positive effect
toward understanding helicopter support problems and
amplification of importance of complying with worldwide
programs, i.e., expeditious return of reparables.
Continued VNAF participation in future conferences is
considered imperative to ensure improved management of
helicopter spares requirements versus funding
cov st raint s.

CONFIDENTIAL
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coMon item re :s ions from the :ati .-
Management Agency ',Tr, 1.A) remained low at cz-[ . -
27 percent. Of_ the 3070 V"n'F requisitions zt-i-:
during this quarter, only 827 were filled; 2216 were
back ordered and 27 cancelled. VNAF ATLC iZ riar!aln

to effect a monthly reconciliation with ZMAe -g nn ... :-
in May 1974; hopefully this will purify back crdered
records. The VNAF also will include BC:4 when CQ
assets are up loaded into the new "C" computer system.
This will greatly aid management visibility and 7:-7
control of interface with ARVN storage sites.

g.. Computer Events:

(1) During the third quarter, computer dmn-e,
due to equipment/component malfunction, has been
reduced.

(2) The overall computer utilization on all three
systems combined averaged 83, 88 and 91 percent per
month. A breakdown by system reveals an average
monthly utilization of: (1) "E" primary system 77,
95 and 93 percent; (2) "B" primary system 78, 86 and
87 percent; and (3) "E" secondary system 94, Bt and S:
-ercent. Utilization fluctuations reflected on the "2"

system was due to preventative maintenance, power
outages, bad weather and IAS fastrand problems. -n

IAS fastrand problem was related to a burned out c34i
on an air-condition voltage stabilizer and a hot air
spot behind the fastrand. The voltage stabllzers
have been repaired and VNAF/DAO Civil Engineers are
taking action to eliminate the hot air spot area.
uatons on the "E" secondary system was due to the sam:e
conditions mentioned on the "B" system with exception
of the IAS fastrand. Delay in receiving parts from
CONUS to repair the file loader on the "B" system was
another factor. Bunker Ramo engineers now have an
adequate supply of spare parts. The "E" primary system
was not affected by the voltage stabilizer problem.

(3) Utilization of the DCT 2000 during January a:nd
February 1974 was 0 and 24 percent respectively;
however, it increased to 85 percent in March 197'. '_

downtime during these months was due to three se.arate

CONI IENTIAL
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• ' " '" ,r-ent y, n
,:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ n, c .... v.- .- ,.'i m s ,.i . e i n-:1

S" ' ' ...... first of two "C" con-
' ' "' 'r:.:T[co.,%put-er ,ste~n arrive at Bien Hod AB

.- e A P stable lii.e voltage regulator urgently
. U U ,'t the t n.: rew systems was received

-f'rn r T D T1 i aroh. 1w; !50V back-up generators were
irs'-alled :o up rvt A'.; .ina. air conditionIng and
ighting requirements. The second "C" system is sched-

uled for delivery in May L9711. Following installation
:f s,:ytezms anI reso"-io. of req;uired dedicated

ines to Ws, .A.F will begin to up
l. b: £ sup-ly records.

JGS ASSESSMfET ,0', Wq'AF:

.. r.: visit to Air Divisions
.. ",-,e t a f . n areas of

(, P:"o:lems p,,r i to support of fighters,
.:'".uv>:.iZ63, fikreships and. 2arg_ move-ment at Corps/Mi-

. . : ;-.-. ", : ' -,: m=i:. Z.JJin a lasting combat

.... ro.c. j. -. ion and use of,! f.; !... ! ,t',--. *-f -' l .. .. : ,.= f .,7 ai .'craft.

Fht ers:

(1) A large number of Infantry units requested
' frepow''er from TAC air support to strike suspected targets

r-th. hivrng accurate intelligence information. The
-. .~'. -rere not as succesnful as expected, thus wasting

n ammunltlon. r Addionally, continued abuse
fir- - . .ort .Ai- quadr ons occurred as follows.

"a).: comrat .-Teral:Ional units tried to use all
i-y -: i planned1 for, "hem at the last minute of the

-a- I., i, .a- ,argetz Lecause they feared
ere ;.:;t used completely during

e day, " . w¢, ' '-I ' eeive any sorties the following

CONFIDENTIAL
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3*_cria fcmr s s respec2i%-e

~iis-.Kns wi., having .G' a proval. T-e " " "
ha- hincered 'auth[orization for operational us- f
extra f.ying hours, by the AO,'/NA Q, to pr c
o,-c ia. interzo air support when directed b..."

(c) Tactical air capability has been completely
.& by,. .orps?.R's in combat operational support;
therefore, there were no more aircraft availab! for

advanced and prac:ical .raining of pilots under BrS'
guidance.

. UH-i Helicopters:

(1) ,ost Corps/MR's have over used the planned
flying hours for UH-1 heliccoters, which caused orcble-
in the maintenance of aircraft and in the advanced
tralning of pilots in the unit.

"2' Command helicopters assigned daily to seiectel
unitS. ere not ftiLy utilized because they were cn
stand-by status inszead of flying. These helicopters
were usually returned to their original units very iate
(after 2000 hours), which hindered the daily maintenance
ani assignment of another mission to the Pilots, in

aiiton a nubner of un'ts nave used command hel-icotter
a selected 2rew as th-_ ow" n nrozerty. 'his action

reouire-a the cre: to standby 24 hours per day, some
aircraft were reconfigured as VIP aircraft. The abuve
facts create problems for air squadrons in arranging and
assigning ACFT equally to an operational, training or
liaison mission. Noteworthy is that the VNAF is puttinz !
great effort into training of operational personnel for
newly activated air squadrons.

, (3) Night medevacs performed for operational units

are faced with difficulties, since some of these units
are not aware of how to safely provide landing ins-
tructions into a landing zone.

(4) Under pressure from a number of unit commanders
UIH-I helicopters are employed in transporting and supi.'in
POL for some armore: units.

6-91
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J. no t . a-x-iy all safety

. er. a e×u!'sisees and
ar troc2I.i' s car, sured fr:-h ene--"

:". :-licopters (CH-4 ):

A n of units are sti the CH-47
2eii c ote- for supply when other means of support are
available.

(2) Units to which Cn-47 helicopters are assigned
for use have used very old cargo nets, unsuitable for
the mission of carrying goads outside the aircraft. An
unforeseen accident may cause a loss of goods during
movement.

(3) A number of units have used cargo nets to
secure empty containers which are veryv light and subject

e a hter conditions. As a result, heliccpters lose
stability while flying and an unforeseen accident could
easily occur.

e. Vlaresi=i~s :

(i) ih mission of flareships is to illuminate the
att-1e f _11. However, iiser units frequently fail to

.,i*i-e the i'_e now.er of flareships to. oerform close air
support.

(2) AC-19 aircraft which are being used for the
-urpose of discovering and destroying the enemy and their
veh.cles duiing night move-ent, should be authorized to
react immediately to destroy the enemy completely, ins-
tead of having to report and then wait for confirmation.
Presently, time is lost and the enemy has enough time to
have convoys turn out their lights or move to another
location.

f. Cargo:

A (1) The control of "m::ssengers and trucks on airstrius
h.! at most airports, has been conducted properly and as

directed.

t" -92
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" - -sslon. were carried out on alrstri:s a.d

•l r " ' did not hare signal l i hs or --

L',--t safety measures, thus endangering the aircraft and crew.,

--he mnission of -ransporting coffins of
personnel mez with difficulty when the aircraft in-
volved landeA at airports with no military air ter-
ninal and reoresentatives of the unit or next of kin
d fd not aupear for pick up. Under those ci.rcums tances,
the rilot and the crew had to wait and cancel their
next mission.

(1) Aviation safety and hijack-control measures
have not been of great concern to user units and
operational agencies.

g. Corrective Measures:

(1) Try to use all flying hours, within the oucta
res cribed by JJS, the proper types of aircraft a-. the

am::unition issued montly to Air Divisions. Ir.
case that requirements are considered vital and ir-
re- aoeable, requests for a surnlemental cuota must be subtT

.nitzei. to UGS for consideration, along with sufficient
-" "-i ica Ion.

(2) Tactical Ai Support should be requested only
- - - - - -al organic fire power and crew served weapons

f unit s in._ve, , including artillery and naval a----
ler,, have been 'sed. without achieving the zecar.. e fe:

(3) Regarding helicopters, strict application of
orovisions of directives and, other issued instruc-

tion for the use of command helicopters should be lim ited
and they should be assigned only for each mission for
command purposes. Arrangements should be made for
Individual helicopters to carry out more than one
command or liaison mission during the day, instead
of standing by for 24 hours, except for those attached

Corps/MR commanders.

(4) Cargo aircraft and flareships (AC-47, AC-119G,
have the carability both of dropping flares

and of providing supporting fire power. As a result,

ground units should -'aintain proper coordination with
air units for planning and providing support, par-
ticularly for posts and stations. This will facilitate

n'sruct-cn of the eney,, during his night movement.

C 6-93
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(5) Operational agencies and units responsible for

the airoorts must be directed to take charge of repair;
periodic maintenance, security, ccnzrol and correction
of deficiencies pertaining to loading, unloading and
transport of passengers. They must also guide units in

for landing using a portable light system on airstrips
where no lights are available, so that airports can pro-
vide the maximum aircraft safety.

(6) Anti-hijack and security control measures must
be strictly applied during the use of military air
transportation, as outlined in the memorandum (1889/TTM/
TCTV/CV-1) dated 15 March 1974.

(7) Based on the number of hours to be flown by
each type of aircraft, air transportation is converted
into estimated costs in accordance with rates listed
in Figure 6-26. Cost factors will change depending on
the rate of exchange and the cost of POL, machines and
spare parts. If the rate of exchange continues to in-
crease, funds which have been approved for other projects
will have to be diverted, causing other problems in
the RVTAF logistical support plan.

h. Flying Hours:

(1) Based on funds approved, estimated flying hours
needed for all types of aircraft in each quarter must
be coordinated with DAO.

(2) On the 20th day of each month, an estimate
of the daily support capability of the Air Divisions and
the quota for flying hours, required for the following
month for Corps/MR's, is to be prepared and forwarded
to JGS (J3).

(3) AOC/VNAF should be directed to manage the
flying hour quota given to Corps/MRs, take follow-up
action and intervene promptly when overuse occurs.

(4) On the 10th day of each month, the number of
authorized and actual flying hours for each Corps/MR
(from the previous month)must be reported to JGS (J3).

6-94
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RATES FOR i FLYY1JG HOUR OF VNAF AIRCRAFT

Cost of 1 hour
*us V ._

Types of Aircraft Dollars Piasters
Fighters A-i $ 336 193.2405

A-37 162 95 -580
F-5A 385 227.150
F-5E 400 236.000

elicopters C - 7 $ 163 96. 170tI
-- I130 76.7

Observation 0-I $ 62 36.580$
0-2 80 47.200
U-6 99 58.L4i0
U-17 85 50.150

Car 's - $ 219 129.210$
±30 369 198.240

Armed A--47 $ 169 99•710$
Carg:o' s 1- ll9G 292 172. 280

11 l9K 292 172. 280

Ar ReoAE-4 $ 169 99.710$

R3-4 7 169 99.-710
RC-119 169 99.710

Liaison VC-47 $ 169 99.710$

:-37 $ 162 95•580$
T-41 50 29.500

* The rate of exchange for one U.S. dollar was
:90$ Vietnamese piasters, as of March 197b.

Figure 6-26
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13. "

The Vietnamizatizn Frogram oonr..irues to be one
of thp priority efforts of the US Air Force. Significant
progress has been made during the past year with major
de!v;-~ry programs completed, the VNAF force structure
expa:.'ied from 52 to 66 squadrons and sortie rate accom-
plish1encs reached new highs. Other noteworthy impro-
vement. of VNAF operation are: JEIM prcdUction capabi-
litiez, upgrading the CEM System, resource data base
and upgrade of fire and rescue equipment.

b. Efforts must now be directed toward improving
the VHAF's capability to operate effectively with
reduced levels of US support. In meeting these ob-
jectives, the following have been designated as areas
which require priority efforts.

(1) Increasing the efficiency and responsiveness
of "he VAF Supply System.

,,) Increasing the maintenance capability for

aircraft engines and facilities.

f (3) Upgrading ATLC depot overhaul capability.

) Training VNAF'in recuired, i ..... ics skills.

(5) Improving the VNAF's logistics manpower
management.

(6) Providing effective support and timely
activation of F-5E squadrons.

(7) Providing contractual efforts to support
essential VNAF requirements where support was previously
performed for the U.S.

;..1}
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4 CHAPTER 7

...... . .. .. ' AV Y ...... "I

" ?iS'.3 NEL:

a. Authorization. The 31 March 1974 VNN manpower
.. :r-,izatio remained at 40,181, with 5,714 officers,
13,6c-3 petty officers, and 20,824 enlisted personnel.

b. Strength. The actual strength as of 31 March
197L was 39,564 composed of 5,838 officers, 13,399 petty
officers, and 20,327 other personnel, including midship-
men, recruits, and pipeline personnel.

2. (C) PERSONNEL READTNESS:

a. The personnel readiness of the VNN continues
b-e characterized by such factors as responsiveness

t: emergency situations, high combat morale, willingness
.az e pe: sonal danger, and active use of formal training

..... '.. -- The aggressiveness and personal courage of the
z o s ... against a greatly superior enemy force at sea

,aS dramatically illustrated during the quarter. The
general engagement of four VNN ships with numerous PRC

units supported by aircraft at the Paracel Islands
... u was VNN's first major sea battle. In this bold
an 19 Navymen were killed, 42 wounded, and 54 listed
aS -:.issing and believed dead.

-h, During the quarter the VNN reported a total of
225Lersonnel entering and 788 completing in-country

:rafning ourses, with an average of 1,953 personnel in
t raining throughout the period. Participation in off-
shore training courses included 31 officers and 11
enlisted beginning and five officers and 18 enlisted
personnel completing training.

c. Although the daring and fighting spirit of the
blue water sailor became a special source of VNN pride

t this quarter and formal training facilities are well
iutil-zed, general personnel readiness deficiencies are
evident. Numerous longstanding shipboard maintenance
problems indicate, for example, that underway training
and command attention to various preparedness factors
3re often inadequate. In addition to the general
maintenance problem, inspection of ships damaged during
the Paracel ba.ttle indicated that proper damage control
n measures :.ere not taken and that damage control training
is deficient. There are also indicafions that shipboard

. ateria readiness and training shortcomings generally

~7-1 CONFIDENTIAL
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Swhi.ch 

-" receixe nre:' hn!:a and
lcgisti. suppo:";, :ne mra-., C', z'o,.iience._'

c'ir.m , 7 zf ic e Is aniid s~. 6 f :i i Z f~ -; un to
signi:"icantly deteriorate. '.'in :ne ncIng res-on-
sib ies and pressures a-hi to in-reasing VNN
techr.ni:- self sufficiency, ,r-z rle nd confidence of
offle:e-o: aboard comrlex toern naval - are more
vulnerable than ever. This is parti ur-'ly true where
technical and logistical -apport is king, These
problems have a predictatle effect on crew r.orale and
performance of routine tasks. Finally, a special morale
problem, particularly aboard 13'I:et Com:mrand ships, is
seriously inadequate food with minimal opportunity to
conduct food supplement Lrojects (discussed below at
paragraph 7d). These problem areas are gaining increased
attention within VNN. AOSND is emphasizing development
of command management pz'ograms needed to cone with
these factors and upgrade general o-erational readiness.

3. ( EQUIf.E' STATU 37 Sw' ""-

a. The authorized number of s is and craft remains
at ,'7 as of 31 ",'arch 19 74.

b. Actual strength is normally reporzed as somewhat
above the authorized figure, but varies from month to
mor.. due to combat losses, salva.;e of ,reviously
rec rted losses and faulty repor :onc rson the field.
The N.4 project to purify reccrds arn reconcile the
actual number of craft on hand with invenor. records
by HQ number was rece.itly completed and should improve
future craft acccuntability. Latest available figures
for VNN craft are provided on pages 7-3 through 7--7.

c. From the beginning of the ceasefire (28 January
1973) through 31 March 1974, 50 miscellaneous craft
have been lost or sunk by enemy action. Many of these
craft have either been salvaged or are awaiting salvage.
Latest reports of these losses are as follows:

CRAFT TYPE NUMBER OF ITTS'

P WPB

CONMANDMEIT 7

PBR 13

MONITOR 2

4AT'C 1

7-
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SdI~. AND ".AFT OF Vt N

COASTAL SURVEILLANCE 'D PATROL CRAFT

DER (Destroyer Escort Radar Picket) 2

WHEC (High Endurance 1,-ter) 7

PCE (Patrol Craft Escort) 7

PGM (Patrol Gunboat ior) 20

WPB (Patrol Boat) 25

PCF (Patrol Craft Fpst) !Oa

Y bt Junk 148

i ien -- Junk 6

Command Junk 32

Ccastal thtder -Fer- '>ement 90

7 ,L: 441

RIVER PATROL CRAFT

ATC (Armored Troop Carrier) 79

ASPB (Assault . - Boat) 73

4 CCB (Command Connunic:ltions Boat) 9

Commandement 13

LCM Monitor (Landir i'a ft Mechanized) 23

LCM Refueler 15

J!

Figure 7-1 73
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RIVER PATROL CRAFT (C:C.ir)

LSIL (Landing Ship Infantry Light) 3

LSSL (Landing Ship 2u:. ,t La."e) 4

Monitor II

Monitor -ippo 7

PBR (Patrol Boat River) 295

RPC (River Patrol Crat't) 27

STCAN (Fom) 38

TOTAL : 597

LCM:.:S (La:.d.,,n Cra - ... 5
sweeper)

I.CI . a::cil % ;ra§ z): r - 23

'La. d 7 2
MLMS (victor -, -' . , " , . ... i0

MSR (Mines .:eeper Fi 6

Picket 19

Vedette Y 3000 1

Vedettt I 360, 15

Vedette S 37 C 1

TOTAL: 87

CONFIDENTIAL
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LOGISTICAL AND SUPPORT CRAFT

AGP (Auxiliary General Purpose) 2

ARL (Landing Craft Repair Ship) 1

APL (Auxiliary Personnel Lighter) 2

Water Barge 1

CSB (Combat Salvage Boat) 4

FNC (Floating Naval Club) 1

LC-4-3 23

LC! -6 106

49

LC%:, Fire Boat 1

LC.,' Pusher 12

L2U (Landing Cr'aft titility) 15

LCVP (Landing Craft Vehicle Personnel) 45

LCVP Pusher 5

:1 LS. (Landing Ship Medium) 5
f

LS",/H (Hospital Ship) 2

LST (Landing Ship Tank) 6

k Skimmer 29

UB 50 (Utility Bo]t) 2

UB I00 6

YFR (Refrigerated Covered Lighter) 1

7-5
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S LOGISTICAL ArD SUPPORT CRAFT (COrT)

YLLC (Salvage Light Lift Craft) 3

YO) (Yar'd Oiler) 6

YR (Floating Repair) 1

YRBM (Repair, Berthing and Messing Barge) 4

YTL (Small Harbor Tug) •.9

YTM (Medium Harbor Tug) 3

Flag Officer Barges 3

R2 (Refuel Barge) 4

Y.. :'ansort Sraft) 1

- B Ba ge 5

Sk (B t rn I . "a er) 56

.. .. ... 6OI . '

._l ting Rda2- Zite - Z 304)

TO T: 427

GRAND TOTAL: 1552

" Figures do not Inclu-te sunken craft which may be

salvaged.

I
j

1
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CRAFT TYPE (CONT) NUMBER OF UNIS (CONT)

LCM-6 4

LCM-8 I

YABUTA JUNK 7

LCVP 1

STCAN 5

PICKETT 2

PCF 3

LCM-3 2

PCE (lost during engage- 1
ment with PRC)

TOTAL: 50

4. (C) LOGISTIC:3

a. General. Implementation of the joint DAO/VNN
Logistics Development Plan for resolution of logistics
programs representing weaknesses in attainment of VNN
self-sufficiency, promulgated on 30 June 1973, is
continuing. The status of the 72 programs as of 31
March 1974 was as follows:

Programs comnleted 10

Programs cancelled 2

Programs on Schedule 27

Programs behind Schedule 10

No Progress Report 2

aPrograms with insufficient data
to determine status 21

Programs Established None

TOTAL: 72

b. LSB/ISB/ASB Technical Management.

(1) The Coastal Radar Improvement Plan (CRIP)

7-7
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continues ta chiev,:- a ,waduai phased upgrading of the
effectivenes, of the (-',,tal Radar System. Some
3ignificant resu!ts .- program during the quarter
were:

(a) Fepa.L and ehl arz:, still being delayed
due to lack o. parts. Parts needed for overhaul will
be stocked i).- issue t the Electronics Repair Center
(ERC), Nha Be.

(o) The i-larch 1974 Operational Target (OPTAR) for
EHC Nha Be was increased to $25K. This increase was
required to provide funding for Coastal Radar System
(CRS) procurement.

(c) A list of' deficiencies and recommended remedial
actions developed during Phase II of the CRIP has been
coludoi * nd s ubited the VNN Chief of Naval
(:perarionsL;!)

(2 ane System (PT,S) Team field
L)•~) i- -evealed continuing PMS

7- ofo'. PMS disappointments,,ad~ ~~ ~~ : n ,. " e t ! c of c omm a nd a tt en t io no
o P , S. '_h 's -.,as .:--i . " the, ou- general inaction,

I. .Su f ic 1. I t the local unit level, and
.,Y! d ange of VNN directives

o.t , a 7 :4 Commander
,-'.eVN MS Support

Add _ _i iorally,
, Ii -";ctr.inate selected -11Z officers

i., PJ r : i -:7-nt nave encountered problems
Mt S Team visits to both

-ps and s -. ' - 'cund unsatisfactory
marginal. 1 i;' 'cuitles and recommendations for

corrective action c,')tini,,e to be reported and discussed
,iith cogn'zanrt VN -' and base commanders.

(3) Uh C h ,rected the establishment of
,',arshi. ,- ent S , and Improvement Committee".

his group is assigedg task of developing recommen-
,iations fi'o t,,-rrv :e .. systems and weapons systems
i.d :nagement r .omctat capabilities. Frequent
semiar-li'k .,. is committee began in mid-
March and iil continue Through mid-April.

(4) ?,.'oje,:t EM :;7 installations of 40mm and 20mm
gun mounts nave been co-noleted on six WHEC's and two DER's.
'nii program o:Iili be c-:-,.npeted with installation on the

i,,airting W.1  U I'lu , next regular overhaul (currently

CON FIDENTIAL
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r- ... . rrei- have

.~ coi~re~i~r wokon t,,e
: :' . .. , : : . 1 - .. . '-i .' ,'" n t e - o

.-..Rnh 3ay. A of

n-": -Ie.t:-Ar oarts is being developed,
an 1 -as mi -a e as to which antennas

:-. Lt-. - -ase no, set for the

:7-I cf Ordnance pbi
.. '.- VNT feels reoaire

S.c .e for the trans-
_ . ' -. ". .: - _ : - ie-., .. Th:se ocurments wIl .

-ot .ain.d.

... ... "'.. .. - . -_a- ned for -_,,rrhau! .
" "- the ouar'er."

T:..e~ ~ ..:.: i :: 1 .-: -un: , oe rhaui1 for an average'-

pe_ioi v. ,'r_' , "Deae;:t, a,. the standard schedule
-p ' en. ,The cometion average

.'than 857. The CY 74
.- o hae started overhaul

- a.., r ow underway. Base
o- : '-: .. 1 to improve both

cverhauls. Reporting
.tly imnproved and the

,, .% "]. o:; h v'eP bi".,: ,.; a gu ate.

() Ovr the . ears (31 March 1972 - 31
ot 7 raft have been sunk.

f tr~es, 1 ,a'. g-vage. There are currently

n, a, rat a-.-'ai-. salvage, while a total of eight
s7:. ' -ar-e - d nct salvageable.

' Sr- (V, )

Z a t work within the shipyard
Sr 'or, on seawall repair and

.. .: . i:i ies at 'he Ferro-Cement
sh,:;o. ..c - or oisr -- io:: has begun with preliminary

, -a otisfy a nr c:or improved accounting of
,.,(',; .. data, a young VNN officer with

CONHFIDENTIAL
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., -; assigr.ed to
. move is

.. , : .. :-. :t ':rrovement i. the

_-ical items within
m .listings continue
an.. :y s p i .den s continue

Y .-.... zse problems are
d.&eo .= spc ial expediting

;act~o a _ sc "tenance.

:;3t: numbesr c U.S. 4avy sponsored dependent
c omete is 5,,)1 out of a revised total

f 5rla~ units. " -sse.. - stan dard designs for

.2. ..: .)L~ * e
L < . L. r~i u, -. e t h RF- i " ,._r e- p -n d e n t S h e lt e r :

:r . a'..yD -under rsie 1 DAC "a-: Division to
.:. .esig <h e necoo .rdeJ cy the 1:,': have"-: .. ... " - :. .e funds 1-o support,

.. ... . .... 1-.- s.. , y at a- 1

. as-o . g. Ieclacement
-a. : i b, e zjn 7i v ,el J , sizes. All but

.- . -.. = i sta e . tt -y four one week. .. "" " -.... . := .r tr ai :. ?.  :;r' . .... f n d. ,o support l

~ -.- '..- -a orter include..................... .. :m... r :.... ..... = ... u.nud

,) Pavement and drainr ag in:provements at Newport.

I ;," Sewali modlficati ns at zhe tNi Shipyard.

'. . : v 1 e r . L c o m m e n c e d i t s
" "h e -197 . The first

S-a: . ien . and will ias nine weeks. A
on" c la s e s ar e .- c z- eiu le d f or CY 7 L.

.-opth supp" f. ection of' the Vietnamese
enr Copleted during the

'managemert and -peratin-
ago was e'lder..S rnu; ..c~we' r" that most junior V2N
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'lver.:'t " .s are are considered
r s u y o f cfficer managerial

... a w. .,,;as that the reduced
Lat*c.i :', "-- .e rned i recent months ap-)a>' ' t\yreSu ZS fro- re ice. air s:-cmnet channel volume,

S'estoc safety ei and increase in COIUS procure-
me: e ad tir. re .ese fa.zors are representative of the
effe T: of de '- sed U.S. s3 ort. ..... . ..l.:u h i 7mproved, "VN:;s,, c
, .. ... k...... a to .'se the loss.

C_- (OS_-) for VNNSC
c. Average Ord e -r :, Shppin- Time

stock replenishment -te. during the quarter was about
Il1 da,-s. This figure n7,presents inprove-ent in CONUS
processing tire ard \,S receipt processing.

. A7era__ suo = '7'cve-ess for -he quarter,
SuS an a 11 rp r>.... ,. cuart e , was
?:.c :ti as follows:

DE. .T:7 ISSUES "IS :I T E 3ROSS AR*

43,22 35,332 , 8:45  23 ,,.-" ,1 5 93%

C alti = :1er -en of reuisioons received
r 2re id4 e s .

(J -DE1. C

a. (oasta! u- ....

( ) VNN reportea boar-ding 133,571 craft during the
quarter, which resulted in 306 craft and 1,387 persons
being detained for various reasons.

(2) The readine-. rae of t'-"e Coastal Radar Stations
avera a d 86. 6,, shin i siificanc increase from the
2ast two quarters -n a r'eage of 1.7 of the 16 stations

down per day. _o._al contac*cs detected during the
: ,,arter were 7,612, of .hich b.870 were tracked. A total
of 102 Filter Kin- e:--erses were conducted to test theI :.,m, of whIich 74 -onsidered satisfactory for a
6I .- ction rate of 7L. : .  'he readiness rate has improved

sCtantially over tl.c last two quarters, which is
-' iIei a ref'cLic: c f the Coastal Radar Improvement

,CRIP) proress .. - '-te Filter King exercises
•,c'eection rate droppe i :arkediy as conpared with last
qu iarter, this rate -.,'i aiy decreases with an increased
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.... .. ..-. ,nais nce arc, ) f7iA-h s were

-- d - 60 Q occ .:ions, only ",01 were actually
A: i all, 6 a: s-p.ort missions were

"I . - .] anci o -o.-oide..

' aterial Readiness. Average material readiness
0.,e* by !,, ay Division for blue water ships

ere '>" ?.ZJ. for the Ocean Flotilla, 73.3for the Coastal
. otilla, and 77.2' for the ogistics Flotilla. The

.. material readiness rate for brown water craft
during the quarter was 80.9%.

C. Tempo of Operations. Average figures for the
zempo of operations and days away from home port for
major fleet units for the quarter are as follows:

AVERAGE NUM'BER OF DAYS
- TEMP'O D" OPERATIONS AWAY FROM HOME PORT

DE R I.% 47

76

37.9o 69

-5.5 '  18

Above figures exclude shlos which were underzoing
regular overh=l dur-n. a .. ori-y of the period.

0. Naval ]unfir- 3upport (;OFS). V'NN ships provided
: :'or tactical operations on 12 missions, A total of
nine ships were assigned to these missions at various
coastal areas as requested ty field and territorial
ground forces, as well as other naval commands. Expen-
ditures included 160 rounds of 3", 40 rounds of 81mm,
1530 rounds of 40mm, 1290 rounds of 20mm, and 1285 rounds
of 50 caliber ammunition.

e. Combat Operatios. During the quarter VNN units
were involved in 89 fire fights, 14 mining incidents,
six attacks by fire and one sapper attack-in addition
to the January sea battle with PRC craft in the Paracel
Island Group. These actions led to a total of 207 VIN
caoLaties (of which 34 died), with 54 additional
personnel listed as missing in action (from the Paracel
battie) and believed dead. Following the usual pattern,

(I incidents within RN:1 were iritiated by both sides and
incluoed unprovoked attacks by enemy forces as well as

( , 7 - !
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I ~ ~~which VNINN units p~~

f'. Mdkorng -,-.. )iIg the qua:'ter 13 regular
and two specla! :' esocorted, to the . ambodian
bordev .Ail no pr..: - tertory

g.Cargo rnoveo b L"T's under operational control
Of the Central Lo -ics Command was as Lollows:

MONTH A:,!OUNT (SHORT TONS) NUIBER OF TRIPS

JAI4UJIA RY i,.9313

FEbRIJARY 4~350 12

?ARh 71' 7

-" - ca-abi14-,,

A1 i- V: t; improved

.1 IA05 trb~

W i irC h , Ct 11 ue n t I e apparent evem Lin relation to
cori~ciavess-I -- .lV territ o:1al waters,

and o ~ ~ ~ -t ''es. Partial
S on en -,. na ntenance

I~m -;c4:r?; at
-1evels to sw stage of VP,,.' development.

VNN lii; sortfail is arroached'1by AO.31F I .ngm-n nwt
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t.L relative I m:.,' - . . dua ly '. .s- as
VNN's technical cavabi1I:.es :.evelop.

d. A final major s:!-,tfall is the mundane but
nevertheles-s urvent nroi.'-m of' food aboard VTN ships.
RVNAF messes ar i rair: j 'i : Individual food allow-
ances ..:ich are univeo' :i ,i r~ecognizel as pitifully
inad.elu:ate. Ta,Iitl mA", hlever, messes at shore
bases are supplemented by a variety of means such as
unit fishing, farming, ani livestock raising projects.
While past studies havc i,ientitied general food
deficiencies throughout PNN and the rest of RVNAF,
these deficiencies are 2m.:3idered to have special
urgency aboard Fleet Com: and ships. The operating
schedules of V;" Fleet Coi.mand Ships minimize the
opportunity for food sti-pplement projects, which makes
the blue water av, wi,'-ely vulnerable to this problem.
The ef-,cts f ,t on are compounded by the
una t ....e C I . .y and spiraling food prices.
The :esu;6, i : v :; : .. blue water sailor is

c a,'quate and unhealthy
diet ,1-1In . V.. .ast able to gain relilef

oV -: .ne farm nrojact seeks
to pa'aily _ L . ,and the tooi_ is
presently beling .... Aos:!c in search of a more
genierai I -I.

--------------------

~ut '[:i , i Mee.t :,-- ' t operational requirements
h! 1h,, . I1,3 1

b. ,'il..i a i - e,'e .. ve use of
available capaabd-.'! t:, quipment and trained
personnel assets Is ot'ten fisappointing. There are
general i id.ca tio"a than r rt-ea in com.mand manage-
ment areas ii not. ken *. twth progress toward V7IN's
technical sei!' 6"ic"- I _1lis is evident in such
areas a6 uti-t . , personnel, an-7 management
of maintian, -: . _ a:r ncal support programs.
; Althought.w ., nai oblems, VNN's progress

.a t-, _,....,. is increasing the
need fo- . ,u . - ,--'furmance at all levels.

Failure to meet thes-..g pressures and chal-
lenges t.','ri c a " ten fragile area:s of
morale, cont".1-r:ce ii. 'i ness posture. Com mand
trianagement. is Aehu u1 see, .... ,,t of increasing

' relative impoirtanue at . 1 , :-:Is within VN (not just
at te mtiddle marnav " ,. In addressing this

'. -,.,Rit[
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LV,,,A,i buL crL cal area, AOSND is seeking primarily
to support developinent of "closed circuit" programs
which link together' clearly identified requirements
and functional responsibilities. An important step
in that direction has proven to be the seminar-like
iaetingo of the recently established "Warship Armament
2tldy and Improvement Committee". While many topics

raied, these mcetings are helping to define both
individual requirements and supporting responsibilities
reeded for improved operational readiness.

I
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CHAPTER 8

VIETNAMESE MARINE CORPS (VNMC)

1. (C) PERSONNEL:

a. Authorization. The total VNMC personnel authori-
zation as of 31 March 197~4 was 15,882 Marines, with 964
officers, 2,490 non commissioned officers (NCO's), and
12,428 other enlisted. These figures represent a ten
percent increase in-the manning level approved by the
Joint General Staff (JGS) in December 1973.

b. Strength. The VNMC reported a current on board
strength of 14,993 Marines at the end of March 1974.
This figure includes 988 officers, 2,334 NCO's, and
11,671 other enlisted Marines. Deducting 1,709 personnel
in recruit training status leaves an on board strength
of 13,284 Marines. The personnel authorization and cur-
rent strength of the VNMC is indicated by grade as follows:

RANK AUTHORI ZED ASSIGNED

Major General 1 0

Brigadier General 1 1

Colonel 9 5

Lieutenant Colonel 34 18

Major 75 33

Captain 262 137

First Lieutenant )285

Second Lieutenant) 582 143

Warrant Officer )366

Master Sergeant 49 50

Gunnery Sergeant 326 201

8-1
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RANK (CONT) AUTHORIZED ASSIGNED

Staff Sergeant 787 824

'Sergeant 1328 1259

Corporal 2213 1096

Lance Corporal 1755 1739

Private First Class 2898 4733

Private Second Class 4118 4103

Pipeline 1444

TOTAL 15,882 14,993

2. (C) PERSONNEL READINESS:

a. During the continuing period of comparative lull
in the general tempo of operations, the VNMC personnel
readiness posture continues to be reflected by such factors
as alertness, troop morale, and training. The VNMC Divi-
0.i alns highly alert, troop morale is high, and
training is both active and excellent in quality. During
present conditions, training programs are especially tan-
gible reflection of VNMC personnel readiness. Both in-
ternal and external training programs receive emphasis
at the highest command levels with very positive results.
Early in the quarter, the VNMC Mobile Training Team com-
pleted its scheduled on the job training (OJT) program
for all nine infantry battalions. The specialized tech-
nical training provided on a short term basis by this
program has proven to be of valuable assistance to each
battalion commander. A recent series of visits and in-
spections of the VNMC Training Center by the Chief, VNMC

Vi Logistics Support Branch, DAO, revealed distinctly im-
pressive professionalism exhibited by VNMC officers and
NCO's conducting all phases of training. The center is

maintained in outstanding condition, its program is well
organized, and it produces excellent results. The opera-
tion of this center is considered to represent a positive
example for other RVNAF services.

.1'
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". he use :cf .B,...ic... Readers and the avallability
of more accurate Federal Stock umber (FS) listings have
greatl-. imprcved the VNf.KC requisitioning and accountabi-
lity system. Use of the Microfiche system has signifi-
cartly reduced the errors in FSN's and nomenclature which
abort requisitions.

c. The overall VNMC supply management program con-
tinues to improve. Outstanding VNMC requisitions are
beginning to be filled by the ARVN logistics system and
some critical support areas are improving. The internal
VNMC supply system continues to be rated as excellent.

d. A particularly encouraging development was ARVN
responsiveness in replacing the single battery charger
which the VNMC is authorized in support of its TOW mis-
sile sections in Military Region i (MR I). The battery
charger broke down and was subsquently air evacuated to
Saigon, replaced from ARVN controlled maintenance float
system, and its replacement returned to the VNMC in MR I
in less than 36 hours.

5. (C) OPERATIOIS:

a. There continued to be no significant change in
the cnerational pcsture of the VN ,.C Division during the
quarter. The Division continues to occupy its extended
defensive positions in northern MR I with its nine or-
ganic infantry battalions reinforced by the 15th Ranger
Group consisting of three light infantry battalions.
The Division's assigned area of operations (AO) encom-
passes over 1600 square miles of very diverse terrain
facing three North Vietnamese Army (NVA) divisions in
defensive positions to the north and west. All three

enemy divisions occupy their positions in depth with Main
Force Viet Cong units disposed in front of the regular

j forces. Only minor enemy contacts, however, occurred dur-
ing the quarter. VNMC casualties were 14 KIA, and 55 WIA.

b. The 12 civic action platoons continue to operate
in their assigned villages and hamlets, living with the
civilian population. The primary civic action effort was
the urgently needed rice distribution to the destitute
population within the VNMC AO.

48-4
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6. (C) SHORTFALLS:

a. Amphibious assault training continues to be a
shortfall. Although the topic receives priority emphasis
within VNMC, a lack of sufficient sealift assets restrict
VNN support.

b. While the level of maintenance and spare parts
support by ARVN is improving, and has in some instances
been excellent, it continues to be generally disappoint-
ing. The level of this support has been the principal
limitation to VNMC operational readiness.

c. Due to a lack of personnel with sufficiently high
Engltsh language capability, several valuable off-shore
training courses have had to be cancelled. A related
training problem has been the lack of sufficient techni-
cal training manuals that have been translated into Viet-
namese. Both of these problems are receiving priority
attention.

7. (C) CONCLUSIONS:

a. Despite some significant maintenance and logisti-
cal support shortfalls, the VNMC Division remains one of
the most effective and combat ready fighting units of
RV*.A.. Morale :s high and operational readiness is excel-
lent. The pride, professionalism, and cohesion of the
VNMC, as well as its very noteworthy internal training
programs, are an excellent example for the rest of RVNAF.

b. The effort to gain satisfactory spare parts and
maintenance support from the ARVN logistics system must
receive continuing emphasis.

4 8-54CONFIDENTIAL
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1CHAPTER 9

TERRITORIAL FORCES

1. (C) REGIONAL FORCE/POPULAR FORCE (RF/PF):

a. This chapter presents an updated view of the
Republic of Vietnam Territorial Forces (TF) and signi-
ficant changes and/or modifications in their organiza-
tion, mission, and employment that reflects progress
or regress since the previous quarterly assessment.
This assessment is based upon a compilation of staff
and field activity reports from the Republic of Vietnam
Armed Forces (RVNAF), the Defense Attache Office (DAO)
and a reduced US Embassy field operations staff, to
determine whether or not the RF/PF have, or are, effec-
tively adjusting to the current ceasefire situation,
militarily, politically and psychologically. Cognizance
is taken of continuing heavy enemy pressure and cease-
fire violations that have occurred during this quarter.

b. General Background (RF/PF). A significant
change was recently initiated by the Government of
Vietnam (GVN). It includes an additional subdivision
in the military territorial organization chain of
command. This decision initiated a plan by which ap-
proximately 7,6U0 HF officers and NCOs will be assigned
to nearly 2,600 sub-subsectors throughout the country,
ifn an effort to extend, consolidate, and reinforce
security down to the village/hamlet level.

(FIGURE 9-1)

2. (C) REGIONAL FORCES (RF):

a. No significant change since the previous as-
sessment.

b. Present RF strength is over 301,000 men;a
decrease of 6,000 from that reported in the previous
assessment. This represents a reduction of approxi-
mately 11,000 men from a CY 73 peak strength of
312,000 in August. Cause for this decrease stated

" 9-1
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in the previous assessment remains unchanged, with
the exception that there has been a significant
increase in desertions during this quarter. Refer
to Chapter 12 for additional information. There is
little reason to believe that the RF will reach
authorized strength of 324,799, but rather it is
expected there will continue to be a steady decline
in their ranks, particularly as increasing combat
personnel losses, increasing desertions, normal
attrition, and a gradual thinning out process takes
its toll.

(Figure 9-2)

c. In the previous assessment the dissolution
of the RF/PF Central Improvement Committee was
discussed. Although the Central Improvement Com-
mittee, and similar committees down to and including
sector, subsector and special zones, have been dis-
solved, the JGS still maintains its membership on
the GVN Central Reconstruction and Development
Council (CRDC), presided over by the Prime Minister.
The Chief/JGS is represented on this Council by
the Assistant Chief of JGS for Community Security,
Development and Pacification. This Council is re-
sponsible to the President of the Republic of
Vietnam (RVN) for establishing programs and policies
of the Four-Year Community Defense and Local Develop-
ment (CD&LD) Plan, which is updated each year. The
J-3/JGS is charged with the responsibility of formulat-
ing policies and directives to be implemented by Corps/
MR Commanders and Sector Commanders on employment/
deployment of the RF/PF in support of territorial
security of the rural populace, and support of
territorial security programs outlined in the GVN CD&
LD Plan. Progress in providing this territorial
security varies from Corps to Corps and ranges from
poor to good, which is basically unchanged from the
previous quarter. There appears to be nothing in
motion at this time that will significantly improve
this situation.

d. Organization.

(1) There have been structural changes and
consolidation of existing RF unit strengths during
the quarter, due primarily to increasing combat

CONFIDENTIALt p
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losses, continuing high rates of desertion and
continuing redeployment of RF battalions and sup-
porting units outside their assigned sectors to
reinforce ARVN. Principal changes consist of:
reduction in TO&E strength of the RF rifle company
and separate company from 119 to 118, reduction in
TO&E strength of the RF battalion from 561 to 556
men, and a reduction in number of battalions under
the command and control of the Sector Tactical
Command Post (STCP) from five battalions to four.

(2) The most significant change in RF opera-
tional policy during this quarter has been the
creation of Sub-Subsector Headquarters by the GVN.
As directed, the JGS proposed a plan to the Ministry
of National Defense (MOND) by which the RF authorized
strengths from top to bottom will be traded off (or
reduced) to provide the necessary manpower to fill
the space requirements for this newly created ad-
ministrative subdivision.

(3) The accepted Sub-Subsector Plan calls for an
RF force of approximately 7,800 men; 5,200 officers
and 2,600 NCO's, that, in six separate phases, will
be eventually assigned to nearly 2,600 sub-subsectors
throughout the country to execute the activation
plan as prescribed by JGS and MOMD. The sub-sub-
sectors (village/hamlet complexes) are to be selected
on the basis of the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES)
ratings, starting with the lesser security rated
villages, i.e., D and E, then gradually increasing
to the more secured C, B and A rated villages/hamlets.

(4) Figure 9-3 depicts the proposed JGS activa-
tion schedule of the sub-subsector plan, outlining
the number of Sub-Subsectors in each Military Region
(MR) that are scheduled to be activated during each
of the six phases. Figures 9-4 and 9-5 outline the
organization of the Sub-Subsector headquarters and
Sub-Subsector signal communication system.

e. Mission. (Restatement from previous assess-
ment). "The RF support the GVN national goals and

4 nation building programs at the rural level by pro-
viding and maintaining adequate territorial security,
and conducting mobile offensive, reconnaissance and
intelligence operations against enemy main force
and Viet Cong (VC) local force units. JGS has
directed MR Commanders to continue to place command

9-6
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c units outside their assigned sectors,
r GS fild reports. DurIng, this cuarter,
--"s m rifl- i-o-,ranies vere er'oveK

.................... ectors- to reinforce ARV. , or
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.n~v .u''tu.:- 7 la, gest numiber of t .~continu.:i .Z, reFltataus in. a n ..

a'U. and l')inh Din", Po ce :-,.. ) andr. , .. - Tuong

and Chuonir Thien Prcvince: (,IF. 4). T,!F 3 an area
iat .%,as relytivev -Qiet in t :e , uarter -Y 73,

became a hotbed of' enemy offensive activity during
this quarter, as one battalion and 14 separate RF
companies were redeployed along major Infiltration
routes, lines of communica-tions (TO's) and defensive
cerimeters leading to and around the Saigon Capitol
area. Undoubtedly, as Corps/MR Commanders continue
to realign, consolidate and deploy ARVN combat forces
in their tactical areas, increasing n" bers of ?F
units and supporting forces will be expected to fill
the void created with the departure of ARVN Regular
For c e-Z7".

(2) Durinp The first cusrter CY 1974, the
n.my initiated a total 5,--4 incidents aoainst

territorial force:., and i nfilcteJ a total of 7,271
caisualties. This reflects an increase of 720 and
1,::l respectively, since the orevious assessment.
Of this total, 3,965 incidents and 4,643 casualties
occurred in MR 4. Field commanders have been ge-
nerally critical of RF/PF combat operational per-
7 rmance. However, during the Past six months combat
:"sonnel losses have been significantl increasing.
there is validity in field reporting, the kill

ratio between RF/P? units and enem.' forces has been
running more than 3 to i in favor of the RF/F.

g. Concert of Employment.

(1) Overall performance would improve with more
frequent stand downs from operations for rest and re-
cuperation, a more rigid policy for rotation of units
deployed outside their home sectors, and more frequent
visits of appropriate JGS and MR staff officers to
insure that TF policies are being implemented. Enfor-
cement of territorial security policies and prudent
employment of the TF continues to be a metter of command
emphasis.

(2) A review of redeployments of RF for the
first quarter CY 7! reflects that while some units
have been returned to their home sectors from pro-

A ..cnged dcployments, :.any others have remained on
Vi continuous operation out LIe their assigned sectors

CN 9-TI~CONFIDENTIAL
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axr a o- a,: s i: months. This is in contravention

c establisned JO'S policy that permits MR Ccrmaners

to redeploy R: units outside their assigned sectors
o!L for periods from ten days to a maximum of three

(3) RF field operations employ 45 Sector Tactical
Command Posts (STCPs), 360 battalions which include
1,440 RF rifle companie_ , and 372 separate companies,
throughout the 44 provinces of the four MRs. Ad-
ditionally, RF are manning and maintaining a total
of 1,252 various size outposts (down slightly from
December 1973), ranging in size from major operating
"ases of battalion level down to and including squad
size. The problems of command and control of such
a large and well dispersed fcrce inhitits solution of
-c::i. ex log-istical, maintenance and oeraticn-al Drotlems.

3. (C) POPULAR FORCE (P7).

a. 'o significant change in organizational
sratement. Current strength is reported at over
1;0,000; a decrease of approximately 2,000 from
t>at reported in the previous assessment. Monthly
strength of the PF has varied only slightly since
September 1973, although their combat losses have
iicreased significantly, attesting to the fact that
the PF experience little trouble in replacing losses.
Authorized strength remains at 206,000 consisting
of 6,699 29-man platoons. Actual number of platoons
was reported at 6,587 of which 6,356 were deployed,
the remainder held in zero balance reserve, allowing
spaces for pipeline replacements.

(Figure 9-6)

b. There has been no significant change that
would alter PF performance in manning and maintain-
ing a large number of interlocking outposts through-
out the country. More than one-third of their
operational strength is still used for this purpose.
":This has caused a degradation of their primary mission to
provide territorial security, defend the villages/hamlets
prevent internal VC infiltration and protect resources,
Ins of communication and vital installations.

c. Overall PF performance generally remains
from poor to good, with occasional isolated cases of
excellent performance against the enemy, as enemy

9-14
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cositions significantly increased

. e q,:ter o-.er that reported during the
L..:c 2 , trez 1-73. Although overall performance

.......... .. .. baicaly unchanged from the previous assess-
-,ol battlefield performance (if MR reportz

Sr.:t e reflects that PF continue to inflict
e the number of enemy casualties that

. .. . jl(, souroes stated that more
:,et ' i inzrectlons of ?F oositions have
,- .t e urin: this cu"rter than durina

thie oevious quarter. JGS/J-3 continues to monitor
the PF program for the Chief/JGS and has conducted

in... easing number of field visits to insure com-
pii.-,,_- with JGS directives. JGS/J-3 stated that,
doiu ..... i upon the secu-rity situation, a fixed

:f ?F platoons will be visited each month in
ci with visits to RF units. The JGS/IG

al_'ndicated the RF/PF Inspection Division1 i n-:: 1n the orccess c3 completing its annual
, ons, results of which i.,ill be available for

:;.-.. .rtarly assessment

ST . .AT . ' -

Central Logistics Commrand (CLC) sources
st1ti that the RFi?? Quarterly Logistical Status

:-1l not 'ne available oubl!cation until
a : a >is S ssnemnt, as s Is still being reviewed

review panel prior to submisslon to the
-"" .I- . CLC reports, ho,";ever, that in-

es that .-.. once a p !revalen problem in the
........... ia-e -een signifIcantly improved.

5 C ') LOGISTICS.

Same as 4 above. The DAO will continue to
pursue improvement of the logistics situation of the

I~
C ,TRAINING.

Status of RF/PF training is covered in• ]Chapter 1].

7. ( ) DESERTIONS.

Status of F;/ 7 lesertions and.absenteeism
a is c,.',ered in '.,ater 12.
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:To si.--r' Icant ch.nre from r'' '  - as-es
.. ot. .

. ) .MORALE.

This subject is covered in C-.aer 12 .

10. (C) SHORTFALLS.

a. There has been no significant change in
prcvious reported shortfalls during this quarter.
T:e following, ho,..ever, capsulizes some of the more
prevalent shortfalls previously reported that
continually plague the RF/PF:

(1) Inadesuate an.d inequitable logistical sup-
ocr-- Rz/PF cetinu s to be a p,-essing problem,
altcu:h JGS,,"CLC states that this support is gradual-
ly imoroving. Logistical support of RF/PF units
.a t..a an- mi-ntain ac:oximatel- 5,500 widely

sclattered outosts re7-ans a serious oroblem due
t, extremely lii.ited surface transpovtatlon and
dedicsted air assets required to furnish
-s_.zantial and a3euate tact'ial Suppcrt. A
Si n cant nm:ber of these outposts are situated
.:n reas that 2an only bo supported by ! hel _oz ters.

(2: The S/PP con,inue to be plagued by many
of the same problems reported in previous assess-
...e nts: a high rate of ceze-rtions and absenteeism,
poor morale, inadequate subsistence allowance (when
compared to an ever increasing cost of living),
a lack of adequate and effective leadership, in-

-4adequate unit refresher training and leadership
training, and often inconsistent equipment and main-
tenance support. In varying degrees, these problems
continue to contribute to mediocre RF/PF performance
ncn,: low state of combat readiness. In view of this,
thle Che f/JGS continues to place command emphasis
on ,R Commanders and Sector Commanders to upgrade
and improve the -2F program.

(3" Inconsistent and ineffective command and
control of the RF/7F at all levels still remains
_t p--,D_em, as :.K ,.manlers, in increasing frequency,

S redeploy RF units outside their home sectors for
prolonged and unspecified periods of time. The JGS

9-17'
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i ":: . . .. S_:- i - in, i tati n :ha P.F n itsz

. ,-,er he sectors 's
[,.::< -:7:,-= <, --.! v :R Y_-_-_anders. as e.- < ._ t "

I S' t: de _c e nt reoors.

- '3AT P-E" SFLF-7D)--F ='S E FCRCE (?SDB-).

.. -te..nt _ Directives #02383/QP/';C/4-247/
,at- 14 :.'r 74 has placed the Combat Peoples

l _:'-noe Forces rS:F) under JGS for tactical
Slogistics and training. Acting quickly under
- a .t'.rity the new.: Chief of Staff/jGS issued a

(#1.725/TTM/P31/K, dated 23 March 1974)
iire.-z measures to r educe PSDF weapons losses and
m_-re ffectivaly employ these forces in the defense
"i :lagts/ham]ets and wards. This memorandum focuses

azentlocn on and provides guidance for correcting the

(1) Failure zo properly screen and monitor the
-- _s f infiltration of insurgent or VC ele-

_.. -.zs t-at have Thrgely been responsible for under-
: linc- and subverting local authority, contributing

losses of PSDF weapons and equipment, and pro-
selyiing PSDF members.

,:_ Failure of ,._4ary and civilian authorities
c insur proper distribution, maintenance, and

''2urate accountability of weao.ons, and for not
.atlizhinL adequate measures or controls to pre-

vent these weapons from falling into enemy hands.

(3) Lack of organization and careful selection
of PSDF leadership, hindering effective supervision,
direction and management of the PSDF mission to help
provide effective village/hamlet security.

(4) Military Regions (MRs), Sectors, Special
,' ubsectors, Subsectors, and Sub-Subsectors are
direc ted to implement the memorandum as follows:

(a) Restructure and realign the present PSDF
organization into smaller cells and combined teams

Thin the village/hamlet complex, to allow faster
reaction to emergency situations. Selection of prior
combat experienced military personnel or qualified
PSDF cadre to be assigned to positions of Cell,
Team or Cornbined Te'...Leaders.
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CITIIICY: T 1 - C'.e~ re!~e~.s~ ianc o, HV17AF
technicians zo anzsein _theult-
in 1RVNAF Eradua1ly e xperien~ce necessary for

sef-utfiiecv rt:e past "_u :::ter, a,- an ex-
ample, 22 AF-.VN me 7cn~ca1 ass ;:tance teams were
disratched 1uithout t-;~ca US contractor
personnel. Plans are to r"o1Y more -ea 1Th or RVNAFT tech-
nical assistance perscnni~ on to od'al.'aown US contractor
suoport commensurate i-Ath !AP, d emonstr'ated proficiency.
In this connection, !71esn clans are to dra-vdown Area
Maintenance Suppl::- 71 ":- 'I-k--ietnm (Jil-Y7-) contractor
support from 4Th8_ to 2' tc:-ncans by i September 74.

2.(U) CO%",.j I UCL. r - C

a. Currently, F.- .F -'=, technical sup-
port1 by 27 U 7 c-'acor scontr-act will.
excz re on 16 J acua,_. 7t s projected-
t'oat RVU1 A:F-C!4A, will cin n all areas ex-
cept engineering-. fulrnioL only five US
cont-ractor per5.-e . ex_.rao~on date to

~~~~ ',-j-- adi ~ y engineering

duri-no- this e r 1o4 of-e same aeficiei-
c e ore vi ou sl -y re~ I,_a u-,ate preventive

m-a inte nan c e, d efe~ c -ies ,-t nave been removed.
from equipment but . to the A7,SF-V for re-
pair, and inadequate Loeco e ad List" (FILL) being
maintained at some inre crate Communicat ions System (ICS)
sites. Sig_-nificant icr:noted during this quarter
were that no re-route cl ans exist at the underseas cable-
heads for the underseas cabTh sy~stems and test equipment
has been evacuated for re-a r wvithout follow up acti-on
to determine st atus.

3. (U) SINGLE !1-',~E LTAY(ELCMU~c:os
SYSTEI,,! '3~

and ma Int nc e~ c- Ve eb~i

U NCIWSIFIED
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assistance. r,. reIi litle., a tta-*.- urinz this
reoortin ,ercd were as f ol v1s:

JAjAR FRAY MARC H

99.97% 99.95' 99.95%

SIMS reliability remained high and relatively stable.
The upward trend from the September 1973, all-time low
of 99.48 percent is attributed in part to the ARVN Signal
Department's newly organized Quality Assurance (QA) pro-
gram and the increased self-sufficiency.

(Figure 10-1)

b. Undersea cable systems.

(1) The RVNAF operate five Cablehead (CHD) ter-
minals. The German multiplex equipment at thne cable
heads has functioned well. Assessing RVNAF mainte-
nance capabilities at these terminals is difficult due
to the high reliability of the equipment.

(2) During past cable outages, RVNAF personnel have
experienced difficulties in locating undersea cable
faults. Additional training is being provided to cable-
hea d personnel in isolation ani fault location.

'3) Ddfficulties r 'eviousiy experienced by the
cable repair ship CS etune in gaining entry to Viet-
namese coastal waters has been resolved between the
American Embassy and the GVN.

(4) A cable break occurred in the 439L "G" Link,
V ung Tau - Vayama cable system on 18 February 1974. One
group (77006), consisting of five channel groups, was
altrouted through the ICS (NHA/PKU/WRN). The time re-
quired for the ARVW' nersonnel to accomplish the altroute
of communications as a result of this break was 15 hours
compared to 7? hours for a previous break which occurred
23 November 1973.

(Figure 10-2)

c. € Switchino Centurs (TSC).4
(1) Tiie conditio:n of the four RVNAF TSCs ranged

from .- or (Tan Son 71hut) tc fair (Can Tho) in FY74.
RVI'AF persornel have suffic17nt expertise to adequately

10-2
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operate and maintain these sites; however, site condi-

tions did not reflect their capabilities. Visits to
TSCs revealed the following:

(a) Inadequate Supply Support. The three VNAF
operated tandems (Tan Son Nhut, Da Nang and Nha Trang),
in particular, were adversely affected by poor supply
support. This was because VNAF operated TSCs had to
submit requisitions through VNAF supply channels instead
of requisitioning directly from the AMSF-V. This long
supply chain proved detrimental to VNAF Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) efforts. The problem was compounded
by a shortage of TSC peculiar items such as relays and
printed circuit boards at the AMSF-V. The RVNAF are
aware of the situation and a joint CMA, ARVN and VNAF
investigation team is studying this problem. Despite
these efforts, it is expected that supply will remain
a problem for a least the remainder of this FY.

(b) The RVNAF were reluctant to report Hazardous
Conditions (HAZCONs) and request higher echelon main-
tenance. Again, this was especially true of VNAF
<andems. VNAF tandems were reluctant to request help
since all higher echelon maintenance assistance had to
come from the ARVN. For example, the TSN TSC was allowed
to deteriorate to a poor condition before pressure from
DAO and RVNAF JGS/J6 forced them to declare a HAZCON.
Telephone call completion rates subsequently improved
due to technical assistance provided by A7'SF-V and the
ARVN Signal Dept. Critical repairs and adjustments
were accomplished Ly the RVNAF without the assistance of
US contractor technicians. This is indicative of the
increase in RVNAF maintenance assistance capabilities.
Correction of some deficiencies was delayed due to non-
availability of repair parts.

c. Poor maintenance practices. Regular preven-
tive maintenance and routine equipment repair were not
being properly performed. The RVNAF are capable of
operating and maintaining tandems at acceptable levels;
however, stronger supervision is required to improve the
overall maintenance posture.

d. Dial Telephone Exchanges (DTE).

(1) The RVNAF operate 26 DTEs as part of SIMS. DTE
capacities were engineered to satisfy previous Free World
Military Forces (FWMF) communications requirements. Con-

v' sequently, most of the DTEs have an excess capacity and

10-6UNCLASSIFIED
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tional materials required were not available in country
and IRAN start dates were delayed. The Saigon trunk
cable IRAN was also delayed for lack of materials. This
problem was elevated to the RVNAF JOS/J6 level and
responsible staff elements instituted a search for the
materials. Representatives of DAO, RVNAF JGS/J6 and ARVN
Signal Department located outside/inside plant
materials in a storage area at the AMSF-V. The material
had been in open storage and some of the items had been
damaged by exposure to the elements. It was noted that
the materials were not carried on RVNAF inventory records,
therefore, requisitions were not filled.

e. QA Program.

(1) ARVN Signal Department has two QA teams made
up of five members each and each QA team is composed
of three sections. They are the Integrated Communica-
tions System (ICS) section (microwave radio, multi-
plexers, and tech control), tactical section (tactical
communications equipment), and the DTE/TSC section.
As of 31 Mar 1974, the TSC portion of the DTE/TSC sec-
tion was not yet functional.

(2) The extensive contractor technical assistance
and training effort in support of the QA program are
to be phased out during the 1st quarter FY75.

f. Air conditioning and power generating equipment.

(1) Surveillance visits to SIMS sites to evaluate
the status of air conditioning and power generating
equipment revealed the following:

(a) Deficiencies, previously reported, still
exist in the areas of power generation and air condi-
tioning. Problems resulting from the energy crisis have
had an adverse affect on the progress of RVNAF self-
sufficiency, e.g., non-availability of lubricants and
solvents, low fuel reserve and lack of water due to the
utilities conservation procedures.

(b) Many power plant operators, although they have
completed formal training and an adequate period of OJT,
have not increased in their efficiency. In some instances
emergency procedures have been ignored.

(c) Logs, charts and records continue to be main-tained sporadically and improperly.

10-10
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(2) Many site OICs and NCOICs are not effective

leaders. They do not demand good maintenance habits,
nor honest and accurate entries in the various cpera-
tion and maintenance logs. They tend to regard the
power plant and air conditioners as incidental L_ the
communications functions and still do not know how to
"tie it all together."

d 4. (C) SELECTED C-E EVALUATIONS:

a. Tactical communications complexes.

In MR 4, communications failures at isolated RF and
PF outposts during enemy attacks have been observed.
Generally, these failures have been attributed to
inadequate physical protection for communications faci-
lities. Emphasis will be placed on adequate bunker
and sandbag installations similar to those used pre-
viously by US special forces personnel at remote camps.

b. Sensors.

During this reporting period, surveys were initiated
to determine sensor requirements for perimeter defense
of vital installations with emphasis placed on POL and
ammunition dumps. Surveys should be completed during
the next quarter, and the new requirements estabished.

c. VNAF Ground and Air/Ground Radio Equipment.

Equipment appears to be adequate to RVN needs. Tech-
nicians, in general, have the ability, training, and tech-
nical knowledge to operate and maintain the equipment.
However, poor logistic support precludes the VNAF, in
many instances, from performing required maintenance/
repair in a timely manner. Inoperative equipment, down
for repair, adversely affects both operations and mainte-
nance. Consequently, it is difficult to evaluate in
depth RVN capability to operate and maintain the equip-
ment. The VNAF has a very good nucleus of trained qua-
lified personnel; however, due to the number of VNAF C-E
facilities that must be manned the required number of
skilled personnel cannot be provided at all locations.

d. Weather Facilities.

Basically, the VNAF are proficient in the operation

and maintenance of the various weather equipment and
systems. Training on the MKR-9 Muirhead recorders was
completed 31 March 1974. RJ-4 weather fax equipment is
being satisfactorily operated and maintained. Telauto-
graph equipment has been a constant operation and main-
tenance problem. However, problems are identical to

10-11
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those experienced by USAF prior to withdrawal. Deterio-
rated cable plants which preclude obtaining the necessary
quality circuitry and lack of repair parts are the major
problems. Nearly all units are now out-of-service, either
due to defects or no requirement by the VNAF. Units are
in storage at local communications squadrons.

5. (U) LOGISTICS.

a. Maintenance.

(1) AMSF-V

(a) The production of repaired components at AMSF
remained relatively constant over the quarter. A
significant increase in the deadline rate is anticipated
during the next quarter due to the fund constraints which
has shut off parts procurement since 31 December 1973. The
status of unserviceable components at AMSF is depicted
on the chart.

(Figure l0-4)

(b) The current backlog of 609 items at AMSF re-
presents 1.3 months workload based on the monthly com-
pletion average of 482 items for the past 12 months.
The monthly maintenance shop backlog at the AMSF includes
those items deadlined for parts.

(Figure 10-5)

(c) AMSF "call-out" teams consisting solely of
ARVN technicians performed maintenance at several
SIMS sites. All sites visited were removed from HAZCON
status by ARVN personnel. The increased proficiency
and confidence developed by this action has had a
heartening effect on AMSF operations.

(2) 60th Signal Base Depot.

(a) Contractor personnel are providing formal
and practical training to the ARVN personnel. This
training is designed to raise the ARVN self-sufficiency
in performing higher echelons of C-E equipment repair
and maintenance. A recently organized Quality Assurance
and Quality Control activity will also provide an addi-
tional capability within the depot for ensuring a higher
level of performance and a higher quality of maintenance.
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The estimated level of the ARVN self-sufficiency in depot
maintenance *at th 0hSDb ao equipment; areas is

EQUIPMENT SELF-SUFFICIENCY LEVEL

GrudSurveillance Radar 65%

Radio65

Telephone 75%

Teletype 70%

Test, Measuring and Diagnostic 70%
Equipment (TMDE)

Photographic 65%

Tilodules 70%

Sens ors 65%

The 60th SBD presently has limited space, tools and
test equipments for total support of a depot repair
and rebuild program. Additional space will be available
upon completion of the transfer of major equipment
items and supplies to the AAD at Long Binh. The required
tools and test equipments will be authorized under a
revised TOE.

(b) Presently, personnel skills are inadequate to
satisfactorily manage and execute depot maintenance
functions. To correct this deficiency, contractor per-
sonnel have trained 4~2 students. An additional 138
students are in formal training on 5th echelon rebuild
of C-E equipments. Contractor training assistance is
being programmed through FY-75. Prior to the end of FY-75
the SBD will phase in ARVN instructors to ensure continui-
ty of training programs and a continued availability of
trained personnel after contractor phaseout. Contractor
personnel also provided OJT and technical assistance in
bench repair of C-E equipment.

(c) Operations at the 60th SBD are considered
satisfactory as of the end of this quarter. The program
is expected to be impacted adversely during the 4th

V quarter due to lack of repair parts.
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(d) The Depot Maintenance Rebuild Program is

currently 10 percent behind FY-74 programmed goals.
Shortages of repairable assets and repair parts have
caused the shortfall in this program.

(Figures 10-6, 10-7)

(e) The sensor facility at the 60th SBD is capable
of performing 3d and limited 4th echelon maintenance
on sensors and ancillary equipment. 5th echelon
capability does not exist at the present time. Army
Materiel Command has been requested to conduct a study
on the feasibility of performing depot maintenance in
RVN.

(3) Radars.

The quantity of deadlined radars varied during this
quarter. Problems noted in the previous quarterly
assessement still exist. The RVNAF are aware of these
problems, and are attempting to correct them. A four
month class is scheduled ;o commence on 29 Acril 1974
at the Vung Tau Signal School.

(4) Starlight scopes.

Modification instri:ctions fcr the A /?VS-2 hawe
been distributed to - . ,i:. units. ,edium Mair.enance
Centers (MMC) have been ins r ,ted to turn in all
unmodified starlight scopes to the DS support shops for
modification. Approximately ?-C percent of the units have
been modified to date.

(5) Repair and Return (R&R) program.

(a) NMMA Maintenance Division revised their FY75
Repair and Return (R&R) program for radars, radar sub-
assemblies and radar modules. The repair and return
program for radar subassemblies and modules for the AN/
PPS-4&5, which is presently being done off-shore (CONUS),
is being revised. As a result, the function of R&R will
be done in-country by the 60th SBD. CONUS R&R for AN!
MPQ-4A Counter Mortar Radar Sets will be continued.

(b) The response on the return of sensor items
has decreased considerably since the cease fire agree-
ment but is not seriously affecting the senoor maintenance
program. There are also approximately 63 devices dead-
lined due to non-return of R&R items. Requisitions for
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the repair parts have been submitted through the National
Material Management Agency (NMMA). MMA also is follow-
ing up on the return of R&R items.

b. Depot Expansion and Improvement.

(1) The review of the updated depot upgrade plan
has been completed by the 60th SBD. All facility layouts
have been reviewed, changes and corrections have been
made, and layouts have been redrawn. A revised list of
TOE equipments for this plan is being compiled and the
final plan should be completed and forwarded to ARVN
Signal Department by 30 April 1974.

(2) The movement of equipment and supplies from the
60th SBD Storage Division to the Associated Army Depot
at Long Binh began on 12 March 1974. To date, 189 line
items with a combined weight of 107 tons have been moved.
Major items such as the Military Telecommunications
Network (MTN) equipments, photographic supplies and
repair parts made up recent shipments. This move is
scheduled to be completed in 90 days.

c. Supply.

(1) The 1MMA system is improving. An inventory
of selected Intensive Items Management System (IIMS)
assets was conducted during January 1974. The inven-
tory consisted of approximately 700 items of electrical
hardware, telephone, telegraph equipment, wi.:E, cable
and test equipment. The results showed an improved
correlation between stockage and computer inventory
over FY 74.

(2) To correct their DSU weaknesses the ARVN is
stressing training of logistics specialists. Logistics
support teams are being organized to provide guidance
and evaluate performance in the areas of due-in data
and editing.

(3) The AMSF provided supply support to SIMS and
the Army Calibration Center (ACC). There are indications
that the supply effectiveness as depicted is inaccurate.
Changes in management and revisions in reporting proce-
dures should increase the confidence level of the ef-
fectiveness data.

(Figure 10-8)
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Outs to SIS sites.

(F ure 10-9)

(5) Refrigerated Storage of Dry Batteries. A visit
to the cold storage facilities at Long Binh on 4 March
1974 revealed defective refrigeration units, identified
in the last quarterly report, had been removed for repair,
Dry batteries previously in open storage had been moved
inside. Also, recapping rubber had been removed from
the refrigeration chamber and dry batteries requiring
refrigeration were stored in the chamber.

(6) AN-PRc-25 batteries.

(a) As a res,lt of the suspension of all requisitions
at ILC, RVNAF supply of batteries for the PRC-25 tactical
field radio is in particularly poor position, with
runout proiected to occur in June at the present con-
sumption rate of 178,000 batteries per month. In order
to assure continuity of operations during the four months
lead time required to procure and deliver batteries to
RVNAF, following availability of FY75 funding in July,
712,000 batteries w1l be required in July, at an estimated
cost of $3.1 M.

(b) As a teooit of this poor' position RVNAF were
requested to consider a reduction of 25% in monthly con-
sumption, .:hich would reduce consumption to 134,000 units
per month. Uith This reduction, effective mid April,
the requirement for continuity of operations is reduced to
delivery of 496,000 units in July at a cost $2 M. Inputs
from RVNAF Division Commanders indicate the reduction in
consumption will greatly reduce flexibility of operations
and may not permit sustained operations. However, RVNAF
is attempting to make the best of a poor situation. Figure
10-10 shows both the current and projected position of
due-in and on-hand batteries and the quantities required
at current and reduced consumption levels.

(Figure 10-10)

d. In-Country Procurement:

(1) This program is being plagued by limited in-
country manufacturing capabilities, world wide shortages
of raw materials, local manufacturers looking for excessive
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profits and ironbound contracts, reluctance to invest
private capital in an unstable economy, and the lack of

assurance that capabilities to produce do exist.

(2) Contracts for production of telephone cable
awarded during FY-73 had to be terminated because the
contractor could not meet delivery dates and certain

specifications. Resolicitation actions have been ini-
tiated but no awards had been made as of 31 March 1974.

(3) Of two contracts awarded for the production of
dropwire, one was terminated due to inability to deliver.
A contract option was exercised and the total quantity
due was assigned the second contractor.

(4) Failure of local C-E equipment manufacturers
to improve the reliability of their products could have
a serious impact upon the RVNAF in the accomplishment
of their combat mission if complete dependence is placed
on this source of supply.

e. Test Measuring and Diagnostic Equipment (TMDE).

(1) The ARVN are considered to be self-sufficient in
the calibration and repair of SIMS TMDE. The phase out
of contractor assistance in January 1974 has had no signi-
ficant impact upon or caused noticeable degradation in
SIMS TMDE support to date. The ARVN have requested
additional training in the microwave calibration area.
The C-E Division is evaluating this request.

(2) The ARVN TMDE automated recall system is not
accomplishing the task as planned. The lower unit
commanders are delinquent in forwarding their equipment
to the ACC for calibration. Command emphasis is necessary
to assure the capabilities of the ARVN TMDE automated
recall system are fully utilized.

(3) There is still a lack of visibility of TMDE,
although improvements have been made in this area.
During the title transfer of communication sites to
the RVNAF, there was a considerable amount of TMDE
transferred, but few equipment serial numbers were recorded
Since title transfer, many items of TMDE have been shuffled
back and forth on hand receipts and as a result, many of
these equipments cannot be located. The Central Logistics
Command (CLC) had recently requested that reimbursement and
account adjustment be made for 92 items of TMDE believed
to have been lost. Investigation by representatives of
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the C-E Division resulted in the location of all except
13 items. Action is continuing to reconcile the re-
maining shortages.

(4) Management and control are improving each month.
Also, major emphasis is being placed upon developing a
more complete technical library.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

a. RVNAF C-E personnel are becoming technically
competent on the O&M of SIMS and tactical equipment/
sites/systems. They are self-sufficient in some areas
such as calibration and sensors. With experience, RVNAF
technicians will acquire the technical skills required
to maintain all RVNAF C-E equipment/sites/systems at an
adequate operational level.

b. In general, RVNAF technical expertise is increas-
ing; however, ineffective middle management is hampering
self-sufficiency. Many site OICs and NCOICs are not pro-
viding the leadership required to effectively implement
preventive maintenance programs. 1st and 2nd echelon
maintenance capabilities do exist; however, approved
maintenance procedures are not always being followed.

c. Assuming the RVNA? do acquire the technical and
managerial expertise required to operate, maintain and
manage their C-E assets, self-sufficiency will never
be realized until supply support is improved. Maintenance
ability and capability is being increased at all levels.
Since the effects of FY74 funding constraints have become
apparent, the supply support is expected to be less ef-
fective. With the depletion of the CONUS- RVN pipeline,
operational readiness of both fixed and tactical C-E
equipment/sites/systems will decrease. The supply situation
is expected to become critical by the end of FY74.

7. SUMMARY.

a. The objectives of the C-E Division are to in-
crease the RVNAFs capability to attain and maintain:

(1) SIMS ICS reliability at 99.98%

(2) Effective tactical C-E systems.

(3) Supply effectiveness at 85% or higher.
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(4) Effective and efficient maintenance capability.

(5) Complete self-ufficienc, o RVNAF C-E personnel.

b. It is not technically or economically feasible
to continue operation of the SIM'S in its present con-
figuration. The SIMS, designed to accommodate past
communications requirements, is oversized and overequipped
for current and foreseeable future RVNAF requirements.
Efforts are underway to reconfigure and/or reduce ICS,
DTE, TSC, and tactical capacity to tailor the systems
more closely to RVNAF needs.

c. Site conditions do not necessarily reflect skill
levels of RVNAF technical personnel. RVNAF O&M capability
is limited by diverse factors such as engineer support
(power/air conditioning), transportation, supply and
leadership. I

d. Depot level maintenance capability continues to
increase. With adequate support, the RVNAF will become
self-sufficient by the end of FY75.

I

I
I
!
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CHAPTER 11

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES (RVNAF) TRAINING

1. (C) OFFSHORE TRAINING.

a. Army of Republic of Vietnam (ARVN).

(1) Objectives of the ARVN Fiscal Year 1974
Security Assistance Training Program (SATP) remain
the same as previously reported.

(2) The following is a brief summary of the

ARVN FY74 SATP as of the end of FY3/74:

FY74 SPACES COST

Beginning Program FY3/74 492 $1,975,802

Additions 12

Deletions 15

Current Program 489 2,053,712

(3) ARVN operational requirements necessitated
making 12 additions to the program during FY3/74 as
follows:

ADDITIONAL TRAINING REQUIRED ADDITIONAL SPACES

Limited Training Program 8

FY73 University Carryover Students 4

(4) The spaces originally programmed and the
additions made to the program produced a total figure
of 504. Fifteen of these spaces were deleted from
the program as follows:

REASON DELETED SPACES

English language disqualification 3

Chief Naval Operations (CNO) cancellation 2
of training

Unnecessary English training 10

(5) The following offshore training courses were
attended by ARVN personnel during FY3/74:
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TYPE OF TRAINING COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Operations Map Compiling lI/E

Operations Photo Compiling l/E

Operations Combat Area Survey 2/0
Radar Mechanic OJT

Comm/Elec Fixed Station I/E
Technical Controller

Comm/Elec Combat Area Survey 2/0
Radar Mechanic

Comm/Elec Radio Systems Officer 2/0

Maintenance Electronic Instrument 31E
Repair

Maintenance Engineer Equipment 2/0

Repair Technician

Maintenance Harbor Craft 3/0
Engineering Officer

Maintenance Refrigeration 2/E
Equipment Repair

Maintenance Refrigeration Equipment 2/E
Repair OJT

Maintenance Calibration Technician 2/0
and Specialist

Logistics Logistics Executive 2/0
Development

Logistics Defense Depot 3/0
Operations Management

Logistics Army Integrated 3/0
Materiel Systems Management

Logistics Basic Automated Data 3/0
Processing Systems Analysis

Logistics Adv Automated Data 3/0
Processing Systems Analysis

Logistics Cargo Officer 1/0
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TYPE OF TRAINING COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Logistics Observer Logistics 2/0
Training

Logistics Computer Programmer 2/E

Logistics Supply Management 2/0
Officer

Logistics Petroleum Officer 2/0

Professional Adjutant General 2/0
Officer Advanced

Professional Financial Management 8/0

Professional Language Instructor 17/0
Refresher

Professional International Defense 8/0
Management

Professional Senior Foreign Officer 1/0
Intelligence

Professional Engineer Equipment 2/0
Officer

Professional Medical Observer 3/0

Training

Professional Language Instructor 6/0

Professional Food Inspection 2/0
Proceci res Advanced

Professional Math Re: res,,er 3/0
Post Graluate

Professional Computer Management 2/0
Post Graduate

Professional Operations Research 1/0
Systems Post Graduate

Professional Infantry Officer 5/0
Advanced

Professional Signal Officer Advanced 2/0
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TYPE OF TRAINING COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Professional Observer Training Overseas 10/0

Professional Civilian University Training 65/0*

Includes 52 carryover students from FY73.

(6) The number of students sent to Continental
United States (CONUS) for training in FY3/74 is as
follows:

MONTH QUANTITY COST

January 62 $174,230

February 20 89,270

March 20 70,785

TOTAL 102 $334,285

(7) Statistical summary of FY74 ARVN offshore
training as of the end of FY3/74 is as follows:

COURSES COMPLETED COURSES IN PROGRESS TOTAL

174 194 368

(8) The increasing ability of ARVN to effectively
plan for offshore training was again demonstrated
during FY3/74 as no spaces were cancelled due to unit
operational requirements.

(9) Significant developments during FY3/74.
The Pacific Command Army FY75 Security Assistance
Training Workshop approved 221 students to attend
383 courses at a cost of $906,120 during FY75.
Total funding in FY74 for the remaining years of
CONUS university students was also approved at the
Workshop.

(10) With the successful conclusion of the 3rd
QTR, continued success during the remainder of FY74
is anticipated and no major problems are expected
for the ARVN FY74 SATP.

b. Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF).

(1) The Fiscal Year 74 objectives for VNAF
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remains as stated in the previous assessment.
Offshore training listed below represents the current
program. As the needs of VNAF change, adjustments
are made to reflect those changing requirements. Also,
the program has changed to reflect the lack of qualified
candidates and the academic elimination of trainees.

Type Training Students Programmed Total Cost

Aircrew 868 (106)* $25,914,350

Operational 90 (20)* 231,110

Comm/Electronics 48 260,680

Maintenance 122 241,910

Logistics 38 102,250

Administrative 10 41,880

Professional/Specialized 85 2,759,930

Orientation Tour 8 10,720

Other Costs - 810,380

1269 (126) $30,373,210

Filled by students already in CONUS.

The total cost of the VNAF SATP for FY74 shows a
$436,000 decrease from the level of 31 December 1973.
This was due primarily to the early elimination of
pilot trainees. Also, there was a $51,000 reduction
in the program brought about by deleting CONUS English
language training for 49 students. These students
have achieved the required English Comprehension Level
(ECL) in-country for direct entry into CONUS technical
training.

(2) In FY 3/74, 288 students were programmed and
278 students were processed for CONUS training. The
cancellation of ten spaces brings the total number of

4 spaces cancelled to twenty for this FY. These cancel-
lations were the result of VNAF being unable to provide
qualified candidates. This was brought about by
failure to identify candidates and place them in lan-
guage training in time to qualify. Not all courses
were cancelled when qualified candidates were not
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available. During the current FY there were 30 train-
ing spaces rescheduled for later entry dates so candi-
dates could have more time to qualify. Following is
a list of CONUS training spaces programmed/filled
through the 3rd quarter FY74.

FY 2/74 FY3/74 Total

Prog Filled Prog Filled ProZ-illed

Rotary Wing Aviator 234 234 126 126 360 360

UH-I Instructor Pilot 16 16 - - 16 16

UPT-T-41/T37 195 195 45 45 240 240

F-5E Instructor Pilot 30 30 8 8 38 38

Operational 39 34 55 54 94 88

Communications/Elec 41 36 7 4 48 40

Maintenance 69 69 16 12 85 81

Logistics 18 18 7 7 25 25

Administration 2 2 0 0 2 2

Professional/Spec 58 58 16 14 74 72

Orientation Tours 0 0 8 8 8 8

Total 702 692 288 278 990 970

(3) Student elimination for academic reasons has
increased from seven as of 31 December 1973 to 29 as of
31 March 1974. Twenty of those eliminated were cadets
in the Undergraduate Helicopter Training (UHT) and
Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT) programs (13 eliminated
for English language deficiency and seven for flying
deficiency). The academic elimination rate was lower
than expected when the FY74 SATP was planned.

(4) The UPT and UHT programs for VNAF students are
progressing satisfactorily and in light of the low
attrition rate, it is possible that some UPT spaces may
be cancelled in FY4/74. When the FY74 UPT program was
planned, it was estimated that the elimination rate
would be approximately 25 percent. Based on performance
thus far the elimination rate will be approximately
16 percent. The low attrition rate appears to be the
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result of VNAF providing better qualified candidates.
Training Management Section (TMS) has increased the
ECL requirement from 55 to 65 for cadets entering CONUS
English language training. Also, the ECL requirement
for entry into the UPT or UHT programs is 80 in FY74
as compared to 75 in FY73. Closer screening of candi-
dates in-country and the increased ECL of candidates
have helped reduce the elimination rate. This reduction
in the elimination rate and the resulting decrease in
the numbers sent to UPT will reduce the cost of the
VNAF SATP for FY74.

(5) The ARVN has assumed the responsibility of
training VNAF students in certain fields common to
both services, i.e. civil engineering, police training,
accounting, etc. This action will release VNAF
instructors for duty in their respective specialties
and shift the requirement for offshore instructor train-
ing from VNAF to ARVN. TMS has cancelled two VNAF
instructor training spaces in the power production
specialty as a result of the transfer of responsibility.

(6) Over the past three years, a total of 34 VNAF
student nurses were sent to CONUS university training.
Since September 1973, three of these students have
quit school and supposedly remained in the U.S.
through marriage to U.S. citizens. This has caused
considerable concern among VNAF officials since this
can place the entire program in jeopardy if this
problem reoccurs. 7'AF has recommended the program be
shortened if possible to help solve the problem.

c. Vietnamese Navy (VNN).

(1) Representatives of TMS attended the FY75
PACOM Navy Security Assistance Training Wnrkshop in
Taipei, Taiwan during 4-7 February 1974 to present the
VNN Offshore Training Program. The workshop panel
closely scrutinized each line of training to ensure
that it contributed to strengthening the leadership
structure of RVNAF and the improvement of the in-country
training base.

(2) A generic breakout by students, spaces, and
dollars for the VNN FY75 SATP is as follows:

GENERIC CODE STUDENTS SPACES COST

NIB Operations 9 11 $19,280

NIC Comm-Elec 23 44 67,520
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NID Maintenance 10 17 19,030

NIE Logistics 11 23 25,940

NIF Administration 3 22 9,320

NIG Professional 64 89 313,530

NIP OJT Afloat Training
O/S 40 102 38,620

NIU Overseas 0 2 1,700

160 310 $494,940

N3G English Language
(Defense Language Institute Rep) 28,200

N7F Student Support,
CONUS

Total VNN Program 160 310 $526,250

(3) The following offshore training courses were
attended by VNN personnel during FY 3/74:

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Engineering BS 2/0

International Defense Management 3/0

International Navy Officer Candidate 10/0

English Language/Medical Department
Diving Officer 1/0

Senior Foreign Officer Amphibious
Warfare 1/0

Naval Staff 1/0

Foreign Officer Supply/Functional
Supply 5/0

.J Observership Medical Officer/Clinical
Laboratory 1/0

English Language/Engineering Science/ 1/0
Operations Research/Systems Analysis PG MS
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Limited Training Drogram 1/0*

Special Gunnery Training Package 2/0

Destroyer Department Heads
(Foreign Officer) 1/0

Observership Medical Officer/General
Surgery 1/0

Senior Foreign Officer, Naval
Shipyard Management 1/0

Construction Electrician Class-B/
Instructor Class-C/Course ALFA lIE

Data Processing Technician Class-A/Basic
Programming Concepts-ENL/IBM 360 Computer
System Programmer l/E

Machinery Repairman Class-B/OJT Tech/Admin
CONUS Shop Procedures/Instructor ALFA I/E

Basic Electricity and Electronics/Gunners
Mates Class-A, Phase I and II 2/E

Hull Technician Class-A, Phase I
and II 2/E

Hospital Corpsman Class-A/Physical/
Occupational Therapy Technician
Class-C l/E

Engineering Aids Class-A l/E

English Language/SCUBA Diver/Surface
EOD/(Foreign Student)/Instructor ALFA I/E

Basic Electricity and Electronics/
Construction Electrician Class-A I/E

Limited Training Program 6/E*

* VNN additions to FY74 SATP

(4) A total of five VNN officers and 18 VNN
enlisted personnel returned from attending the following
CONUS offshore training courses during FY 3/74:
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Observership Medical Officer/Internal 1/0

Naval Staff Course 1/0

Engineering BS 1/0

Military Comptrollership (Planning,
Programming, Budgeting Systems) 1/0

Limited Training at Guam 1/0

Electronics Technician Class-B/Instructor
Class-C, Course ALFA/OJT Afloat Training
CONUS 2/E

English Language Training l/E

Fire Control Technician Class-A,
Phase I and II 2/E

Limited training at Guam 6/E

Storekeeper Class-A, Instructor ALFA 5/E

Teletypewriter Maintenance Mod 23 ASR
C ldbS-C2/E

(5) Three VNN CONUS courses were cancelled during
FY 3/74 due to inability to provide language qualified
candidates. Following are the courses cancelled and
number of spaces affected:

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Financial Management 1/0

Destroyer Department Heads (FO) 1/0

English Language/SCUBA Diver Surface
EOD/Naval EOD (Foreign Student)
Instructor ALFA l/E

(6) Fourteen VNN courses were rescheduled during
FY 3/74 affecting 46 officer and six enlisted spaces.
Courses were rescheduled to allow sufficient leadtime
for processing 40 officer students for orientation and
indoctrination cruises and to allow VNN to provide
language qualified candidates.
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(7) No appreciable progress was made in obtaining

language qualified candidates for CONUS courses during
FY 3/74 as compared with FY 2/74, however, 126 candidates
were tested at the Armed Forces Language School. One
hundred twenty six candidates are presently enrolled in
language training or a full time basis to ensure qualified
candidates for FY 4/74 and FY 1/75 courses.

(8) The processing of students by the VNN has
improved over that of FY 2/74. Early identification
of students and timely publication of mission orders
have enabled VNN to proceed on schedule.

d. Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC).

(1) Representatives of TMS attended the FY75 PACOM
Marine Corps Security Assistance Training Workshop in
Taipei, Taiwan during 4-7 February 1974 to present the
VNMC Offshore Training Program.

(2) A generic breakout by students, spaces, and
dollars for the VNMC FY75 SATP is as follows:

GENERIC CODE STUDENTS SPACES COST

NIB Operations 14 19 $25,380

NIC Comm-Elec 3 5 3,830

NIF Administration 0 6 1,760

NIG Professional 68 78 162,490

Total VNMC Program 85 108 $193,460

(3) The following offshore training courses were

attended by VNMC personnel during FY 3/74:

NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Basic Course USMC/OJT Marine
Corps CONUS Unit Training 4/0

(4) Nine VNMC CONUS courses were cancelled during
FY 3/74 due to inability to provide language qualified
candidates. Following are the courses cancelled and
number of spaces affected:

CECONFIDENTIALj
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NAME OF COURSE SPACES/STUDENT CODE

Utilities Officer USNC 1/0

Motor Transport Officer Orientation/
OJT MARCORPS CONUS Motor Pool 1/0

Operations/Air Transportability
Planning OJT NARCORPS CONUS Battalion
Staff Procedures 2/0

Engineer Equipment Officer USMC OJT
MARCORPS CONUS Motor Transport Co/Bn
Operatios 2/0

OJT MARCORPS O/S Phib/Opns, Planning

and Staff Procedures 2/0

(5) Four VNMC courses were rescheduled to allow
VNMC to provide language qualified candidates. Seven
enlisted spaces were affected by this program change.

(6) VNMC is still experiencing difficulty in
releasing candidates for language training due to
combat operations, however, six officers and 10 NCO's
are presently enrolled in the Armed Forces Language
School on a full time basis. Hopefully these candidates
will attain requisite ECL scores for FY 4/74 and
FY 1/75 CONUS courses.

2. (S) IN-COUNTRY TRAINING.

a. ARVN

(1) (C) General.

(a) The 1974 ARVN training program was unveiled
during January-- somewhat later than the 1973 program
which was released in October 1972. The 1974 program's
late release resulted in some confusion and hesitancy
on the part of the various training centers in trying
to develop their internal programs to meet their 1974
training requirements.

(b) In overview, the main difference between the
1974 and 1973 programs is the increase in course

4 lengths as ARVN enters the transition phase between
war and peacetime training, Basic training which was
formerly eight weeks is n6 ten weeks. Programs of
Instruction (POI's) for the Command and General Staff
College and the Inf try Officer Basic Course have
also been lengtheneyto include additional training.
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However, if hostilities were to reach a highe level it
would probably necessitate the need to returilto the
shorter wartime POI's from the present transition POI's.
The programmed figure for new recruits of 203,000 is
similar to that of 1973. The 99 ARVN infantry battalions
programmed to be cycled through the unit training pro-
gram is up 10 battalions from 1973, and after an initial
introductory effort last year, there is a good chance
that 1974 programmed figure can be reached. The course
length for unit training will remain at 5 weeks.
Programmed service school instruction for 1974 of 54,000
students is almost 20,000 below the 1973 programmed
figure. However, it is within 3,000 of the actual 1973
student input of 57,144.

(2) (C) National Training Centers (NTC's).

(a) Recruit Trainini. 193,000 recruits are scheduled
to be trainea az tne NTC's in 1974, about 1,000 less than
in 1973. Actual 1973 recruit input at the NTC's was
only 156,000,with the rest of the 190,000 recruit total
being supplied by the Division Training Centers (DTC's).
This year however, with a heavier unit training load
being placed on the DTC's, the NTC's will have to bear
the burden of training all but 10,000 of the 203,000
programmed recruit input. Actual input for the first
quarter w.. cll lcz s than half of the amount necessary
to meet programmed levels-- only 21,089 against a
programmed level of 48,000.

(b) Other Individual Training is programmed to be
17,500 at Ulef i'±C's. This will include courses in long
range reconnaissance and advanced individual leadership
and infantry training. Over 600 Air Force personnel
are included in the 1974 individual training program
at the NTC's.

(c) Popular Forces (PF) Tranin. A total of
73,000 PF are schedulea to receive training at the
NTC's in 1974. 42,000 of these will undergo the 12
week basic training course. PF cadre training will
include about 1,000 platoon and deputy platoon leaders
and about 8,000 squad leaders. Five week platoon
refresher training will be conducted for 750 PF pla-
toons, totaling 22,000 men. Chi Lang Training Center
alone will train 250 PF platoons. For the Jan-Mar
quarter, PF recruit input totaled 7,153 while 101 PF
platoons totaling 2,827 men began the platoon refresher
course. PF training is the longest of any given at the
NTC's. The training is high quality and has resulted
in a continuous upgrading of the PF since the 1970
decree that placed the PF under ARVN control.

CONFIbfIITIAL
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(d) People's Self Defense Forces (PSDF) Leaders

Course: The NTC"'s are programmeu to train 20,000 PSDF
cadre in 1974. This training consists of a four week
POI. For the first three months of 1974, 4,859 have
entered the course.

(e) Regular Forces - Unit Refresher. The NTC's
will also shoulder a large part ol the non-ARVN unit
training responsibility in 1974. This training will
include the entire range of units from the elite Airborne,
Marine and Rangers down to the PF. The chart below
lists the unit training scheduled for the NTC's.

TYPE OF UNIT NUMBER

Ranger Battalions 32

Marines 5

Airborne 4

Regional Forces (RF) Battalion 91

Infantry Recon. Companies 16

Separate RF Company 92

With the integration of RF battalions into the Northern
Defense Perimeter area of operations of both the Marines
and Airborne, it is possible that more than the present
total of nine airborne and marine battalions can be
cycled through the unit training program.

(3) (C) Service Schools.

(a) 1974 programmed figures for Service training
are down considerably from 1973. However, they are in
line with the 1973 actual student input.

(b) The figures below detail the programmed student
input for 1974 along with the actual figures for the
first quarter. One major trend has been the inclusion
of more Air Force and Navy personnel into the service
schools which have catered largely to ARVN's needs
in the past.

1974 1974
SERVICE SCHOOLS PROGRAMMED ACTUAL (Jan-Mar)

National Defense College 40 0

Command & General Staff 300 0
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t- Acade,-y 937 ..

- LWAR College

7nfantry School 
12;0

:CO School 5084

Armor School 1065

Artillery School 2837 622

Women Armed Forces
Corps School 360 8

Junior Iilitary Academy/
Vung Tau 1400 0

Junior Nilitary Academy/

Pleiku 400 0

J Ldnance School 2387 356

Quartermaster School 1213 83

Medical School 2249 742

Intelligence School 2404 154

Military Police School 2734 226

Military Band School 687 6,

Transportation School 6015 1293

Signal School 3035 654

Engineer School 3291 727

Administration and

Finance Sc!!,oi 1210 174

Adjutant General School 4545 424

Armed Forces Language

School 1400 484

Logistic Management
School 500 164

Social Service School 210 0
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Martial Arts & Physical
Training Sch 780 0

Dog Training School 373 14

POL;iAR Training Cadre 1850 243

54220 97L9

(c) Eight RVNAF service schools were visited during
FY 3/74. They were: the Engineer School (including the
Engineer Technical Course), Intelligence School, Military
Medical School, Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) Academy,
Ordnance School, Political Warfare (POLWAR) Cadre
Training Center (TC), Quartermaster School and the
Transportation School. These visits bring the total
number of RVNAF service school visits for FY 74 to
fourteen. All schools were rated excellent. Three,
the Military Medical School, NCO Academy and P3LWAR Cadre
TC, do not have sister school relationships with U.S.
Army service schools. The remarks pertaining to the
general efficiency of the service schools made in the
Quarterly Assessment for FY 2/74 apply to the visits
made during this reporting period.

(4) (S/NFD) INTELLIGENCE TRAINING:

(a) Organization. The Cay Mai School is subordinate
to the RVNAF Central Training Command. It has three
divisions: Administrative/Support, POLWAR and Training.

(b) Personnel.

AUTHORIZED ACTUAL

Officers -- 57

NCOs 4.7

EM -- 51

Civilians 7

TOTAL 208 162

All instructors must have graduated from the Cay Mai
School and received instructor training there. The
Commandant and his staff are well-trained and competent.

11-16
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(o) Facilities and Equipment. The equipment at

the school is inadequate, outdated and in poor condition.
For example, the only camera is ten years old; the view-
graph is inoperable. Most of the instruction is given

from charts since other training aids are almost non-
existent.

(d) Operational Effectiveness. The well-rounded
curricula taught at the school use U.S., British and
French intelligence doctrine and includes officer, NCO
and enlisted basic and intermediate intelligence, secur-
ity, collection, photo interpreter and agent handler
courses. The student enrollment is 353. In spite of
serious budgetary problems, the Commandant and his staff
have done an outstanding job of operating the school.
The average yearly budget is 2,400,000 piasters, which
averages cut to less than 5 cents per student per day.
This is obviously inadequate. No U.S. funds are con-
tributed for support of the school. The Commandant has
stated that there are no funds available to support other
training programs. No out-of-country training is cur-
rently being conducted. J2/Joint General Staff (JGS)
has requested about 150 billets, but the request has
bogged down in the Central Training Command (CTC).
Since the requirement to attend the Foreign Officer
Intelligence School at Ft. Huachuca, Arizona was changed
to include only officers without prior intelligence
training, the J2/JGS withdrew the names of the eight
officers who were originally scheduled to attend as they
had previous training. However, CINCPAC is planning an
advanced course for foreign intelligence officers which
is scheduled to begin this year in Hawaii. The J2/JGS
intends to submit the names of these same officers for
this course. Besides the training provided at the Cay
Mai School, intelligence training (approx 450 hours)
is given at the unit level each year.

(5) (C) ARVIN Unit Training. The ARVN unit training pro-
gram is off to a fast start in 1974. As of 31 March,
14 infantry battalions have completed period II training
at their respective division training centers. This is
an excellent improvement, considering that in 1973 only
28 battalions were able to complete their Period II1training. At the present rate of training and if enemy4activity does not necessitate a curtailment, the unit
training program has an excellent chance of meeting its
goal of cycling 99 of the 105 infantry battalions through
Period II training. As of March, each division except
the 5th and 7th had cycled one battaLion through PeriodII training. The chart below lists the 14 ARVN infantrybattalions and the other regular units that have completed

-11-17
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I t Inm Div
3 Infantry battalions 3

2nd 1nf Div
1/41 infantry battalion 1

3rd Inf Div
1/2 Infantry: Battalion
2/57 Infantry battalion 2

II Corps

22nd Inf Div
1742 Infantry battalion
3/40 Tnfantry battalion 2

23rd Inf Div

1/44 Infantry battalion 1

III Corps

18th Inf Div

3/43 Infantry battalion 1

25th Inf Div
3/50 Infantry battalion
2/46 Infantry battalion 2

IV Corps

9th Inf Div

2/15 Infantry battalion 1

21st Inf Div
3/31 Infantry battalion 1

4 8th Marine battalion 1

1st Airborne battalion 1

79th Ranger battalion 1

1 Total: 17 Bns
CN DT11-18£1 CONFIDENTIAL
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( ) (C) ,.:nti-- ,p:& . _. :'ove::.2nzs.

(a) A major Light Anti-Tank Weapon (LAW) retraining
program was undertaken during the quarter in response
to a letter from General V!e3 bated on the recommendations
of the U.S. anti-armor tearn visit in November 1973. All
ARVN divisions underwent a thorough anti-tank retraining
program with emphasis being placed on the formation and
training of LAW tank killer teams in each platoon. A
trip to I Corps in February 1974 revealed that anti-tank
training was receiving top priority. Tank killer train-
ing was being carried out at each training site visited.
Hoa Cam Training Center was training local force units
of RF and PF and new recruits in anti-armor tactics and
the LAW. Dong Da Training Center has recovered several
destroyed communist tanks and is using these tanks for
anti-tank target practice. Training at Dong Da was
conducted for Airborne, Marines, RF and PF units in the
area. The division training centers of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd Divisionswere providing mobile training teams (MTT's)
to help the regiments develop the tank killer teams at
platoon level. The training appeared to be excellent
and instilled a great degree of confidence in the troops.

(b) Tube Launched Optically Tracked Wire Guided
(TOW) missile training has undergone a close scrutiny
and the decision has been made by CTC to upgrade the
level of training received b'- the TO',, instructors. It
is felt that most of the crw.: operational deficiencies
found in the field can be attributed to inadequate
instruction. A meeting was held on 1 April 1974 at
TMS with members of CTC and Hughes Aircraft Co. to
develop an improved P0i for the instructors to include
lessons learned and common field problems found with
the system.

(c) The POI will expand the TOW instructors knowl-
edge and TOW crews will then be recycled through the three
training centers that instruct on TOW's. CTC stated
that it now has approval to fire 40 missiles for TOW

training. Twenty-two of these are alloted to CTC for
use and eighteen to be equally divided between I, II
and III Corps for crew refresher training.

(d) Unit anti-armor training and preparations of
anti-armor defenses have exceeded the efforts of the
formal anti-armor training improvement efforts. This
was especially noted along the Northern Defense Perimeter
and in III Corps. The Northern Defense Perimeter takes
on the appearance of a real bastion. Apparently, when
General Trung, the I Corps Commander was quoted by UPI
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as sayin- the foilo..ing 1-ant It:

"A thousand rounds of incoming used to be enough to
drive us ouc of a position. By contrast, we would pour
100,000 shells and bombs on a co! nu'nist position and
they would still be there.

The difference is t'at t.e. were i--incl holes and we
were using sandbags. Well, sandbags cost 11 cents a
piece and holes cost nothing. So now we dig holes and
we dig them deep. We mean to stay."

(e) Most positions visited were dug six feet deep
and going deeper. Some positions were cut out of sheer
rock. Numerous LAW's were seen at each position and
there appeared to be an air of confidence in ARVN's
ability to stop the enemy's armor. Numerous tank
barriers, traps and anti-tank mine fields have been
set up. The integration of RF battalions into the
front lines with the Airborne and Marines allows for the
creation of a more adequate reserve force and greater
defense in depth.

(f) Overall ARVN has made great strides in improv-
ing their anti-armor ca}bility during the first three
months of 1974. They appear capable and confident of
being able to stop the enemy's armor.

(7) (C) Air Defense Improvements.

(a) In early January 1974, a CONUS air defense
technical assistance team (ADTAT) made an assessment
of ARVN's AD capability and submitted a report including
short and long term recommendations for the improvement
of ARVN AD.

(b) The JGS accepted -he tea-ms recommendations and
on 22 February 1974 General Vien issued a memorandum to
the Corps Commanders directing that immediate action be
taken to comply with the majority of the ADTAT's recom-
mendations. Since 22 February 1974 much of JGS's
attention has been focused on the enemy's armor threat
and inspecting ARVN's anti-armor capabilities. No major
improvements in AD capability have been reported. Ground
work has been laid for major improvement in the April-
June quarter.

(c) Starting with General Vien's letter, it has been
directed that the Corps Commanders shift their AD assets
from a ground defense role back to a primary AD mission.
In consonance with this, General Vien has also ordered

11-IC
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the redeployment of assets from poorly beCLeu positions
and from low priority installations to improved positions
around key installations. Further, he has ordered the
commanders to develop a continuous maintenance and train-
ing schedule in accordance with the unit training program
outlined in JGS Directive 380-1.

(d) To improve training, a 5 week POI has been
developed by the artillery school exclusively for AD.
The P0I has been approved by the Artillery Command and
is awaiting final approval from CTC for implementation.

* Two M-55 quad 50s are being shipped from Long Binh to
the artillery school at Duc My. These should arrive at
the school by 10 April 1974. This will provide the school
with a capability to provide training on the two main AD
weapons. Unfortunately, training at the school is still
limited to use of ground targets which do not provide
realistic training.

(e) On the maintenance side the Vietnam Army Arsenal
(VAA) has undertaken the task of building their own
electrical harnesses for the M-42 duster. While produc-
tion of these harnesses is painstakingly slow, it repre-
sents an encouraging effort to overcome this very
inhibiting problem.

(f) Coordination is being made with the JGS Liaison.
Section to obtain a monthly progress report on AD from
JGS. This will indicate DAO concern and press ARVN to
move forward with improvements.

b. (C) VNAF.

(1) On 31 March 1974 there were 4448 VNAF personnel

in all types of VNAF conducted training, excluding US
contractor administered training. During this quarter
3880 VNAF personnel entered formal training, and 4472
personnel graduated. A total of 113 personziel were
eliminated from training for various reasons. A total
of 2124 VNAF personnel entered On-the-Job Training (OJT)
during this quarter while 1202 personnel completed the
OJT program. Currently 2124 personnel are undergoing
OJT.

(2) The following is a summary of personnel in
formal training for the quarter ending 31 March 1974.

Pilot Training Entry Eliminated Graduated In-Training

T-41, T-37 UPT 43 0 0 133
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UH-1 UHT 84 4 79 170

Advance 0-1 0 0 10 0

Total 127 4 89 303

Observer (FAC) 57 0 0 57

Technical Schools

Air Tng Cen (ATC),
Nha Trang (NHA) 148 10 354 266

3rd Air Div,
Bien Hoa (BNH) 11 1 36 10

5th Air Div,
Tan Son Nhut (TSN)30 4 24 58

Air Log Comd (ALC),
BNH S 233 0

Sub-Tech Sch,
TSN 138 27 491 181

Sub-Tech Sch, BNH 87 3 180 148

Total 419 46 1318 663

Communication
& Electronics Entry Eliminated Graduated In-Training

ATC, NHA 60 3 225 145

..HQ VNAF, TSN 36 1 77 36

Total 96 4 302 181

General Service Schools

ATC, NHA 350 1 237 173

3rd Air Div, BNH 35 3 35 80

5th Air Div, TSN 71 20 93 71
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. ALC, BNH 68 19 321 425

Total 524 43 686 749

Civil Engineering Schools

ALC, BNH 133 4 385 89

3rd Air Div, BNH 27 0 30 58

Total 160 4 415 147

Crew Training & Aerial Gunner

2nd Air Div, NHA 0 0 7 0

Air Command & Staff
School 72 0 0 72

Basic Military
Traini 301 12 460 152

(3) Most of the VNAF in-country training remained
stable. The significant changes which have occurred
since the 31 Dec 73 quarterly report are:

(a) The T-37 UPT continues to encounter maintenance
problems at Phan Rang Air Base. The Not Operational
Ready Maintenance (NORM) rate for this quarter averaged
44.4% of 24 T-37 aircraft assigned, while the Not Opera-
tional Ready Supply (NORS) rate averaged 6.3%. It should
be noted the T-37 aircraft had high airframe and engine
time when they arrived in-country and a high NORS/NOR4
rate was expected. Coupled with this is the fact that
the T-37 aircraft maintenance personnel had no prior
experience. Five US contractor personnel were assigned
to perform organizational and intermediate T-37 mainte-
nance. They were assigned on or about 15 Febrlarv, and
since that time the NORM average has been 41.0%. The first
half of this quarter the NORM average was 47.0%. The
contractor personnel are giving the VNAF maintenance
personnel OJT. The high NORM rate during this quarter
was the prime factor causing a reduction in pilot train-
ing flying hours. Two UPT classes are now in training
at Phan Rang, and most of the T-37 flying hours are
devoted to the first class in an attempt to graduate them
as soon as possible.

(b) The UH-1 co-pilot training program is on schedule~11-2
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with a total of 79 students graduated this quarter.
The only other significant data not covered in the
31 Dec 73 quarterly report is on the UH-l helicopters.
The pilot training squadron is furnished UH-l helicopters
by the operational squadrons. The number of helicopters
furnished are 10 per day for training, plus one as back-
up. Two other UH-l helicopters are furnished for use
as command and control. This same ratio prevails at
each of the UH-l helicopter pilot training sites.

(4) The F5E Mobile Training Set (MTS) will remain
at Bien Hoa Air Base for the VNAF use in their formal
maintenance training on the FSE aircraft. Eight of the
personnel on the Contract Field Service Team (CFST)
departed on or before 28 Feb 74. The CFST was responsible
for training the first class of VNAF students. The second
class of VNAF students were taught by CONUS-trained VNAF
instructors with the CFST monitoring. The third class
started training 14 March 1974, and this program became
a VNAF conducted training program. Six members of the
CFST were extended one month to train VNAF instructors
and students in the use of test equipment peculiar to
the FSE aircraft. These CFST personnel departed on or
before 31 March 1974. The VNAF students on completion
of formal maintenance training will enter OJT.

(5) VNAF has, for CY 74, approximately 2738 personnel
*1 programmed for ARVN conducted training. The various ARVN

schools that will be training VNAF students are Medical,
Adjutant General, Intelligence, Military Police, Admin-
istration and Finance, Engineering, Transportation and
Signal. Additional VNAF students will be programmed
at a later date.

(6) The in-country pilot training programs ranges
in quality from excellent to marginal. The Advanced 0-1
.and the UH-l helicopter pilot training continues to
remain excellent, while the T-37 UPT is marginal. Student
pilot input is on schedule.

(7) The overall quality of all other VNAF formal
in-country training programs is satisfactory. The student
input lags the projected input by approximately 15% for
this quarter. The VNAF were authorized an increase in
their recruiting program. Later the new recruits will
enter formal training and this will bring student input
closer to the projected input.

b. (C) VNN.

(1) During FY 3/74, VNN embarked on its CY 74 train-
J1 11-24
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ing plan. The plan envisions updating all Programs
of Instruction (P0I), developing command management
capability, improving training at unit level, develop-
ing instructor training, and maximum utilization of
V12N training facilities and RVNAF service schools.

(2) In addition to routine in-country training
during this period, VNN started a nine-week Supply
Officer course which is scheduled to graduate in April
1974. The course curriculum was developed with the aid
of materials procured from Naval Supply Center - Oakland
by Navy Division. Further, a Gunfire Control curriculum,
not hitherto taught by VNN, is in the formative stages
of development and classes are expected to start next
quarter. In addition to the foregoing, VNN has stressed
anti-armor, anti-aircraft and Method of Instruction (MOI)
training during FY 3/74.

(3) Training completed during FY 3/74 is reported
by VNN Training Bloc as follows:

(a) One thousand one hundred fifty-nine officers
and enlisted men completed formal individual training
during FY 3/74.

(b) One officer graduated from the College of
4 Architecture of the University of Saigon.

(4) The two-year midshipman course at the Vietnamese
Naval Academy (VNNA) continues routinely with no change
since the last quarterly assessment.

d. (C) VNMC

(1) VNMC continues to conduct its fundamental
(officer/NCO orientation/refresher, squad/team leader,
and recruit) training at the VNMC Training Center while
receiving most of its MOS training at the RVNAF service
schools.

(2) Reports received from VNMC through the DAO
VNMC Logistics Support Branch indicate that 113 VNMC
personnel completed formal individual training during
FY 3/74.

3. (U) IN-COUNTRY ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING

PROGRAM (ELTP)

a. Intensive ELTP.
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(l) The ELTPs at the Republic of Vietnam Armed

Forces Language School (RVNAFLS) and at the VNAF EnglishLanguage School (VNAF-ELS) are not operating at capacity.

The students are taught English to assist them in taking
part in CONUS training. English is also taught to
Armed Forces personnel who have to understand manuals
and directives pertaining to US equipment. With the
drawdown of CONUS training for RVNAF personnel, the
pressure on intensive ELT is tapering off and the
emphasis shifts to non-intensive ELT. Unfortunately,
slackening of the pace is affecting supervision of
instructors and students and the quality of instruction.

(2) The Defense Language Institute (DLI) Language
Training Detachment has initiated Instructor In-Service
Training (IST) sessions in the two intensive ELTP
schools and is tightening the student progression control
through close monitoring. Slow progression of students
demotivates both instructors and students.

(3) The large number of ECL screening tests admin-
istered by the DLI team has caused serious overexposure
of these tests. Replacement Tests were ordered and
received. Regardless, testing will have to be reduced
to a minimum. Plans are underway to require a student
who fails an ECL test to enroll in regular ELTP for at
least 30 days before being retested.

Overexposure of tests results in inflated ECL screen-
ing grades, washback of the student at Lackland and
possible premature return to Vietnam. This causes loss
of investment and training spaces.

(4) Ten military instructors of RVNAFLS have been
temporarily reassigned to other duties. Nine civilian
instructors have been hired for 4 hrs teaching duty a
day. Total instructor strength at RVNAFLS is 88 while
VNAF-ELS manning is 39.

(5) A breakdown of intensive ELTP data for FY 3/74
follows:

ARVN 196 (at RVNAFLS)
VNN 86 "

VNMC 59
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VNAF 872 (at RVNAFLS)VNAF 302 (at VNAF-ELS)

(6) Number of ECL Tests administered: 838 at~RVNAFLS.

(7) Number of students sent to DLI, Lackland
AFB, Texas for additional language training:

ARVN a (20 to Instructor Courses)

VNN 3

VNMC 0

VNAF 216

(8) Number of Students sent direct to US training
installations:

ARVN 105

VNN 45

VNMC 4

VNAF 62

(9) Two visits have been made to the VNAF-ELS to
monitor the ELT there and make professional evaluations

b. Non-Intensive ELTP.

(1) With the decrease in U.S. training spaces, the
in-country non-intensive English training is receiving n
emphasis. RVNAF personnel will have to use US equip-
ment and read US T.O. for a long time. Vietnam
National Military Academy (VNMA) cadets designated as
VNAF officer candidates are now studying DLI Flying
Terminology texts to assist them in their in-country
flying training.

(2) The non-intensive schools outside Saigon suffer
from minimum contact with US personnel. This contact is
necessary for maintenance of English language proficiency.
The DLI team is trying to work out some provision whereby
regular contacts can be arranged through the Embassy or
the Vietnam American Association with films and tapes.

11-27
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The termination of US funded subscriptions such as
Time, ,eV:.,:eek and other magazines has a further dete-
riorating effect on Vietnamese exposure to the English
language.

(3) A commercial US text, English for Today, is
used- in the Vung Tau and Pleiku schools as directed by
the Ministry of Education for high school programs.
The texts have a major deficiency in that tape record-
ings to go with the lessons are not available. 4

(4) Student load figures and laboratory positions
have not changed materially -in the non-intensive pro-
grams since last quarter.

4. (U) TECHNICAL TRANSLATION BRANCH (TTB)

a. The TTB augments the JGS/CTC capability for
translated technical materials. Throughout FY 3/74,
the TTB had expected the assignment of 30 military
translatcrs to replace DAO funded local nationals.
Only nine were assigned.

The proposed introduction of qualified translators
in TTB between 1 Jan and 1 Feb was scheduled as follows:

Proposed
Assignment

Suggested TO&E to TTB
Sent to J-3 Mil Civ 1 Jan / 1 Feb Actual

Central Training
Command 20 17 10 9

Central Logistic
Command 18 8 10 0

Air Force 19 5 6 0

Navy 22 0 4 0

Funds to pay civilian translators and lack of qualified
military translators in all Armed Services indicate
that the suggested TOSE for a centralized technical
translation branch will not materialize during the
remainder of CY74.

b. Production of translated copy fell appreciably
due to a 35 percent reduction in DAO translation
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personnel who were not replaced by trained RVNAF
translators. Work output in FY 2/74 totaled more than
11,300 pages of translations, while the FY 3/74 produc-
tion dropped to 8,500 translated pages. As shown below,
TTB's reduced translation output is still in excess of
what the CTC Publication Review Board (PRB) reviewed
and programmed for printing.

Backlog of materials 139 (Books, tng manuals, POI's)
to be translated
at TTB

Technical manuscripts 49 tv

translated in FY 3/74
at TTB and now at PRB
for review

Translated copy 19 "
returned to TTB
from PRB after review

Translation awaiting 53 " "
pick-up by PRB for review

Finished Camera 33
Masters awaiting
pick-up by PRB for
printing

The PRB is chaired by the Chief of CTC whose
regulatory policies state that manuscripts must be
returned by board members within 60 days for final
changes and printing. However, the PRB cannot enforce
its policy on its members. The lack of interservice
cooperation in planning and programming is underscored in
the FY 3/74 PRB accomplishments shown below.

Returned Sent to
Number to TTB Printers

Central Training Command 15 4 4

Central Logistics Command 34 7 0

Navy 20 6 0

Air Force 13 2 0

11-2 84* 19 4
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*This figure does not include the backlog of more

than 150 manuscripts dating from 1969 to 1973, which
the ?R5 me'sers no. say are obsolete.

c. The T- will continue to provide technical

ia:laton assistance to the JGS Publication Review
__ !ntL LAO funding is discontinued, 30 June 74.

1 - t .me, ,-2 TTB will disband. In place of a
":ri-service centralized translation branch staffed by
:i-itary translators, separate Army, Navy and Air Force
translation sections will be loosely affiliated under
t ._he PRB. These separate Armed Forces Translation Sec :ions(ay be able to accomplish what the t-service PRB was
never able to do.

5. (U) CONTRACT TRAINING

a. Contracts Monitored by DAO CPE Division.

(1) Federal Electric Corporation (FEC): t
(a) During the months of January, February and

-iarch .-e ,::emz,3 of the FEC Training Staff conducted
the following training programs:

(1) On-site Link Quality Monitor/Carrier Intensity
Recorder jJ a (, thie Can Tho Integrated Cormunications
Sv.ta2. (Us) site -or eleven students.

(2) On-site OJT for patching and wiring at the
VunE Tau Signal School Annex for twelve students.

(3) On-site OJT for patching and wiring for a
to tal of eight students at the ICS sites located at
Gia Dinh, Phu Lam, Vung Tau, and Long Binh.

(b) Personnel assigned to the Dial Telephone
Exchange sites at Saigon and Gia Dinh have also received
CJT during this three month period.

:, (c) Since the close of the official Area Mainte-
nance Supply Facility - Vietnam (AMSF-V) personnel

training program, informal type training in various
areas is being accomplished as follows:

(1) Daily technical/OJT training is accomplished
in the following shops:

Tropo/:iicrowave Equipment/Systems

UNCLASIFIED
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Multiplex Equipment/Systems

Technical Control Facilities

Antenna Systems

Supply Warehouse Operation

Stock Research

Shipping and Receiving

Data Processing Procedures/Operation

Records Control

All management level personnel received side by
side technical assistance from contractor management
personnel, resulting in improved ARVN management of
A1SF-V functions.

(2) Personnel who are not assigned to call out,
are utilized in production and receive over-the-shoulder
training/assistance. This is on a daily basis, with
the number of hours of training depending directly
upon the availability of ARVN personnel.

3 ) During FY 3/74 one cable splicing specialist
team of two men was assigned to assist the 297th
Communication Squadron (VNAF). Assistance/training
was provided in performing a Pre-Inspection and Repair
as necessary (Pre-IRAN) program at Pleiku AB. Although
not a specific training program, over-the-shoulder
training and assistance was provided to the VNAF cable
plant technicians during this period. Pre-IRAN tasks
involve visual plant inspection; electrical continuity
and insulation tests of cable systems; Main Distribu-
tion Frame and Central Office cable vault inspection;

Ni Preparation of Bill of Materials required to accomplish
repair work; research of federal stock numbers and
material item identification; and preparation of
Pre-IRAN reports.

From one to three VNAF personnel performed the Pre-IRAN
with AMSF-V assistance.

(2) Eastern Construction Company INC. (ECCOI):

(a) ECCOI instructors are providing formal and
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practical training to the ARVN. This training has been
designed to elevate the ARVN technical competence in
the area of 5th echelon maintenance capability.

(1) Recent reorganization of the Quality Assurance
and QUality Control function will provide additional
assistance to the depot in assuring a higher degree of
performance and will result in an improved quality of
maintenance.

(2) ECCOI instructors have completed training of
42 students. An additional 138 students are in formal
training for 5th echelon rebuilding of several types of
signal equipment. In addition, instructors have
provided technical assistance and informal over-the-
shoulder training to 203 repairmen at the depot and
field locations.

(3) One ECCOI instructor is assigned to the Signal
School at Vung Tau. Instruction is provided to the
ARVN students to improve maintenance performance, pro-
duction, and assure that a comprehensive maintenance
program is realized and maintained for ARVN tactical
radar systems.

b. Contracts Monitored by_ DAO Air Force Division.

(1) Contractor Training at Bien Hoa: The VNAF
Chief of Maintenance has expressed satisfaction with
the Logistics Training Plan, he indicated satisfactory
progress in most areas. Status is as follows:

(a) Power Train: All areas of Power Train are
now operational. Remaining parts and bench stock
shortages are being corrected. Training is underway
with 63 students in training and 9 have been graduated.
At least 1 of each of the 15 line items have been
produced and delivered. Two CONUS specialists will
arrive shortly to assist in training in the transmission
and non-destructive test areas.

(b) Plant Services: Training is presently being
conducted in 8 Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSC's)
within these areas; 86 personnel are in training; excel-
lent records administration prevails, and the program
is well organized. Training objectives should be
achieved within scheduled timeframe. Twenty two

* : trainees have completed training.
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(c) Accessory Repair: Fifty trainees are under-

going training in the Electrical Shop and 6 have
graduated. This shop lacks essential tools, equip-
ment, and supplies. Training in the following areas
has had a delay in implementation due to construction
of new facilities and provisions for new equipment.
Pneudraulics, environmental, egress, fuel systems
and oil cooler facilities are scheduled to be completed
in June 1974.

(d) Manufacture/Repair: Training in this area is
mostly of the projection/OJT type in the following
areas: Machinist, Welding, Plating. Crash/Battle
Damage, Sheet Metal, and Airframe. The lack of facilities
for heat treatment, plastics, fiberglass and welding,
hampers training. A total of 159 trainees are in train-
ing and 77 have completed their training.

(e) Aircraft Repair: The majority of aircraft
repair is in a production rather than a training mode;
however, formal training is being conducted on F-5, A-37
and UH-lH aircraft. This training consists of classroom
as well as OJT. The previous crowded conditions have
been improved by completion of the cargo aircraft nose
docks and all contractor training should be completed
on schedule. A total of 23 trainees are in training
and 50 trainees have completed their training.

(f) Production Control and Managemnent Services:
There are no major problems in these areas, and train-
ing is proceeding smoothly. 134 trainees are in train-
ing and one has completed his training.

(g) Pacific Architects and Engineers (PA&E)
trained Vietnamese civilians are currently being uti-
lized as an augmented group to assist with OJT for new
VNAF personnel. A total of 309 trainees are being
trained at Bien Hoa Air Base and of this total approxi-
mately 265 students have completed their training at
this time. Recentlyl 8 0 additional trainees have
been authorized for training, consisting of 20 trainees
from each of the 9 VNAF bases.

(h) Parsons Rotor Blade shop is going well with
31 students now in training and 3 have graduated. This
formal training is in addition to the shop OJT. Imple-

A mentation of preliminary training on scrap blades has
proven outstanding. Approximately 20 students can be
assigned to this orientation area for training in basic
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blade re air techniques without the possibility of
damaging potential servicable blades. Upon completion
of this basic training they have developed a degree of
skill in blade repair that makes them a useful part
of the Rotor Blade shop.

(i) Lycoming Jet-Engine: Training is being admin-
istered in all areas by Contractor Engineering Technical
Services (CETS) personnel (production/OJT type).
Training is progressing well, although lack of parts,
tools, and equipment hinder training. CETS reports a
shortage of trainee in-put. A total of 34 trainees are
in training and 101 have completed their training.

(j) General Electric Jet Engine: This area goes
well. Latest VNAF assessment shows the need for train-
ing only 26 more students. Training and contractor
phase out is on schedule. A total of 22 trainees are
in training and 97 have completed their training.

(k) Kentron Power Production: There is very little
training involved in this activity. With self-sufficiency
realization very close; no training problems exist. A
total of 16 trainees are in training and 29 have
completed their training.

(2) Contractor Training at Da Nang Air Base.

(a) Lear SiegLer, inc (LSI) currently is authorized
to tiairi 343 trainees. One hundred and fifty nine have
completed their training and 190 are currently in
training. Shortae of special tools, equipment, parts
and supplies continue to plague training and production.
Shortages of technical data is also a problem in the
helicopter shops. Lesson plans need to be improved and
action has been taken to rectify this problem. Many
students are being certified as qualified, but this is
doubtful due to the shortages of tech ddta, parts,
supplies, equipment and in some cases tools.

(b) VNAF has indicated that further contract
assistance would be required after 30 June 1974.

(c) Overall training has improved since the last
quarterly review.

(d) PA&E supply and Civil Engineering, as well as
Kentron power production, have well integrated training
programs. No training problems exist.
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(3) Contractor Training at Nha Trang Air Base.

(a) LSI Training at Nha Trang is exceeding the
projection of the Logistics Training Plan. The current
number of students in training is 56, and 92 students
have been certified. The goal is to train and certify
143 VNAF personnel by the end of FY74. LSI attributes
success in training to the fact that students are as-
signed to them full-time (39 to 40 hours per week).

(b) LSI's Training effort at Nha Trang is OJT
oriented, with theory as required. A problem area was
noted in the Corrosion Control Shop, where lack of
tools and supplies has been detrimental to training.
LSI records indicate six completions in the Corrosion
Control Shop. Due to the negative factors in training,
quality is to be questioned.

(c) The Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) shop has
six students assigned to training, and there is ample
dead-line equipment to conduct training; however, lack
of parts degrades training. There is a shortage of
batteries and spark plugs. Facilities remain poor.

(d) CETS training is affected by retarded train-
ing administration. AVCO Lycoming has made progress in
CETS training in the form of developed lesson plans
and is providing two hours of training per day.

(e) In terms of meeting Logistics Training Plan
requirements, training at Nha Trang is outstanding
However, due to parts and tool shortages, overall train-
ing at Nha Trang is rated satisfactory. The need to
develop more effective communication with the VNAF re-
mains an outstanding requirement.

(4) Contractor Training at Tan Son Nhut Air Base.

(a) During FY 3/74, LSI had 137 VNAF personnel in
training in accordance with Logistics Training Plan
requirements. Their current training effort is aver-
aging 50% classroom and 50% practical OJT. Classroom
training, with exception of three AFSCs, is conducted
in the respective shops.

(b) An augmentation effort by LSI in the C-7 hangar
appears exceptional, with classroom training and LSI/
VNAF relationships considered commendable. There are
some shortages, which require correction, in the Sheet
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Metal and Corrosion Control Shops, i.e., spare parts
and chemicals.

(c) PA&E supply is not conducting classroom train-
ing. Their work force is integrated with VNAF and they
work side by side. PAgE Civil Engineer training is
considered very good at Tan Son Nhut and a total of 33
VNAF have been certified during this quarter. The
Kentron power production effort is likewise good and
a total of 33 VNAF are in training.

(5) Contractor Training at Phan Rang Air Base.

(a) LSI has 93 trainees, currently in production/
OJT type training within 11 AFSCs. This is a result of
the heavy operational mission requirements utilizing
the A/T37 aircraft. The average production type train-
ing, per trainee, is four hours per day, with efforts
by LSI and VNAF to increase this time as much as possi-
ble. The Maintenance and Supply (M&S) Wing Group are
working on a 24-hours on/24-hours off basis.

(b) Within the areas of Fuel Systems, Electrical,
Sheet Metal, Jet Aircraft Mechanic, and Jet Engine,
training is progressing on schedule with no major
problems. Training in Corrosion Control is lagging,
but Droblems in this area should be resolved by
30 June 1974. In the AGE Shop, most of the support
equipment is not being utilized due to lack of part and
supplies, i.e., spark plugs, batteries, etc. Training
records and progress charts are well maintained.

(c) J-85 Engine Training is being hampered by lack
* of tools and equipment. A total of 17 trainees are in

training.

* (d) The Kentron Power Generator and Civil Engineer-
ing Training is completed. The Power Generator function
has been turned over to the VNAF. Civil Engineering
has a total of 77 trainees which have completed their

4 training.

(e) The Cessna (A/T-37), General Electric'(J-85
Engine), and Teledyne (J-69 Jet Engine) are initiating
training programs which heretofore had been solely
relegated to technical advisement. Lack of tools,

supplies and equipment are hampering their training
V effort.
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(f) Further compromise between ATC and 2d Air

Division to consolidate their efforts, manpower,
facilities, equipment, supplies, etc., is required
in order to enable this group to continue functioning
at the present rate of efficiency.

(6) Contractor Training at Pleiku Air Base.

(a) LSI currently has 66 students in training and
a cumulative total of 44 graduates. A total of 116
trainees are authorized by contract. Previous train-
ing problems have been resolved. Corrosion control is
still a big problem due to the lack of water. General
housekeeping in the Periodic hanger is atrocious;
this is a repeat discrepancy.

(b) The Engine Area's training function stands out
well at Pleiku because of the manner in which it is
being conducted by the senior LSI instructor. There is
enthusiasm and a well-organized effort in training in
this functional area of training.

(c) The CETS training program covering UH-lH
training requires additional organization to resolve
problems related to acquisition of training aids and
technical data. Also, the need for acceleration of
the CETS training effort at this time at Pleiku is
important to the meeting of training requirements
within the specified time-frame. Similarly, Lycoming
CETS requires up-grading of its organization and effort
in training at Pleiku.

(d) Kentron has not started their Civil Engineer-
ing training. They are having difficulty in obtain-
ing base passes. If not corrected, one third of
contract time will have expired.

(7) Contractor Training at Binh Thuy Air Base.

(a) At Binh Thuy, LSI contract personnel are
manned to authorized strength. Their trainee input is
presently 126 personnel in training, with 79 trainees
having completed their training. LSI has programmed
its entire training commitment through Jun 74, and at
present are well on schedule on contract training
requirements.

(b) LSI has made favorable strides in developing
training facilities at Binh Thuy, and is providing for
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existing requirements in training aids, charts, handout
materii1s, etc. Problems which exist: the need to
update individual training records, standardization of
lessoi lans, and writing bilingual descriptions of
AFSCs, are being corrected.

(c) Improved relationships between the VNAF and
contractors are being achieved through training meetings.
Such problem areas as instructor duties, student attend-
ance, supplementary classroom training, issuance of
work orders to trainees, etc., are being favorably
resolved.

(d) Cessna, Boeing, Lycoming, and General Electric
CETS representatives at Binh Thuy are performing commend-
ably in developing respective training functions, and
appear to be establishing confidence among the VNAF in
their abilities and leadership.

(e) In the AGE Shop, there are 6 trainees in train-
ing. Commonly, there is a shortage of spare-parts, i.e.,
spark plugs, batteries etc. Overall the AGE Shop is
well-organized and operational. The maintenance activity
is performing well, but some problems are caused by the
responsibility of assisting Can Tho field maintenance
and supply functions.

(8) Contractor Training at Phu Cat Air Base.

(a) LSI currently has 171 students in training.
This is 16 more than projected by the Logistics Train-
ing Plan. Their training effort averages one hour of
classroom work to seven hours practical OJT. 'Part of
their students are available in the morning and part
in the afternoon. This is because the VNAF need
to man their shops 24 hours a day. This is accomplished
with a work schedule of 24 hours on and 24 hours off.

(b) Training in the UH-lH Helicopter Shop is
progressing very well. All of the trainees have com-
pleted training on approximately 85% of the Speciality
Training Standard (STS) items. Training in the Engine
Shop is very limited, with an acute need for special
tools. The OJT program in the Instrument Shop is found
to be thriving and successful.

(c) The overall training effort at Phu Cat is pro-
'gressive and energetic, with evidence of exceeding the

projection of the Logistics Training Plan. LSI Training
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I ApManagers are impressive in their attempts to improve

training at Phu Cat AB.

(9) Contractor Training at Can Tho Air Base.

(a) LSI has 30 trainees in 2 AFSCs: Electrical
and Rotor Wing. On the UH-lH Helicopter, trainees
are receiving approximately 2 hours of formal train-
ing each weekday and 4 hours each Saturday. Operational
commitments require a 24-hour shift which adversely
affects training during the limited time allotted.

(b) The building and classrooms renovated at Can
Tho for training purposes have been supplied with all
necessary equipment, materials, and training implements,
and are considered excellent for formal training. LSI
personnel have made contributions of time, effort, and
expense to develop the training establishment and are
to be commended for the attention they are giving to
both program and students.

(c) Major problems were identified in these shops:
AGE, Electrical Fuel Systems, Corrosion Control, Engines,
Hydraulics, and Instruments, where training facilities
are sub-standard. These problems are due to the recent
transfer from Soc Trang. Efforts are being made to
correct these deficiencies. There is an outstanding
requirement in each shop area for technical orders,
manuals, supplies, equipment and tools.

(d) Overall, LSI is doing a commendable job in
training personnel and assisting the VNAF in resolving
the aforementioned problems.

(10) Contractor Training at Bien Hoa Air Base(3d Air Division).

A (a) There are currently 32 LSI contract personnel
assigned to the 30th M&S Group conducting training
within 7 AFSCs for approximately 157 trainees. Train-
ing in these areas is showing improvement over the
past and many problems in the shops are being resolved.
An outstanding contributing factor to the improvement
of training at Bien Hoa (3d AD) is the provision of a
new, efficient group of LSI managers and training
administrators. The favorable turn-over of key train-
ing personnel is expected to make a highly favorable
impact on training in the future.
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(b) A negative aspect to training is the relatively

poor condition of classrooms and training facilities,
i.e., no student chairs, no desks, poor lighting, no
blackboards and poor ventilation. A request has been
made for funds to construct new, improved classrooms.

(c) The Wing Group Commander expressed interest
and satisfaction with the Logistics Training Plan and
its contents (as it applies to Bien Hoa, 3d AD).

c. Contracts Monitored by DAO Navy Division.

(1) The VNN Logistics Support Branch (LSB) had two
contracts with training classes during FY 3/74:

(a) PA&E (Contract No. DAJB02-73-C-0011)

(1) Military students.

(2) No students entered training during FY 3/74.

(3) No students completed training during FY 3/74.

(4) No students remained in training on 31 March
1974.

(5) Objective: To provide technical and educational

assisTance to develop and implement a training curriculum
for all levels of VNN logistics management.

(6) Assessment: Although this contract completed
in January 1974, all training had been concluded in
December 1973. As reported last quarter, the program
was successful in importing basic principles of manage-
ment and management practices to VNN personnel; the
contract met its objective.

(b) Potomac Research, Inc. (Contract No. N00024-73-

C-5431)

(1) Military students.

(2) 12 students entered training during FY 3/74.

(3) 24 students completed training during FY 3/74.

(4) No students remained in training on 31 March
1974.-

(5) Objective: To teach VNN personnel how to
maintain and overhaul the diesel engines that drive
their craft. 11-40
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(j) Assessment: The Diesel Engine Overhaul School

at LSB Nha Be continues to be the single most important
logistic training facility in the Vietnamese Navy.
Contractor involvement in this training course has been
completed, and the course is conducted entirely by VNN
personnel without assistance from U.S. contractor
instructors. in successfully Vietnamizing this train-
ing course, the contract met its objective.

(2) The VNN Logistics Support Branch no longer has
any active, ongoing contractor training efforts. There-
fore, no input aill be submitted by AOSND-L for the
FY 4/74 Quarterly Assessment.

d. Contracts Monitored by DAO Army Division.

(1) Eastern Construction Company, Incorporated.

(a) Under Contract DAJBO4-74-C-0018, formal instruc-
tion and on the job training was provided in the follow-
ing areas:

(1) Organizational and support level maintenance
of major weapons sytems and combat vehicles.

(2) Maintenance management techniques at the orga-
nizational and support levels, to include the effective

utilization of organic reports and data.

(3) The employment of special tools and test equip-
ment Torganizational and support levels).

(4) Supply operations and management (organizational,
support, and depot levels).

(b) Assessment: Effective, although a lack of
training aids and incomplete reference material continue
to present minor disruptions. As has been previously
reported, these difficulties are minimized thru
improvisation and satisfactory instruction is
rendered.

(2) Hughes Aircraft Company.

(a) Under Contract DAJB02-73-C-0009, training in
TOW System direct support maintenance was provided both
in periods of formal instruction and during on the job
training. Additionally, Hughes personnel participated
in an inspection tour conducted by the RVNAF IG and
provided informal instruction and technical assistance
during visits to units in the field.
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(b) Assessment: Although the instruction provided

by the Hughes engineers is considered to have been
satisfactory, present planning calls for termination of
the contract at the end of the current Fiscal Year, with

replacement of the Hughes personnel by two AMC Missile
Maintenance Technicians. It is estimated tnat this
action will result in an annual savings of approximately
$121,000.

(3) Dynalectron Corporation.

(a) Under Contract DAAKOI-70-C-5873, formal instruc-
ion in Material Handling Equipment (MHE) operator and
organizational maintenance was expanded to include the
northern portion of RVN at the 2nd Associated Depot in
DaNang. Similar training was provided at the ist Asso-
ciated Depot, Long Binh, during the first half, FY74.

(b) Assessment: Observed to be highly effective
with an ancillary benefit of a reduction in the number
of deadlined MHE assets.

(4) Vinnel Corporation.

(a) Under Contract DAJBll-72-C-0333, cdntinued on
the job training was provided at the 40th Engineer Base
Depot in the following general areas of the depot main-
tenance operation.

(1) Rebuild of major end items and secondary compo-
nents.

(2) Quality assurance and production control.

(3) Depot supply management.

(b) Assessment: Observed to be effective.

(5) PA&E.

(a) PASE conducted formal training for RVNAF
J personnel under the RVNAF Facilities Engineering Self-

Sufficiency Program at contractor operated training
centers in Da Nang and Long Binh during third quarter
FY74. Sixteen classes were completed with 173 students
graduating. Courses taught included Prescribed Load
List Management, Facilities Engineering Management,
High Voltage Switchgear Repair and High Voltage Line
Repair.

(b) PA&E also conducted an OJT program of signif-
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icant magnitude in the repair and overhaul of large
generators and air conditioners at the 40th Engineers
Base Depot and the Medium Maintenance Centers in each
of the five Area Logistics Command. A total of 291
trainees are participating in this program and train-
ing is progressing satisfactorily.

(c) On site OJT is also being conducted for approx-
imately 100 ARVN personnel in power plant operations
and maintenance at the Newport Power Plant, the Cam
Ranh Main Force Plant and the Cam Ranh Navy Transmitter
Site Power Plant. Trainees at all three sites continue
to show improvement.

(d) In addition, OJT in logistics management and
in the operation, maintenance and repair of facilities,
to include installed equipment and utility systems, is
being conducted at the 13 Military Property Construction
Offices located throughout Vietnam. More than 2,000
ARVN personnel are benefiting from the OJT.

(6) Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall (DMJM).

Under the ARVN-LOC program, the technical
assistance contractor, DMJM, is conducting OJT in oper-
ation of construction equipment, bridge design, materials
and soils testing. Approximately 500 ARVN personnel are
benefiting directy s~n indireztly from this OJT.

(Figures 11-1. 11-2, i1-?,, 12-b, 11-5, 11-6, 11-7
and 11-8)
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ARVN SERVICE SCHOOLS
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VNN AND VNMC

TRAINING CENTERS AND SCHOOLS
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Figure 11-3 Recruit Training
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BREAKDOWN OF REPLACEMENTS RECRUITED AND
TRAINED BY UNIT 1974

MR JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

1

1ST DI"  188 377 406
2ND DI-v 58 548 496
3RD DIV 217 459 466
ABN DIV 57 348 685
MARINE 114 747 684

2

22ND DIV 170 464 471

23RD DIV 181 513 549

3

5TH DIV 42 134 1120
18TH DIV 0 168 842
25TH DIV 0 0 491
81ST ABN GRG 0 0 0

4

7TH DIV 299 798 684
9TH DIV 224 195 480
21ST DIV 89 295 266

FOR ALL MR's

RANGERS 455 1826 1941
AF 0 0 0
VNN 0 0 350
RF 2146 5344 5966
PF 538 2090 3449

I
•1 II
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CHAPTER 12

RVNAF PROGRAMS, PLANS AND MORALE

1. (U) INTRODUCTION. Chapter 12 contains topics con-
cerning all services including:

a. Lines of Communication (LOC)

b. Military Construction (MILCON)

c. RVNAF Retirement Plan CY74.

d. RVNAF Morale

e. RVNAF Medical Evacuation

f. Chieu Hoi Program

g. Terrorism

h. Refugee Program

i. Reduction Program - Bulk Petroleum

2. (C) LINES OF COMMUNICATION.

a. Waterways. The approximate 5,000 kilometers
of navigable waterways in RVN, primarily in MR 3 and
4, continue to increase in importance as a major means
of communication and transportation. Much of the
recent rice harvest in the Delta area was transported

*; along the river and canal network. The Vietnamese Navy
(VNN) has been generally providing a satisfactory level
of security along the main waterways with no major in-
cidents directed towards commercial shipping. e.g.,
the Mekong River Convoys to Cambodia. However, the
enemy continues to direct a moderate level of activity
against the VNN "Brown Water Navy," i.e., the Waterway
Patrol and Riverine Forces. Waterway improvement and
dredging operations continue at a satisfactory rate.
The Vietnamese Dredging Agency (VDA) reported that
798,400 cubic meters of silt and debris was removed
during the last quarter, as compared to 841,735 cubic

12-1
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meters during the previous quarter. Although a greater
amount was reported in the previous quarter, it is
thought (by the USAID project managers) that this
quarter's report Is more accurate and, therefore, com-
pares favorably.

b. Railways. Republic of Vietnam (RVN) railroad
operations were drastically curtailed from the start of
the quarter. Trains have ceased to run on approximate-
ly 400Q km of track, Drimarily due to a lack of security.
Almost all of the track that has become inoperative
lies within MR 2 and to a lesser extent in MR 3. Most
railroad (RR) reconstruction was also halted because of
the withdrawal of security forces. There is slightly
more than 200 km of track left in operation (Figure
12-1). Pursuant to a Presidential decision,' the Joint
General Staff (JGS) authorized the Corps Commanders of
MR 2 and 3 to: "Withdraw all forces presently assigned
to provide security for railway reconstruction camps
and to utilize them in local security programs." Sub-
sequently, the Vietnam Railway Authority determined
that Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and Terri-
torial Forces were generally not providing adequate
*security for regular RR operations as well, at least
not in MR 2, and suspended them accordingly. This is
the first time in recent history that this portion of
the railway has not operated. Indications are that
there are more than security considerations involved.
During CY-1973 there was consider-able discussion in the
GVN regarding the economic feasibility of maintaining
the vulnerable RR. This, too, has apparently influenced
the decision of the President. Moreover, there are
definite possibilities of commercial and other vested

* interests at stake, e.g., truckers, bus operators and
* similar concerns; which also may have Influenced the

GVN in this regard. The predictable impact of limited
RR operations is that the GVN and Republic of Vietnam
Armed Forces (RVNAF) will suffer the higher costs of
highway transportation and road maintenance, while RR
equipment and track deteriorates from the lack of use.
Despite the limited stretches of operational track,
traffic on the RR during the last quarter exceeded that
of the previous quarter. Traffic was'reported as
follows:

Metric tonnage Passengers

12,928 1,601,075'12-
CONFIDENTIAL
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3. (U) MILITARY CONSTRUCTION.

a. The Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF)/

Military Construction (MILCON) Program provides for
construction and major rehabilitation of RVNAF facili-
ties.

b. The AMASF/MILCON program is administered by
USARSUPTHAI. All work is done by fixed-price contrac-
tors. Problems arise for Vietnamese contractors when
offshore procurement is required due to long lead times
and complicated Importing procedures set by the GVN.

(1) Funded Projects Under Construction:

Infantry School - Bear Cat CWE $3,667,000
450 Bed Hospital Part A - Saigon 1,037,000
Hospital Equipment 500,000
Clothing Factory - Go Vap 312,000
Arsenal Foundry - Go Vap 195,000
54th Construction Bn - Hoc Mon 185,000

$5,896,000

(2) Funded Projects Under Design/
Advertisement:

Arsenal Phase II - Go Vap $985,000
450 Bed Hospital - Part B - Saigon 850,000
534th Ammo Depot - Bien Hoa 30,000
536th Ammo Depot - Tay Ninh 228,000

(3) Funded Projects on Hold: Eleven other Ammuni-
tion Depot upgrades have been funded on Construction
Directive Lot 190, dated 28 November 1973, however, the
$4.2 million programmed for this work has not been

'4 released for construction.

c. Inflation during the first three quarters of
FY74 has posed severe problems for construction con-
tractors in Vietnam. The price of cement has
inflated from VN$610 to VN$2400 per bag. There are
periodic shortages due to inability of local manufac-
turer to meet demand. The price of reinforcing steel

and other construction materials has increased rapidly;i likewise, the price of POL products has skyrocketed.

(Figure 12-2)
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4. (U) RV'!AF _A74.

a. As mentioned in orevious assessments, the
RVNAF Demobilization Plan for CY 74 is based on three
new Laws: #58, 59 nli 486. Laws -:5 and 59 were signed
26 December 1972 and Law #486 was signed 26 May 1973
by President Thieu. La-.% #58 prescribed age limits for
Regular Force personnel, Law #59 prescribed age limits
for Reserve Force personnel and Law #486 prescribed age
limits for Regional Force personnel.

(Figures 12-3, 12-4 and 12-5)

b. The last assessment reported 40,035 personnel
to be demobilized during CY 74. The number of per-
sonnel demobilized during the first quarter CY 7 4 is
shown in Figure 12-6 and is 10,751.

c. There has been no change in the military pen-
sion regulations covered in the previous quarterly
assessment. Seniority pensions are granted to all
service personnel who complete 25 years of civil and
military service. Extra credits toward the 25 year
eligibility can still be obtained from the special
category service or circumstances formerly enumerated.

d. The scope of responsibility of the Ministry of

,ar Veterans (MWV) remains unchanged. The MWV approved
budget for CY 1974 is 32,246,!19,000$VN; an increase of
7,452,022,000$V:, cver the JY 173 budget. All 44
Provincial City Servibe Centers are staffed and func-
tioning throughout the country.

5. (C) RVNAF MORALE.

a. JGS has indicated that RVNAF morale is gauged
by the following indicators: Leadership, desertion
rate, discipline, present for duty versus assigned
strength, troop appearance, equipment losses, conduct
of troops on and off duty, combat effectiveness, and
Esprit de Corps (e.g., Defense of Tonle Cham).

b. JGS issued a series of memorandums which re-
vealed that a significant quantity of Peoples Self
Defense Forces' (PSDF) weapons were lost to the enemy.
The memorandums stated that the majority of weapons
were lost due to lack of vigilance and close control

within the ranks, failure to properly screen members to
discover enemy infrastructure personnel, and the lack
of proper organization and leadership at all echelons.
An analysis of enemy contacts and attacks by enemyforces on the PSDF indicated that more weapons were

CONFi-tNTIAL
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AGE-LIMITS PRESCRIBED IN STATUTE

FOR REGULAR PERSONNEL

Reference: Article 191, Decree #058-TT/SLU, dated
26 December 1972

GRADE Age-Limits

A B C

Private, PFC, Corporal, CFC 39 40 42

NCO 42 45 47

2LT, ILT 43 46 48

Captain 44 47 56

Major 45 48 51

Lieutenant Colonel 46 49 52

Colonel 48 52 55

Brigadier General,
Major General 50 54 57

Lieutenant General 52 56 58

General 54 58

General of the Army 56 60

Age Limit A: Applies to flight, frogmen and sub-
marine personnel.

Age Limit B: Applies to:

- Army : Personnel Combat Arms and Combat Sup-
port Arms.

- Navy : Marine seafaring personnel and personnel
serving with shore establishment not
pertaining to age limit C.

- Air Force : Personnel not pertaining to age limits
A&C.

Age Limit C : Applies to:

Specialist personnel in the Armed
Services.

Figure 12-3 12-7
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AGE-LIMITS PRESCRIBED IN STATUTE

FOR RESERVE PERSONNEL

Reference: Article 119, Decree #059-TT/SLU, dated
26 December 1972

G R A D E Age-Limits

A B C

Private, PFC, Corporal 42 43 45

NCO 45 48 50

2LT, ILT, WO 46 49 51

Captain 47 50 53

Iajor 48 51 54

Lieutenant Colonel 49 52 55

Colonel 51 55 58

Brigadier General,
Iajor General 53 57 60

Lieutenant General 55 59 61

General 57 61

General of the Army 59 63

NOTE: When reaching the above age limits, in-
service personnel must be discharged.

V

eL

Figure 12-4 12-9
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UNCLASSI FIED
AGE-LIMITS PRESCRIBED -IN STATUTE

FOR REGIONAL FORCE PERSONNEL

Reference: Article 173, Decree #486-TT/SL, dated
26 May 1973

Age-Limit s

Combat Specialist

Private, PFC, Corporal, Sergeant 41 43

NCO 46 48

Aspirant, 2LT, iLT 47 49

Captain 48 51

rda~or 49 53

Lieutenant Colonel 50 55

Colonel 53 58

NOTE: W/hen reaching the abovre age limits, Regional
Forces per3onnel must be discharged.

Figure 12-5 12-11
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DR:-:*RDILZATION1 DURING FIRST ,;UA?:ER CY 74

a. Over A1e Personnel.

OFF "C E ,I TOTAL

Regular )61 2,315 137 3,413
Forces

RF 202 733 363 1,298

PF 0 0 30 30

Total 1,163 3,048 530 4,741

b. WAC Contract Expiration and Retirement - 102.

c. Category #2. Physically unfit.

Regular 202 387 1,445 2,034
Forces

RF 9 130 883 1,022

PF 0 0 525 525

Total 211 517 2,853 3,581

Category #3. Disabled.

Regular 121 172 643 936
Forces

RF 8 133 214 355

PF 0 0 36 36

Total 129 305 893 1,327

e. Grand Total of all Categories.

Regular 1,2811 2,874 2,225 6,383
Forces

RF 219 996 1,460 2,675

PF 0 0 591 591

WAC 0 59 43 102
Total 1,503 3,929 4,319 9,751

Figiire 12-6 12-13
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lozt than personne c-asu itie:3 r r ted. Soldiers
abandoning their units and leavin their weapons behind
during combat operatio::s or aa i their outsts
when attacked by ene!n: f ".ce..r reasons cited.
Another explanation was that "phantom" soldering and
gold bricking" practioces still exist and PSDF units

take advantage of enemy contacts to report casualties
for adjustment of strength figures.

c. Another aspect of morale addressed was the lack
of military discipline within RVNAF. Specifically, the
poor appearance of the soldiers, coming to work late and
departing early, as well as frequent absences without
proper authority were cases cited. Unit Commanders were
admonished for not applying military disciplinary sanc-
tions, but to the contrary, excused the violators or
reprimanded them only as a matter of form.

d. The memorandums established guidelines for cor-
rective measures and instructions for implementation at
all levels of command throughout RVN-AF.

e. Military discipline in 1-R 1 declined further
this quarter as evidenced by police reports and the
concern of the MR 1 Commanding General. The most
frecuently mentioned cmuse was the economic situation.
Sn:oe commanders also felt that another important factor
was the limit imposed on their latitude in administer-
ing punishment. The economic situation induced so!-
diers to leave restaurants with.-oal paying, steal live-
stock, and to pilfer goods and money from travelers.
The National and Military Police have not been in-
timidated and have usually apprehended the offenders.
The disciplinary procedure has been more difficult to
control. Commanders have been able to impose only 30
days restriction, which most troops view as a respite
from duty. More arduous punishment must be reviewed
by a board, and subsequently reviewed by the Joint
General Staff in Saigon prior to administration. Ac-
cording to many officers, the JGS has usually reduced
sentences. JGS Memorandum No. 1175, cited in paragraph
b, above, may help alleviate this problem.

f. Morale of RVNAF units in 5MR 4 appears to be
less affected by economic problems than in other mil-
itary regions. Although military personnel and their
families certainly suffer from inflation, coupled with
low salaries, most sources agree that the effect on
morale so far, has been minimal necause of the abun-
dance and relatively low price of food in the delta.
Command level RVNAF officers, hoiever, are concerned

12-14
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about the problem and the gradual erosion of morale
which will probably occur if the situation persists.
Commanders and troops agree that increased salaries will
not solve the problem because of rising prices, but most
feel that vast changes in the commissary system will be
required if relief is to be realized through that chan-
nel. As prasently constituted, the commissary system
offers little or no saving over outside purchases. In
some cases, such as sugar, short measuring actually
makes the commissary more expensive than the outside
market. The most significant manifestation of the
economic problem has been the increased pressure on
troops to seek outside work. Moonlighting has been a
contributing factor to the overall low present for duty
strength. So far, RVNAF troops in MR 4 seem to accept
economic hardship as the inevitable result of war, and
their poverty has not yet been translated into hostili-
ty toward the government. Although some bitterness has
been expressed toward what is seen as lack of interest
on the part of command-level officers, PF's in partic-
ular, seem to feel that their problems are being ignored
and that their situation is worse than that of the other
services. Reports of corruption persist, including the
payment by rear-service troops of their combat allowance
(4500$ VN/month) to regimental commanders in return for
staying out of combat. A deserter from the 21st Infan-
trY Division gave this practice and failure to be
gr-anted semi-annual leave as reasons for his desertion.

C.. The effectiveness and morale of territorial
forces are closely related to the area of assignment.
RF battalions, assigned outside the provinces to which
they are organic, suffer much higher desertion rates
than when assigned within their home provinces. To al-
leviate these problems, CG, 21st Infantry Division, has
ordered strict adherence to his schedule for rotating
RF troops back to their home provinces. He further
claims that this policy has helped to improve morale,
but non-organic battalions in Chuong Thien, in partic-
ular, continue to suffer lower morale and much higher
desertion rates than when stationed in their own
provinces.

h. A major cause of irritation among the PF troops
is the complaint that the P~s continue to be assigned
to insecure areas, while the better trained and equipped
RFs are assigned to more secure areas. The MR 4 Comn-
mander has repeatedly ordered an end to this practice.

CONFIDENTIAL
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i. One of the most important mLssions of the Gen-

eral Political Warfare Department (GPW' D) is to create
and maintain the loyalty of the RVNAF to their leaders,
nation, and national ideology. To fulfill this endeav-
or, many intermediate objectives must be achieved.
Foremost among these is the creation of an environment
within which a soldier can be expected to be loyal. If

asoldier is overly concerned about his food, pay, or
living conditions, is worried about his family or feels
that he is not being treated fairly then any motiva- *
tional or indoctrination program will not succeed. The
GPWD is making every effort to improve the soldier's
lot. Some examples currently underway include depend-
ent welfare programs, lectures, movies, radio and TV,
magazines and newspapers and sports/entertainment pro-
grams. Social service support is provided to all mil-
itary personnel and their dependents. Examples of
welfare support programs include assistance in kind,
assistance in cash, education, medical and maternity
care, youth activities, and self-help programs.

J. Desertions among RVNAF stabilized during the
quarter. The overall trend for RVNAF reflects an in-
crease; however, VNAF, VNN and the Airborne desertion
rates decreased during the period.

ESERTION RATE (PERCENT)

BRANCH SEP-,OV DEC-FEB CHANGE

ARVN 2.31 2.38 + .07
VNAF .23 .19 - .04
VNN .26 .22 - .04
VNMC 1.74 2.16 + .42
RF 1.49 1.72 + .23
PF .57 .67 + .10
RANGER 5.71 5.72 + .01

- AIRBORNE 2.87 1.84 - 1.03

k. RVNAF desertion trends are shown in Figure 12-7

12-16
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6. (C) RV:'iA' . :.L zVACUAT!r. (MEDEVAC). The pri-
mary vehicle for emergency MEDEVAC in RVAF is the UH-1
helicopter. During the eight months from July 1973 -
February 1974, MEDEVAC constituted approximately 7.7"I
of VNAF total helicopter operational flying. V'!AF has
103 UH-l helicopters assigned to the MEDEVAC mission.
Use of these assets for their intended purpose Is spor-
adic and varies among military regions depending upon
MR Commander emphasis. The value of rapid casualty
movement is its impact on medical success and morale.
Except during adverse weather conditions, aerial MEDEVAC
is the most efficient means available, both day and
night. LTG Trung in MR 1 currently makes the best use
of MEDEVAC, followed by the Commanders of MRs 2, 3, and
4, respectively. More command emphasis by the latter
group will be necessary before this valuable asset is
fully utilized. A breakdown of helicopter MEDEVAC for
1973-1974 is as follows:

ONTH SORTIES HOURS WIA EDEVA C

28 Jan-28 Feb 73 1788 886 1884

Mar 1711 857 3093

! r 1788 829 1347

iay 3544 1795 1003

Jun 1809 1120 3482

Jul 2239 931 2770

Aug 3221 1773 3333

Sep 3922 1807 2766

Oct 2378 967 2941

Nov 4073 1997 1697
.4

Dec 4844 2331 2689

Jan 74 3771 1775 2552

Feb 3606 1636 2540

12-18
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7. (C) CHIEU KOI PRC.GRAM. Since its inception in
1963, the Chl.eu Koi program has been credited with some
223,400 ralliers for the RVN. Figures 12-8 and 12-9
depict the 11 year history of one of the more success-
ful programs undertaken by the GVN.

8. (C) TERRORISM. Terrorist acts have taken a heavy
toll since 1 January 1968. To date, approximately
31.710 governmental and nongovernmental civilians have
been killed and 74,015 wounded. It is interesting to
note that since the initial ceasefire, there has been
an increase in the number of governmental civilian
casualties, while on the other hand, nongovernmental
civilian casualties have significantly decreased.

(Figure 12-10)

9. (C) REFUGEE PROGRAM. Refugees have had a signif-
icant impact on the GVN. The refugee problem began in
1954 and continues with no end in sight. ARVN current-
ly has plans for assisting refugee relocation in seven
provinces within MRs 2, 3, and 4. ARVN plans for as-
sistance for these sites varies from 28 to 300 days in
terms of manpower and equipment support. The GVN has
l'ready allocated 8,800 hectares of land and funded
over 349,000,000$VN for the relocation and support of
:he refugees. This progra. will affect over 173,000
people. Of these, approximately 61,000 Vietnamese were
already residents of the selected refugee sites. Sta-
tistics reflecting the overall refugee status are shown
in Figures 12-11 and 12-12. Figure 12-13 depicts sites.

10. (S) REDUCTION PROGRAM - BULK PETROLEUM (POL).

a. The petroleum support program to RVNAF was
interrupted by the Arabian embargo against sale of POL
to the United States. Supplies to RVNAF via commercial
oil companies ceased on 12 Nov 73 with the cessation of
imports to RVN.

b. Action was taken prior to the embargo to
reduce RVNAF consumption of PbL consistent with mea-
sures being taken world-wide in light of the energy
crisis.

12-19
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REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT
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40 7 2 80

d. To sustain operations without interruptionbecause of fuel shortage, sufficient Diesel fuel wasborrowed from commercial oil suppliers to meet require-

PACON and by 15 Dec 73 there was sufficient fuel to

maintain normal consumption through Dec 73 and on
1 Jan 74 have 30 days reserve stock on hand. We also
repayed torrowed Diesel fuel stocks.

e .... co ,--ion initiated oin- b,
an,-: >-0 on RV'!AP r--suted in the followin

rer ty "t.ons savin,s shown:

A. AS TOTE ~0~AL
.-.:ct:.,p O:- (BEES) (BS) (BEES) Z 7E7) (BBLS)

1WL 73 3,... -,
2  WY3 23,944

....- 73 3,067 9,c6 l,G0 4.300 -9,33"

HOV 73 2,927 8.703 1,499 4,380 18,oc

(2) Percentage reduced from July consumption:

MOGAS DIESEL AVGAS JP4 OVERALL

SEP 73 5% 6, 23% 41% 19%

.,V 73 10% 15% 36% 40% 25%

3 lonetary savings forced by the conservation
program. Computations made using as a basic cost the
July support level.

0 ._ _S DIESEL AVGAS JP4 IOTAL

$78,750 $478,800 $ ,4,470 $1,043,320 $2,49,292

: 12 -3 2
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CHAI TER 13

JGS COMMAND AND CONTROL

1. (C) CHAIN OF oO.AAP.D

a. Previous quarterly assessments covered the
organization for national defense within the Government
of Vietnam (GVN) from the President as Suoreme Command-
er-in-Chief, down to the Military Regions/Corps (MR/
Corps). Those assessments provided information that
covered the relationship between the Joint General
Staff (JGS) and the Vietnamese Air Force and Navy
(VNAF & VNN), the Airborne and Marine Divisions, and
the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) combat
branches; the Artillery, Armor and Ranger Comnands.
This quarterly assessment continues to outline how the
JOS functions in rclaticn to the Office of the Assist-
ant Chief of Staff for Operations, J-3/JGS, and the
Gen-eral Political Warfare Department (GWD). As stated

previous ass- -S. F, ... 7GS ormr', manages
rather than exerci c.- mmand and control. The J-3/
JOS ensures that JGp policies, directives, plans and
doctrine are correctly interpreted and effectively
imolemented by field comarners. The function of the
3.,D is somewhat 4' , ? le ril_. The Chief,
GP;;D, receives minia 4 .i'7,d 1u a frCo.-. he Chief!
JOS and in normal 7rera!I3cns re!-ores a,.,i prooses
plans to the Chief/JiGS for ;a].,roval. Frequently, the
Chief, GPWD, receiv2- in.li:ictions directly from the
President or throu>-: ,e H-mister C7 iat_'o-a Defense
(MOND) Some .PWD . -;trgraz and operations are coor-
dinated with and influenced by the Ministry of Infor-
mation and Open Arms. However, GPWD does not respond
to guidance or directives from this Ministry unless
passed through the MOND or dictated by the President.
This illustrates that control of GPWD is held at the
highest level of government. An exception is that
some GPWD Political Warfare (POLWAR) Battalions are
assigned to support field operations and are controlled
by the MR/Corps Ccu:mrcers.
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b. The Office " .-. -Tant Chief of Staff for
Operations is organ .d anz oaffed as shown in Figure
13-1. The ACofS, - .erar- :.- :,perates basically
within the framew1r. .i we1-ae f'ned and strictly
adhered to guidelies! to leter-ined by the Chief/JGS,
the Chief of Staff!J/,S, and the Assistant to the Chief,
JGS for Operations (whri so delegated). The J-3/JGS
assesses and reports conbat ooerations and enemy
initiated ceasefire violations. Additionally, the J-3
coordinates plans and policies with other JGS staff
elements, commands ana branches, and Corps/MR Command-
ers. The chart at Figiue 13-2 depicts the operations
relationship from the JGS down to sector (province).
The operations elm.-ntE at each level in the chain of
command are not exte-sions of J-3!JGS, but are organic
and responsible t- their respective commanders.

-h n1 .. particularly the
-f iecf ot', e r p a of CY 73 to

t, tme -gen establish-
ej C.; oa Ce '. IF D the more sig-
nificant functio!- :-e J-3/JGS under
the Ceasefire Agr-ee7ee, -L, the =-.itoring, recording
and reporting of a . - :- casefire viola-
tions, and the P.: '. tt... n.... er-
sonnel and eq- _- s'7 a stIcs arc
cons_erec to ze . a::- are
released to te a - - the -n-rnaoional
Commission of cn:o-. I( s).

(2) T ,a e "3 ". - . ion of 'h Chief/
JGS, maintains a 2 -r -- affing caaciiity.
This is accomplished _.. .,,arl-L' *,y a series of rotating
operations teams who ami ar-- 4 :intain the Joint Opera-
tions Center (JC), alu ral'f of senior officers
who remain on-call to r.'uo :, :ickly to unforeseen
emergencies. The UC in c:on.-tant communication
",ith Corps/MR Thcti , _  Centers (TOCs),

tactical field ,'a-lerc a..- ector commanders.
Ceasefire. violatic I:.: , offensive operations
and RV. A t >tivi . rt-_-- ! and briefed.

I
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(3) J-31GS Operati ors is directed by an ARVN
brigadier general with the title of Assistant Chief of
Staff, Operations, J-The J-3 staff has a total
TO&E strength of 5C6; 263 officers, 177 NCO's and 66
EM. Figure 13-3 outlines the J-3/JGS organization.
Assigned to the J-3/JGS are representatives from each
of the Armed Services, Commands and Branches, and from
J-2 and J-6 (as mentioned in previous assessments, the
entire Joint General Staff is "Joint" in name only,
being predominantly Army, with only minimal represen-
tation from other services). The J-3/JGS is subdivided
into two major elements. The Assistant for Studies
and Plans monitors three divisions and 16 branches.
The Assistant for Operations consists of four divisions
and 18 branches. This assessment will cover the
general mission and major functions of the J-3/JGS in
relation to the general pnolicy and decision-making pro-
cesses of the Chief/J2. The JOC and Special Operations
Center (SCC) will not be addressed in detail at this
time. Tne JOC was . in previous assessment.
The SOC rii rily i;n!-r: y .se of electronic
detection dvices a instructions and guide-
lines on such devices tc Eleeo. nic Combat Detachments
(ECDs). These ECDs ae. depeloed throughout RVN with
the Corps and Divlsoc 2 o ernlaie sensors and monitor
senscr activations.

(4) Stated Of

Organize, 2:I..--, suoervise and monitor
all matters nereain-n...........,F clans and oneratnins.

(5) Functions of the J-3/JGS.

(a) Establish general operating instructions and
recommend employment of ;nits.

(b) Develop plano for the RVNAF. Coordinate
inter-zbne movements, plan and direct special joint
service operations.

C
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(c) Establish, coordinat: and monitor schedules
of activations, inactivntions and reorganizations of
all RVNAF units.

(d) Establish force structure requirements, and
review and publish TO&Es.

(e) Prepare and publish mission orders and stand-
ing operating procedures (SOPs) for RVNAF.

(f) Monitor pacification and development programs
established by the GVN. Coordinate and monitor
policies concerning military support of pacification
and development. The Assistant Chief of JGS for
Community Security, Development and Pacification is the
JGS representative or the GVN Central Reconstruction
and Development Council (CRDC). JGS responsibility
is to insure territo'iai secu _lt to GVN programs and
rural populace.

(g) 2cria . tactical air support
procedures and ANLE-7LJ, -. n he . -F .

(h) Responsible all natters regarding
che-.ical ;weaoons.

(i) c II o~ 1r -,-units throughout
the country.

('j) Monitor "sitation throughout
the country and re:,,:'- . uation to higher

authorities.

(k) Assess RVN AF ccbat proficiency on a monthly,
quarterly anj annual basis.

(1) Provide s;aff "nssitance to the JGS/RVNAF
Inspector General i:srecticn *;eams to assist in inspect-
ing, evaluating and reporting unit combat capability.

(mi) Record and r:: t :-Eeational statistics and
losses at all levels rf .J .

(n) Organize s C'-, . . c and military
ceremonies.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(o) Study ani recommend training policies and
concepts based on combat operational experience.

(p) Monitor joint servie training.

(q) Study, pr':paie and puablish battefield lessons
learned.

(r) Supervise operations of the Joint Operations
Center and Special Operations Centers.

(6) It can be seen from the mission and functions
of the Office of the J-3/JGS, that the scope and
nature of the JGS operations organization does not en-
tail involvement with the active day-to-day detailed
planning and conduct of combat operations in the field.
Corps Commanders are P'iven assets to accomplish their
missions and they ; execut comat operational
plans. The Chi '? r e J-3/JS establishes
the broader jd- ii s within which
all commanders aa.. - y their
units. The -orp .ble to the
President, as he .. . a ntntand
removal authority c ..... an e r

C. Pri*,), _.1
noted that t.. _ . , One
type is direct!., .. .c;ner is located
in regular milit :,- . . . , - ning centers,
or supportorga ... e .
Commanding ,-f . "_" ne. . The
Political Warfar, -- icors in
GPWD and its subo'' - :%zazlon6 and the officers
on the POLWAR staffs of al! units/organizations at
regimental level a-d a Thc POLWAR officers at
company and battai-n level a1e mernbers of the branch
of the unit to whi - i d, and their POLWAR duties
are considered sec. . olitical ar'are as it
exists in South Vietnam encompasses the areas of
troop and denden . e:-'on and entertain-
ment, indoctrin ,. . cin %-l affairs and
civic action. Thyc., ;cni *.:ar-are (PsY;.AR) activities
are directed at th, , of tl_,: 3rd GPWD
mission indicated . ..'.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(1) T:e t.e . ,issions

shows why oneratio .. exercised by the

highest level of .tated missions are

listed in the order al priority and
allocation cf aval..---.

(a) T cr . . . lo-ah of the

Republic of Vietnam : r.Jes to their leaders,
nation and national ide.lop;.

(b) To gain an.:' .:-aintain the support of the

civilian populace in both friendly and enemy controlled
areas.

(c) To destrcy- loyalty of enemy troops to
their leaders, natior - national ideology.

d. The General aital Warfare Department is
a major sutdivisi. . .,, Joint General Staff

with the Ci.ef , C'7.L i as Deput, Chief of
S-aff' for PQL,.AA.

e. Althou,:} a s:Ja a joint service

orcanization, it -, .. army lieutenant general,
an t. e stIff .e .. . , - nt

timle uex/cca
ass'stan s ,, n-ts), a
POL.'AF C... " ... o .' a. -a _a, iraz , onal

units.

(1) The de,:,- a'.y assistants include:

Deputy Chief for Trco- .1ct~on, responsible for develop-
ing long range troT.- -- and indoctrination
programs; Deputy " Action and Enemy Action,
responsible for Ion action and PSYWAR
programs; Deputy C" F. responsible for devel-
oping POLWAR act ii.'- " the Regional and Popular

Forces; Deut C *  of War (PO,) Affairs,
responsible f-r cc.- i3ical warfare and in-
doctrination activ- - " u.. :.ps; and Special Assist-
ant for Planning, ' ." , long ranoe organiza-

tional prc:;ram an,- -.. . . Tieze F-c'a staff
members rer-t dire> -i f, P..
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(2) The Staft .n i z- r a
responsible for TO " ." general PLWAR

organizations; P" for' preparing
long range POL,..,
responsible for s-'.. -- inatior: within
the terms of Geneva . - . ; nformation and
Public Relations Branch, resnnsible for administration
of military unit spcr. ..- : r anaging teams
which enter internab!. on Budget Branch,
responsible for the GPWD portion of the Ministry of
National Defense bd,,_ Adin Bran-c, res-
ponsible for routi'. on of GPWD. This
coordinating staff .e GPWD Chief of Staff.
It should be noted !-e saff does not include an
office responsible () ion or control of
supply activities. -lab:rated upon in
shortfalls and ass:-_..

(3) The dec nits
and n.1 -- TraIing,

t rams,
to include c, era" . , r;
PSYWAR Department, . , : LaIon
medfa supporting l .- ,, VoiCe of
Freedom Radio ,', .
Security DeT..--. .. " ( _ S
respcnsib1e
counterespi,. .... i.~~investigations- ; r ... "- ... ... ib 1e

for insurint-
and the Chatr, iain.:
serving the relig . I
their dependents. - i ose
proximity to GFPWD a:-,, - . under Zhe direct
command and contri .

(4) The POL:,,A7 . ." ,s onr roducing
company level PO!i. .. §.,o cond.:zts
Basic and Interme c.-t  courses.

.v
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(5) The ope:a_'_r )-.a. s of GFWD include
five POLWAR Batt'il__ .r ass communication
media controllei " ...... partment. The mission
of the POL'%!AR Datt POLWAR support
to the RVNAF. p . education, motiva-
tion, iadoctri iP 'im, and PSYWAR support,
accomplished by ?S'-:,'. r%.... - :,u fo. tical operations.
Four of these battaliDs a assigned, one each to the
Corps/MR areas a.-, : o-.op2rational control
of the Corps Commanders. _ii- companies organic to the
battalions are further asZi-'..ed in direct support of
the combat divis{m. Iu. I.-J'o.-iions and companies
receive operational ' .. idance from GPWD.
Command and control i ips are depicted in
Figure 13-6.

(6) The p r,-•. o tor.ntion requires
amplification a., -: ... .:e :ontributing
to the accompli:., " ..-- tci..-. The
primary obec-ti- - e _o develop
broad th em ' c : -. for
national t-o'- supervise
implementation ... v - _ de media
support for the T . YWAR
Department ase- : . facility,
a 3 .t1o n tcdcs
radi :,. -. -tccrs.

(7) T'.. oas-tensibly
a comrercia. I*:<_= ,ated
in downtowvi . .,
Republic of , :: a' not
TO&E authorize_-. -saining
with revenue ob- r,- .e-nts nd sale of
papers. The r-.- -,_ -uies daily.

f. With .,-e nami zation
program and ezv' r eas- e fire
agreement, th e as increased
in importance. ,to motivate
all RVNAF an. .
resisting 1rc m'.. o .. e them
that South Vietr,' " .,!Ith
limited forei-:.: 1- ,Eencreased

the importance ' .unifica-
tion. Addition. t. U chclogical
Operation (PSYOP' .... .. -r-e .. SY0P
responsibility - ' - cePi.- 7>v truc rr
PSYWAR activit. -. . .h te

C eO 1, T L
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g. The importance of POLWAR and the magnitude
of the operation can be .indicated by the number of
personnel involved. GWD TOS&Es provide for 7,374
military spaces. These figures do not include per-
sonnel not assigned to GWD serving in a POLWAR capacity,
or the many civilian employees on the .inistry of
National Defense Payroll.

2. (C) SHORTFALL AND ASSESSMENT.

a. Shortfalls enumerated in previous quarterly
assessments remain valid. The Joint General Staff
(JGS) primarily coordinates RVNAF resources. While the
Chief/JGS and the JGS headquarters staff exercise
little day-to-day command and control, they continue to
allocate resources to Corps/MR Commanders. Tncreased
enemy pressures during the reporting period inave
compelled the JGS t. a' to acqujire more vld and
rapid reporting from the fie ut. The new - o:f Staff/
JGS has taken initial ps to transform the JOC from
its present status eel, iowgearl !'nessage
center" into a prc,:n- :.:in.r .,- The
"whys" and r beh, reported : -i- -

beginning to be souaht, nd lessons learneo .re being
analyzed for distritu,,to to the field. t is a beginning,
but much must be ,- 0
accurate and tim? .. ' nt
of reports remain:-.- -e
Corps/MR Commanders. :.ere a-r ether i.f and
welcome indications , '

(LTG Khuyen) is per:...
standing problems in ,.ex ..
recent memorandums he ,r sign
Chief/JGS. The first concerned measures which would
significantly reduce the number of weapons l-.t to the
enemy by the civilian Peoples Self-Defens3 "ce. This
memorandum is covered in Chraper 9 and disc,:.-cd in part
within Chapter 12. Second, noting that disc. Lpoine and
disciplinary sanctions were deteriorating witioin the
RVNAF, LTG Khuyen initiated JGS action to correct the
situation. In a menora.I-.. ]i75/TTM/1PC'T/-1CQ/K, 3
April 1974) to all majoc r ,:. mnd and el , :f the
RVNAF, the JGS issued comprehensive instructionc3 on
intensification and imvIent .tion of militpr*v dis-
ciplinary action. Thesc ions arv I ",y
reiteration of current r-e i1!3t _ons, particl....
Article 1 of Decree Law #11-TT/SLU, "Major Offenses",
dated 2 September 1972. They are signifCicant .,.hen
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considering thec'd or, strict
adherc, nce by conocement. .rcIce 1

covers such of.joining or support-
rig a Comnunst ro ftiny or surrender,

desertion or abandoning .ost, rape, threatening or
taking human 14 e - -,i .-'9opertY, protecting or condoning
organizations engaged in theft, gambling or prostitution,
bribery, improper use of influence, illegal transfer of
funds, black market and narcotics operations, embezzle-
ment of public funds and- misappropriation of government
property, with emohasis on weapons, ammunition, clothing
and equipment, and POL. Implicit in the referenced
memorandum is the intention of the JGS to enforce
military justice at all levels within the RVNAF, includ-
ing the highest levels of command. Commanders must take
action against violators within 24 hours; reports must
be prepared and submitted as cuickly as possible, with
copies furnished to -h' Adjutart General Division of
JGS by the fastest means. When so notified, investiga-
tive agencies must initiate investigations within 24
hours. The text of the guidelines provides explicit
examples of minor and major military behavior and
discipline violations, along with the necessary and
proper action to CE taken. Recognizing that strict
law enforcement reasurers will create a certain amount
of dissension and encounter a deree of resistance, the
memorandun directs command emphasis on crime prevention
and iooved military conduct through basic instructions
and information programs. The. GWD is directed to
increase indoctrination efforts with the theme "Preven-
tion is bette than e. nally, noting with great
concern the considerable loss of Regular and Territorial
Force weapons and equipment in CY 1973 and the first
months of 1974, the new Chief of Staff again initiated
action to place major command emphasis on the leadership
and role of small unit commanders regarding the pro-
tection of weapons, clothing and equipment. In Memo-
randum #1235/TTM/P342, dated, 4 April 1974, unacceptable
examples of why weapons losses often exceed casualties
are cited and the implementation of explicit preventative
and corrective measures is directed. This memorandum
provides extensive and detailed guidance and stresses
wide dissemination. Emphasis is placed on the local
commander's ability and respor.sibility to improve his
unit's preparedeness and effectiveness. He is urged to
more thoroughly control and conserve the use of weapons

13-19
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and equipment. licreoveu, he i-i u.xpected, through
leadership and personal examFie, to develop confidence,
loyalty and a willingriess to fignr among his troops.
N.oteworthy is +h, -irected at Corps,
Divisions and Sectors to develop plans and exhibit
command interest in the execution of the memorandum
which is directed at the development of basic and
fundamental leadership at the small unit level.

b. The Chief of GPWD enjoys a certain degree of
autonomy and freedom of action in his dual missions
of POLWAR support to RVNAF and Assistant Chief/JGS for
POLWAR. In this capacity he has failed to identify and
prevent duplication of efforts. Examples of this exist
within the areas of enemy psychological warfare analysis
and the integrated use of mass media communications.
Other GPWD shortfalls are in the logistics and mainte-
nance areas. These include shortages of mission equip-
ment, inadequate expendable and spare part supplies and
inadequate budgetary allowances. The large amount of
nonstandard commercial equipment authorized and on hand
in GWD complicates and compounds the logistical problem.
This eauipment and associated expendable supplies are
POLWAR peculiar and are not found in other RVNAF
organizations. This precludes support from established
su..-y and maintenance support organizations. The most
critical problem is the lone-ter: m lac of valid GPWD
budget input data and tnc :'esulting overall inadequacy
of the GVN budget allocated tc GPWD. GPWD personnel do
not have the knowledge or expertise required to develop
anticipated spare parts requirements and equipment
attrition factors on which to base budgetary require-.
ments. As indicated earlier, the GPWD staff does not
include a supply activity to coordinate analysis and
solution. Each unit administers its own supply program
and requests support through the logistical channels
in the area of assignment. Additional shortfalls
include limited analytical and research intelligence
capabilities to effectively plan PSYWAR campaigns or
to measure the effectiveness of programs.

S,-20
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DAO DISTINGUISHED VISITORS

1. JANUARY 1974:

DATE(S) DV TITLE

9-10 Jan Mr. Peter J. Technical
Burlinson Representative,

INSTAPAK
Corporation

9-11 Jan Col. D. Tadich Deputy J-2,
United States
Support Activi-
ties Group
(USSAG)

9Jan-22Feb Mr. C.K. Lammers Chief, Pacific
Audit Division,
Deputy Assistant
Secretary of
Defense (DASD)
(Audit)

14-16 Jan BG Joseph R. Commander, Joint
Ulatoski Casualty Resolu-

tion Center (JCRC)

14-18 Jan Col. A.L.Meredith Research and
Development, (R&D)
Commander in Chief
Pacific (CINCPAC)

Col J.C.Gibbs R&D, CINCPAC

15-17 Jan Col. Albert N.J. Commander,
Weidhas Detatchment (Det)

K, S000th Military
Intelligence
Group (MIGP)

U

V

14-1
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DATE (S) DV IT-LL

15-8 anMr. Carl Weiss Transportation
15-1 JanDivision,

CINCPACAF

17 Jan Mr. Wolfgang J. Conl Genera
LehmannlI iii r

Region IV

24-5 anCapt Charles M. United States
24a2yea Coast Guard

20-24 Jan Col R.J.Huebner CINCPAC, J-8

21-2 anRADM R. E. Director for
2 22JnFowler, Jr. Logistics CINCPAC

26-31Capt (USN) H-ead,, Foreign
26-1O0A. Porter, Jr. Assistance Plans

and Policy
Section, Plans
Division,
CINCPACFLT

26Jan-l3Feb Sir Robert British Author

Thomps on

2 31Jan Col. Edmond F. CINCPAC Policy

Gregg, Jr Branch, South-

2. FEBRUARY 1974.eatAi

1-3 eb G J.BelamyAssistant Chief
1-3 Fb MGJ. Belamyof Staff (ACOS),

J-3, USSAG

2-5 Feb RADM L.R. Vasey USN Retired

*14-
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DATE(S) DV TITLE

3-6 Feb Mr. William A. Paz Civilian Personnel
Director,
CINCPACFLT

4-6 BG William C. Commander, US

Weaver Army Communica-
tions Command,
Pacific

4-7 Feb Mr. William F. Office of the

Coakley Ass istant
Secretary of
Defense (OASD)

Mr. William A. Chief, Civilian
Pankonin Personnel

Policy Division,
. iNCPAC

5-7 Feb BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC
Ulatoski

5-7 Feb Col. Albert N.J. Commander, DET K,
Weidhas S000th MI Gp

6-7 Feb Col Braxton Carter USSAG, J-4

6-8 Feb MG Ira A. Hunt, Deputy Commander

Jr. USSAG

6-8 Feb BG Hilding L. ACOS, USSAG, J-2
Jacobson

6-8 Feb Col P. Lee Mason Editor-in-Chief,
Pacific Stars
and Stripes

MG Leroy J. Manor Commander, 13th7 Feb Air Force

414-3
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DATE (S) DV TITLE

13-14 Feb Mr. James Meyer Assistant to
Commander
Pacific
Exchange

13-14 Feb BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC
Ulatoski

13-22 Feb Mr. Joseph P. DASD (Audit)
Welsch

14-18 Feb Dr. Roger E. DASD (Economic
Shields Affairs)

15-17 Feb HON Eugene E. Assistant
Berg Secretary of the

Army (ASA)

Lieutenant Deputy Chief of
General (LTG) Staff Logistics
Fred Kornet (DCSLOG) Depart-

ment of the
Army (DA)

MG Homer D. Smith Deputy Commander
Logistics
(DCDRLOG) Head-
quarters Army
Materiel Command
(HQAMC)

MG Alton G. Post DCSLOG, United
States Army,
Pacific (USARPAC)

Col William E. HQ AMC
Eicher

Col Robert C. Executive, OASA
Hawlk

14-4
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DATE(S) DV TITLE

15-17 Feb Col William L. DCSLOG, DA
Waugh

17-21 Feb LTG William E. Deputy Director,
Potts Defense Intelli-

gence Agency

17 Feb MG J.R. Cleland Chief, Military
Equipment Delivery
Team, Cambodia
(MEDTC)

18-19 Feb Col Ray L. Defense Attache,
Burnell, Jr. Phom Penh

22-25 Feb Gen Ferdinand J. USA Retired
Chesarek

24-26 Feb BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC
Ulatoski

26-28 Feb CAPT (USN) Commanding
D. Ruebsamen Officer, Military

Sealift Command,
Far East

27Feb-2Mar HQ USAF

LTG William W. Deputy Chief of
Snavely Staff, Systems

and Logistics
(DCS/S&L)

BG John R. Director Logistics
Spalding Plans & Programs

14-5
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DATE(S) DV TITLE

HQ AIR FORCE LOGISTICS COMMAND (HQ AFLC)

MG G. Rhodes Chief of Staff

Col G. E. Hoffman Director
International
Logistics

Col H. C. Long Director Missionand Management

Support

PACIFIC AIR FORCE (PACAF)

MG Ralph T. Holland DCSLOG

BG William D. DCS Civil
Gilbert Engineering

Col. R. J. Staff Member
O'Leary

28 Feb-3 Mar Col C. W. Boyd Chief, CINCPAC
Force Planning
Division J-531

3. MARCH 1974:

1-2 Mar BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC
Ulatoski

2 Mar Mr. George Norman Chief, Food
Branch HQ Army
Air Force Exchan-
ge Service

4-5 Mar BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC

Ulatoski
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DATE (S) DV TITLE

4-12 Mar Col A.L.Meredith R&D CINCPAC

5-9 Mar Col Albert N. J. Commander, DET K
Weidhas 5000th MI Gp.

7-8 Mar Col R. W. Bagnard Chief, Operational
Intelligence
Division, J-2,
USSAG

8-9 Mar Col. R.O. Rowland Chief, Personnel
Services, J-ll,
CINCPAC

20-21 Mar RADM Wallace R. Commander, Naval
Dowd Supply Systems

Command

RADM R. Rieve Fleet Supply
Officer,
CINCPACFLT

22 Mar BG Joseph R. Commander, JCRC

Ulatoski

24-28 Mar Dr. H. Paul Ecker Executive Director, 4
Naval Management
Systems Center

27-29 Mar Col. V. Dimauro Deputy Commander,
JCRC

27-29 Mar Mr. R. Linsenmeyer Chief, Scientific

Analysis Gp,
CINCPAC

IL.
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29-31 Mar Mr. F. Tapparo Director, Asia
Divis ion OASD

31 Mar-S Apr Mr. K. Riner Defense Contract
Audit Agency
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DEF*I'SE ATTACHE A S . ..

1. (S) GENERAL. Tirie RVNAF improvement and protlem

ledger again reflects significant progress and residual
problems. Enemy infiltration and introduction of
supplies and equipment have continued while the GVN is
developing its capabilities with reduced US aid.

2. (S) INDICATORS OF IMPROVEMENT.

a. The RVNAF have been able to contain several
threats posed by the enemy during this quarter and the
beginning of the 4th Quarter. Most significantly, the
RVNAF have taken initiatives against the enemy which have
caused severe disruption in traditional enemy strongholds.
Not unexpectedly, this has resulted in strong enemy
response.

b. The high point of the quarter, and the entire
ceasefire period, was the penetration of the Tri Phap
Village area in Kier Tuong Province commencing 13 February.
This achievement was a long awaited reversal of the Ap
Bac Battle, just to the northeast of Tri Phap, fought on
2 January 1963. On that day, a 200 man guerilla force
in:'licted heavy casualties on a 2500 man ARVN unit,
supported by armored personnel carriers and US heli-
copters. The cauability to penetrate Tri Phao was devel-
oped over a long period of time. In December and January,
ARVN operations were conducted south of QL-4 to eliminate
the enemy interdiction threat to that vital route to
Saigon. Heavy casualties were inflicted on enemy units.
Discerning enemy vulnerability, units of the 7th and 9th
Divisions penetrated Tri Phap Village and have remained
in the area for two months. Enemy efforts to draw ARVN
forces from the area have been ineffective. MR-4 estab-
lished a new political district, Hau My, under administra-
tion of Dinh Tuong Province and is proceeding with plans
for resettlement of civilian refugees.

c. In the Western Delta, ARVN heliborne operations
in response to intelligence have been timely and effective
in countering enemy attempts to develop an alternate
infiltration route int,.) the Delta.
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d. In MR 3, a 12-day 25th Division operation sup-
ported by armor, artillery and air into the Ho Bo Woods
area (northern Hau Nghia, western Binh Duong) also
achieved surprise. The enemy was successfully deceived
into expecting a thrust north up QL-13. When ARVN1
units began movement to the northwest from Cu Chi,
Hau Nghia, the enemy avoided contact and abandoned the
area, leaving significant caches of weapons and food
behind. Enemy attempts to re-enter the area, commenc-
ing in late March and early April, have been contained
by armored task forces. The capability to activate
and exercise effective command and control of these
units has been an important development.

e. Use of armored units in support of offensive
operations is occurring more frequently in MR 2 and MR 3,
and with success. Losses have been sustained but not
:1thout inflicting greater losses on the enemy.

f. In th- central highlands, ARVN forces have also
.l nstrat-d a capability to contain enemy initiatives.

-::e 22d and 23 Divisions have responded well and con-
ducted effective operations in attempts to seize the
initiative from the enemy. Long-range patrols were used
more effectively to gain information and interdict enemy
lines of ommunication.

g. .>st evident in the Delta, RF units have also
increased their mobility and broken away from their tra-
ditional defensive posture. There are good indications
of improved combat capability in the coastal provinces
of MR 2.

h. VNAF has been heavily committed during the quarter.

Fixed wing aircraft have provided daily support to tacti-
ca! units, AC-119 gunships have supported units in contact
at night and strikes against enemy facilities and truck
convoys around the frontier periphery of MR 2 and MR 3
have been utilized more frequently to disrupt enemy
logistics traffic.

3. (S) PROBLEM AREAS: The problems discussed in the
last quarterly assessment were the most significant, and
continue so. The prosecution of the war has not been
curtailed but is made more difficult by their existence.
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a. Corruption will always be a problem. The govern-

ment is attempting to take steps to relieve the effects
of inflation, which in turn has compounded the corruption
problem. The plight of the individual serviceman, with
his low pay, long commitments to combat and the consequent
separations from his family, is not a new problem. Some
officials and military leaders at all levels, identified
as corrupt, have been replaced. Some form of in-kind
issue of food and/or pay is under consideration. Some
units have taken immediate steps such as growing their
own food in base camp areas. Until some visible relief
is attained, the problem will continue.

b. Supply and maintenance still require extensive
effort. Progress has been achieved, but prospects for
final resolution still depend on training and experience.
There were indications of improvement in supply distri-
bution; ammunition and food are provided to combat units
on a more timely basis. These efforts must be maintained t
while distribution of spare parts and maintenance of major
items of equipment is improved.

c. Coordinated employment of infantry and supporting
arms has been more evident during the :uarter. Armor
especially is being given an offensive role. Training is
restricted by reduced allocations for fuel and continuous
infantry commitment to combat. The successes achieved in
Tri Phap, Ho Bo Woods and in the Central highlands are
heartening, but all units are not equally capable and
proficient.

d. Leader'ship changes appear to have had a good
effect in many units and provinces. he excellent results
achieved by preplanned offensive operations in MR's 2, 3,
and 4 are strong indicators of improvement. Swift execu-
tion of plans, particularly evident in Tri Phap, is not
universal.

4. (S) SUMNIARY. The experience of the past three months
has seen significant gains. Every enemy threat was met
with resolve and repulsed as the intensity of combat in-
creased. Perhaps most important, RVNAF has met every
reduction in US support with a stoic determination to
continue the fight.
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